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lUTfcalculation 64210 

capacity calculation 

- 

state : = CI 
clear status bit 
DISCHARGING 
START_EOC : = O 
i_eoc : =N_EOC 

MC_CONST 1 2(1 sec) 
1_SELFD : 3[mA] 
N_SELF :2551128 sec) 
N_EOC : 5 

2236 

no statechange 
timer resting 

2240 

0.1mm 

2 
stale : : CD 
set status bit 
DISCHARGING 

pd : = 0 
resel_disable : = 0 end capacity_calculatinn 
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FIG.12A 

100% 

Residual 
capacity 

Rate of Self - discharge, % oi Full Capacity/day 

\\' 5' , 
Pack Temperature, ° C 

Full Capacity, percent of Design Capacity 
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F|G.13A 

\J-30% day 
\ Selt 

Discharge 

L '\ 
State of \ 
charge 

30% 5 
0°C 

Temperature 

Residual Capacity at EOD, % of Full Capacity 

Discharge Current, ck 
Pack Temperature, °C 
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95% SOC 

T“ \ 

L_ m 

- \ 

0°C“ \ m5 
96 

TEMPERATURE \ El: 
\ I“ 

l ) 

H615 o.|c RATE OF CHARGE“ 

IO 
“ 0 

9F‘ IZckC/f) / 
8 r 

a, . 

,5’ T" 
g . 

6.... 
1.554 + 0.8I6 = 2.37OAh 

5 l 1 41 l l I l 

FIG.16 time E 
IO 

voltage 01 m \1 cm (.0 I 

2.307 + 0.078= 2.385 Ah 
I J 
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lnltlallzatlon

 

  
 

1910

checks : = cksf(cf_vo|t, cf_curr, cf_femp)

checksum 1 -_-
checksum okay checks

checksum fault

 
 

 
 

nom_cap : = NOM_CAP_DEF
cf_volt : = cF_VOLT_DEF

cf_curr : = cF_CUFlR_DEF
cf_temp : = CF_TEMP_DEF

SHUNT_OFFSET : = SHUNT_0FFsET_DEF
co_curr : = C0_CUFlR_DEF

AL_FlEM_CAP : = AL_REM_CAP_DEF
AL_FlEM_TIME : = AL _FlEM_TlME_DEF
AL_Hl_TEMP : = AL_Hl_TEMP__DEF

ltf := full_cap I 8, soc : = SOC_DEF
checksum : = CHECKSUM_DEF

SHELF_SLEEP : : 1

  
 i_dip|ay : = N_D|SPLAY

i_a|arm : = N_ALAFlM

i_message : = NJVIESSAGE i_self : = N_SELF
i_auto_cal I : N30 LEOC I = N_EOC

STAFlT_EOC : = 0

state : = CD, self : = 1

flashing : = 1, ADC_va|ld := 0

end_off(0..3): = 1, end_on(0..3): = 0
LEDAN := 1, SAFETYBIT : = 1,

sale_v(0..3): = 1

 

  
  
  

  
 
 

 

 1934

clear RAM completly

full_cap : = nom_cap[mAh] * CHAFlGE_SCALE

 

 

SHELF_SLEEP : = 0

shelf sleep mode

cksf : = sum (high bytes) + sum(Iow bytes),
lf (cksf == 0) cksf : = 1

so checksum written or fatal memory loss

  
 

NOM_CAP~DEF : 3000 [mAh]
CF_VOLT_DEF : 3352 A (d)

CF_CURR__DEF : )\ x 755 (5)
CF_TEMP_DEF : 32753

SHUNT_OFFSET_DEF :33(d) = 1000/ n [m n]
CO_CURFl_DEF : -4m

AL_REM_T|ME_DEF : 10 A [min]

AL_Hl_TEMP__DEF : 700d (50 °c)
AL_REM_CAP_DEF : 200d [mAh]

SOC_DEF : 16d (12 °/.) (128d < -- > 100 %)

CHAFlGE_SCALE :72oou (2 * so * so)

CKECKSUM_DEF: 4; B (h)

N_DlSPLAY : 8 (LED on for 3 s + trigger disable)

N_ALARM : 10 (every 5 s send alarm)
N_MESSAGE :

120 (every minute send message to charger)

N30 : 60 (every 30 s auto offset calibration)
N_SELF : 255

(every 128 s calculation of selfdlscharge)
N_EOC : 5

  1918

  
  
   

  
  

   

    

 

LEDAN = l defines

LEDl0[0..5]
to outputs

1924
  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

FlC_0scillator_adiust  

|earn_cells

 end lnltiallzatlon
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i 
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RC_CTRL : = o 
~2010 

‘L 2012 
1 ms over ? 

CTR : Timer with 1 KHz clock 

counter 1 : counter + 1 m, 2018 

4 ms over ? 

Sheet 16 0f 58 5,955,869 

RC_Oscii|ator_adjust 

slartvalue ior RC - control - register 

counter : incremented 
by RC - Oscillator 

2024 

i> :452 KHZ 

i 

RC_CTHL > = 15 

2026 stopvalue for 
RC - control - register 

[ end RC_0sciilaior_ad|ust J~2028 
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F|G.26

self discharge

2610

s = (LUT_S (soc. T) nom_cap(mAh]) I 8 /256

LUT_S I the daily loss in % of the nom.
2612 csp. multipl. by LUT_S_b|ow = 217.6

charging

s[mAh] = (LUT_S ' N_SELF * nom_cap [mAh])/
(24 * 3600 * 2 * 100 * LUT_S_blow)

“LCD I = "LCD + 5 s[unIts] = (LUT_S * nom_cap[mAh] * N_SELF)/

Overflow of III err (24 * 100 * LUT’s'b|°w)
(err_overt|ow E 1) diables 2616

calculation of |tf_err_S
err overflow =: 0

" 2618

|tt_err_S : = Itt_err_S + s

2

ltt : = II! - (s + POWEH_CONSUM) 2624

2525 option : leakage current

 
 

 
 

POWER_CONSUM : 77d [0.5 mAs], — 0.3 mA

LEAKAGE_CAP : 7200d [o.5 mAs] (= 1mAh)

BA1TEHY_MODE.LEAKAGE bit: axzooo

 

 

  BATrERY_MODE.LEAKAGE

set AND self ==1

m : = m- LEAKAGE_CAP 2628}
clear BATTERY_MODE.LEAKAGE 2630: 
 

end seltdischarge 2532
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F|G.27

EPS :5/256 (2 %)

EPS_S : 26/256 (10 %)
integration R_FACTOH : 7

mo ITF_EHFi_OFFSET : 100 (mA)

2714 4@,
128<-->100% soc :=(128'itf)/iui|_ca Egg

1s4<-->1c 2716

C_rate : = (111 1 R_FACTOFl) 1 (iu|i_cap » 15)

2718

 

  
  
 
  

 

2724

2726
111_cn : = |tf_CD 1 111

pd : = LUT_D( ,C_rate, T)
2728

 
 

III > = 4096 mA AND

any end_on [0..3] == 1

reset_disab|e : = 1

charging state =-.- CD

%> 2720
discharging

resting (I = 0)

   

  

  

 
  
  

 

2722
de|ta_|ti : = 111

2732

no overflow of

ltf err_C_D

|tt_err : = |tf_err_C_D * EPS I 256 +
itf_err_S " EPS_S /256

a : = de|ta_ltf 2734 .
(positive)

<5 2736
Ia : = a + iTF_EHR_OFFSET 2738

|tf_err_C_D : = |ti_err_C_D + a 2740

 
Overflow of

|ti_err_S or
|ti_err_C_D  
 4

*7‘

I de|ta__|ti, I rewrite as 2nd complement 2750
In ; _ Itf + de|1a_|tt 2752 integration of capacity (Iti)

“U-imiis 2754 upper and lower limit for ltf
end integration 2755
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F|G.3O

end c0ndl1i0nsCD

39”’ U_EMPTY_HYST : 3050(0) [mV]
soc_c0_HvsT : 102 (0) (00)

ERI-'10R_L|MlT : 1440000 (200 [mAh])
3014

end_ot1[UMUX] := 1 end_off[UMUX] := 0

clearTEFlM|NATE_CHARGE_ALAHM 3010

set status bit

FULLY_DISCHAFtGED

3022

soc < SOC_CD_HYST

clear status bit

FULLY_DlSCHARGED

cycle_flag == 0 AND

ltf_CD > : (nom_cap * 38) /256

cycles = cycles + 1
cyc|e_1|ag = 1

 

 
 

3030

any end_on [0..3] == 1 AND

reset_disab|e =.-.0

 
  

  

  

=: 1

|1f_err < EHROFLLIMIT

 1uII_cap : =1ull_cap +1u||_cap * pd/256 - I11

EOC_1|ag : = 0

 

 
  
 

3026

  
 

  
  

  
  

1_EDV == 0 OR

(C_ra1e < 1_EDV AND

33 ’ 255 < " > 15 7' cap reset_disable == 0) 

  
 

3028

|_EDV : = C_rate

pd_reset : = pd
cap_reset_disabIe : -.- 1

cap__reset : = 1

3040

end end_condlt|onsCD
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F|G.41

initialization

  

 
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  

   
 

  
  

 
 

I6checks : = ckst(cf_voIt, ct_curr, ci_temp

ckst : = sum (high bytes) + sum(low bytes),
it (ckst =.—. 0) then cksl : :1

clear RAM completly

nom_cap : = NOM_CAP_DEF

cells : = CELLS__DEF

cl_vo|t : = CF_VOLT_DEF

cl_curr : = CF_CURR_DEF

ct_temp : = CF_TEMP_DEF

cf_curr : = CF_CURR_DEF

co_volt : = C0_VOLT_DEF
co_curr : = C0_CURFLDEF

AL_REM_CAP : = AL_HEM_CAP_DEF

AL_FlEM_TlME : = AL _REM_TlME_DEF
AL_Hl_TEMP : = AL_Hl_TEMP_DEF

lull_cap : = nom_cap[mAh] * CHARGE_SCALE

ltt : = lu|l_cap I 8, soc : = SOC_DEF

checksum : = CHECKSUM_DEF

SHELF_SLEEP : =1

NOM_CAP_DEF 2 2300d [mAh]

CELLS_DEF :4
CF_VOLT__DEF I 36511 /2043 (17375)

CF_CURH_DEF : 11755 I 16384 (0.717)

CF_TEMP_DEF : 32768 / 32758 (1.00)

CF_VOLT_DEF : 62d

4113 C0_CUHR_DEF : - 4d

AL_REM_TlME_DEF :10d [min]

AL_Hl_TEMP_DEF : 750d (55 °c)

AL_HEM_CAP_DEF I 200d [mAh]

SOC_DEFi15d(12 %) (128d < -- >100 %)

CHAHGE_SCALE : 7200d (2 ' 60 ‘ 50)

CHECKSUM_DEF :2Ah

 N_DlSPLAY :8 (LED on for 3 s + trigger disable)

N_ALAHM : 10 (every 5 s send alarm)

N_MESSAGE :

120 (every minute send message to charger)

N_DT_T : 60 (every 30 s calculation of dT)

N_DT_U : 40 (every 20 s calculation of dU)
N_SELF : 255

(every 128 s calculation of selldischarge)

T_T_DEF : son (30 °c)

special resets

l_diplay : = N_D|SPLAY l_alarm : = N_ALARM

i_message : = N_MESSAGE i__sell : = N_SELF

i_dt_T : = N_DT_T l_dt_U : = N_DT_U
state : = C0 self 2:1 ENA : = 0

ADC_va|id := 0 (lashing : =1
LEDAN : =1 T_T : T_T_DEF

dT30 : = 0 Umax : = 0 DBOS_silent : = 0

 

  

 
 

SHELF_SLEEP : = 0

shell sleep mode  end Initialization
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F|G.42

RC_0sciIIator__adjust

   
 

  
 

  
 

4210 RC_0SC_L|M|T :HC_CTRL : = 0
113 (452 KHZ)

start value for RC - control - register

CTR : Timer with 1 KHz clock

COUMET : = 0

4218

counter : incremented

by RC - Oscillator

4222

 
counter > =

RC_OSC_L|M|T

HC_CTRL : = RC_CTRL + 1

fi stopvalue for
RC - control - register   

1> = 452 KHZ

end RC_Osci||ator_ad]ust
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F|G.5O

selfdischarge

5010 s : = (LUT_S (soc. . T) * nom_cap[mAh]) /64

LUT_S Is the dally loss in % of the

nom. cap. mulllpl. by LUT_S_blow

LUT_S_blow = 6.8 
s[mAh] = (LUT_S * N_SELF * nom_cap[mAh]) /

(24* 3600* 2 * 100 * LUT_S_blow)

5014

m_cn : = m_co + s

5016 s[units] = (LUT_S * nom_cap[mAh] * N_SELF)/
(24 ‘ 100 * LUT_S_blow)

Overflow of |tl_err °"-°Vem°w 2‘ 0
(err_overllow = 1) disables

calculation of ltf_err_S

5018 |tl_err_S : = llt_err_S + s

Itf : = ltf - (l + POWER__CONSUM) 5020

5022

 

 

 

 

POWEFl_CONSUM : 77[0.5mAs], -- -0.3 mA

LEAKAGE_CAP : 7200 [0.5mAs] (=1 mAh)

BAT|'EFlY_MODE.LEAKAGE : bil 0x2000

 

  

 
 
 
 

 BATl'EFlY_MODE.LEAKAGE
set AND sell ==

m ; = m- LEAKAGE_CAP 5024

clear BA'lTERY_MODE.LEAKAGE 5026

5028

i_enable_dT ! = 0

i_enable_dT : = i_enable_dT - 1 5030 
end selldischarge 5032
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1
BATTERY PACK AND A METHOD FOR

MONITORING REMAINING CAPACITY OF
A BATTERY PACK

This application is a divisional of application Ser. No.
08/890,665, filed Jul. 9, 1997 now U.S. Pat. No. 5,794,592.
This application claims benefit of Provisional Application
Ser. No. 60/021,905 filed Jul. 17, 1996 and Provisional
Application Ser. No. 60/034,320 filed Dec. 20, 1996.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to the art of
rechargeable batteries and more specifically to a smart
battery for use in an intelligent device having power man-
agement capabilities. The invention is a smart battery appa-
ratus for controlling the operation of rechargeable Lithium
Ion (Lilon), Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH), or Nickel Cad-
mium (NiCad) batteries, and the like, to enable the reporting
of accurate information to the intelligent device for power
management and charge control specific to the battery’s
state of charge and chemistry.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

The advent of intelligent portable electronic devices such
as notebook computers, video cameras, cellular phones has
enabled the development of smart rechargeable batteries that
can communicate with the intelligent device to provide
accurate information on the battery’s present state of charge,
and how best to recharge the battery to maintain maximum
battery life, thus enabling the highest number of charge-
discharge cycles. Auser of such intelligent portable devices
utilizing such smart batteries will not only know how much
charge is left in the battery, but battery run time at various
rates of power consumption. This enables the user to select
a mode of operation that will enable maximum service life
on the remaining state of charge and, how long the device
will continue to operate.

Prior art rechargeable battery units have been provided
with means for generating some desired information to their
users, including for instance, a charge monitor and fuel
gauge such as that disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,315,228
which discloses a method for calculating state of charge and
reporting run time to empty to the host computer system.

However, there is a need for a rechargeable power unit
that will accurately maintain its own state of charge infor-
mation even when nominally fully discharged such that a
user will have instantaneous access thereof. Moreover, there
is also a need for an intelligent rechargeable battery that can
provide the user with an accurate prediction of its remaining
operating time at various levels of power consumption. The
user of such an intelligent device, such as a portable
computer, can thus elect to power down a hard disk drive to
extend the operation of the portable computer for a longer
period of time than would have been possible at the higher
rate of power consumption.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a smart battery device for use with a rechargeable
battery to be installed in a host computer that will optimize
the performance of the rechargeable battery throughout its
life cycle.

It is another object of the instant invention to provide a
smart battery device that includes a microprocessor for
controlling a rechargeable battery that performs battery
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capacity calculations for communication to a host computer
device or a smart battery charge device.

It is still another object of the instant invention to provide
a smart battery device that includes a microprocessor for
controlling a rechargeable battery and that provides intelli-
gence in the form of present state of charge and battery
charge parameters to a host device for communication to a
smart charger.

It is yet still a further object of the instant invention to
provide a smart battery device that includes a microproces-
sor for controlling a rechargeable battery that monitors
battery operating parameters such as voltage, current, and
temperature to thereby enable either a rapid charging rate or
an optimal charging rate from any charged state.

Still yet another object of the instant invention is to
provide a smart battery device that includes a microproces-
sor for controlling a rechargeable battery that calculates
predictive data such as the battery’s remaining life at the
current rate of drain and at alternate rates of drain.

It is still a further object of the instant invention to provide
a smart battery device that is an application specific inte-
grated circuit (ASIC) having analog and digital components.

Furthermore, another object of the present invention is to
provide a smart battery device that includes an analog to
digital (A/D) converter for measuring battery charge param-
eters such as voltage, current, and temperature.

Yet still another object of the present invention is to
provide a smart battery device having an A/D converter with
a single positive power supply that is capable of bipolar
operation for converting both positive and negative analog
signals representing battery charge and discharge currents,
respectively.

Another object of the instant invention is to provide a
smart battery device as above wherein the analog and digital
components of the ASIC comprise CMOS semiconductor
technology designed for improved accuracy, and high A/D
converter resolution with minimal power consumption.

Still another object of the present invention is to provide
a smart battery device having a microprocessor such that,
when nominally discharged, will place itself in a sleep mode
with virtually no power consumption.

Yet a further object of the present invention is to provide
a smart battery device that includes a microprocessor with
RAM memory, and comprises means for retaining RAM
memory contents when the device is in sleep mode.

Yet still a further object of the invention is to provide a
smart battery device that comprises short circuit protection
means for preserving RAM memory contents when the
battery is temporarily short circuited.

Another object of the instant invention is to provide a
smart battery device that includes a ROM memory that is
manufactured by a process that facilitates the programming
of ROM in an upper or respectively later produced layers.

Yet furthermore, an object of the instant invention is to
provide a smart battery device that includes a ROM memory
device whereby the programming of ROM is eifected in a
metal mask.

Furthermore, an object of the instant invention is to
provide a smart battcry device having incorporatcd thcrcin
an error treatment algorithm, for taking into account mea-
surement errors, interpolation from look—up tables, etc.,
wherein the errors are considered to be a function of time.

It is contemplated that if a total error is larger than a
predetermined value, certain operating modes are disabled,
and, in particular, variables are substituted by default values
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to result in a smaller error. In case of displayed information,
such as LED battery pack display, the error can be addi-
tionally taken into account, for e.g., a quantity of: capacity—
total error in capacity, may be displayed. If an error that is
too big is produced, the end criterion for determining end of
charge condition may be changed, for e.g., using —dU
instead of the error influenced criterion.

These and other objects of the present invention are
attained with a smart battery device which provides electri-
cal power and which reports predefined battery parameters
to an external device having a power management system,
wherein the battery includes:

(a) at least one rechargeable cell connected to a pair of
terminals to provide electrical power to an external device
during a discharge mode and to receive electrical power
during a charge mode, as provided or determined by said
remote device,

(b) a data b11s for reporting predefined battery identifica-
tion and charge parameters to the external device,

(c) an analog means for generating analog signals repre-
sentative of battery voltage and current at said terminals, and
an analog signal representative of battery temperature at said
cell,

(d) a hybrid integrated circuit (IC) having a microproces-
sor for receiving the analog signals and converting them to
digital signals representative of battery voltage, current and
temperature, and calculating actual charge parameters over
time from said digital signals, said calculations including
one calculation according to the following algorithm;

CAI’,m=CAI’FC—2IdAtd—2‘.IAt+2eCICAtC

wherein cc is 1 for a LiIon battery, and for a NiMH battery
is a function of battery current, temperature, and CAP,m;
and I5 is a function of battery temperature and CAPFC, the
capacity at full charge, for a LiIon battery, and for a NiMH
battery is a function of battery temperature and CAP,em.

(e) a data memory defined within said hybrid IC for
storing said predefined battery identification and actual
chargc paramctcrs, cvcn whcn nominally fully discharged,
said charge parameters including at least full charge capacity
and remaining capacity,

(t) a bus controller defined within said hybrid IC for
sending battery messages to said remote device over said
data bus, said messages including said predefined battery
identification and said actual charge parameters.

Superimposed on this equation is reset logic, to be
explained below, that self corrects the value of CAPFC with
a capacity calculation at each full charge (EOC) and each
end of full discharge.

Further benefits and advantages of the invention will
become apparent from a consideration of the following
detailed description given with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings, which specify and illustrate preferred
embodiments of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic block diagram of a smart battery
device connected to a host computer and battery charging
device.

FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of the smart battery
device and connector, including a pinout diagram of an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (hybrid IC) used in
the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates a simplified block diagram of the hybrid
IC 32 that includes the microcontroller of the smart battery
device of the instant invention.
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FIG. 4 illustrates a general schematic diagram of the A/D
converter 60.

FIG. 5(a) illustrates a schematic sketch of dc voltage
shifting circuit arrangement.

FIG. 5(b) is a second embodiment of the inventive circuit
arrangement.

FIG. 6 is a schematic sketch of the circuit arrangement in
the A/D converter 60.

FIG. 7 is a phase diagram in the operation of the A/D
converter pursuant to FIG. 6.

FIG. 8 illustrates the timing of the operating cycles under
normal and sample mode operating conditions.

FIG. 9 illustrates the approximate time durations for the
various measurements per operating cycle.

FIG. 10 is a detailed schematic of the power-on reset 85
and RAM de-latching circuit 85'.

FIG. 11 illustrates a detailed schematic diagram of the
comparator wake-up circuit 80.

FIG. 12a is a three-dimensional graphic representation of
look up tables (LUT) that depict predicted residual capacity
values as a function of discharging current and temperature
for a NiMH battery, and similar look up tables for a LiIon
battery are shown in FIG. 12b.

FIG. 13a is a three-dimensional graphic representation of
look up tables that depict the amount of self-discharge
current (vertical axis) as a function of relative battery state
of charge and temperature for a NiMH battery, and similar
look up tables for a LiIon battery are shown in FIG. 13b.

FIG. 14 is a three-dimensional graphic representation of
charge efficiency look-up tables showing charge efficiency
factors (EC) as a function of relative state of charge, charging
current, and temperature for a NiMH battery, and wherein
similar look up tables are not required for a I.iIon battery
which has a charge efficiency of 1.

FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate two voltage versus time graphs,
a and b, comparing calculated battery capacity characteris-
tics at various discharging current rates for a six (6) cell
battery pack for a NiMH battery, and similar graphs are
available for a LiIon battery.

FIG. 16A is a schematic diagram of a battery pack
especially well suited for use with lithium ion battery cells.

FIGS. 17 through 39 illustrate respectively the following
logic flow diagrams or routines for a LiIon battery (with the
exception of FIG. 21 a which is for a NiMH battery),
mainichart, dutyicycle, initialization, RCiOscillator,
adjust, learn_cells, capacity_calculation, IUT_calculation,
U_calculation, V_control, selfdischarge, integration, Itf13
Limits, end_conditionsCI, end_conditionsCD, alarm_
control, Charge_control, send_message, LED_display,
handleirequest, Read,Block, Write,Block, fetchiADC,
values, and set_cell dep_val.

FIG. 40 is a flow chart showing the main operating routine
of a program for monitoring and controlling the operation of
a battery pack having rechargeable nickel metal hydride
battery cells.

FIG. 41 illustrates an initialization routine of the operat-
ing program shown in FIG. 40.

FIG. 42 is as flow chart for a routine used to calibrate an

oscillator of the battery pack.
FIG. 43 shows a routine for transferring data values from

an analog-to-digital converter to a processor of the battery
pack.

FIG. 44 shows a routine used to determine various values

that depend on the number of battery cells in the battery
pack.
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FIG. 45 illustrates a routine for determining the remaining
capacity of the battery.

FIG. 46 is a flow chart for a routine used to convert output
data of the analog-to-digital converter to data val11es in
preferred units.

FIG. 47 shows a routine for determining the number of
cells in the battery pack.

FIG. 48 shows a procedure for determining when the
processor of the battery pack enters a low power, or sleep
mode.

FIG. 49 illustrates a routine for calculating various tem-
perature and voltage values.

FIG. 50 shows a routine used by the processor to calculate
the decrease in battery capacity due to self discharge of the
battery cells.

FIG. 51 is a flow chart showing a procedure for calcu-
lating changes in the remaining capacity of the battery.

FIG. 52 illustrates a procedure used to determine wheter
the remaining battery capacity has reached predefined upper
or lower limits.

FIG. 53 shows a routine for determining when the battery
pack has reached an end of charging.

FIG. 54 is a llow chart for a routine for determining when
the battery pack has reached an end of discharge.

FIG. 55 shows a procedure for monitoring and generating
alarms relating to various conditions of the battery pack.

FIG. 56 illustrates a routine for sending instructions to a
battery charger.

FIG. 57 shows a procedure 11sed by the processor on the
battery pack to prepare messages for transmission.

FIG. 58 is a flow chart of a routine used to control an LED

display on the battery pack.

FIG. 59 illustrates a procedure for processing requests
received by the processor on the battery pack.

FIG. 60 shows a routine for reading data received by the
processor on the battery pack.

FIG. 61 shows a procedure used by the processor on the
battery pack to write messages.

FIG. 62 is a flow chart illustrating a routine for identifying
a charging current being applied to the battery pack.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The smart battery device of the present invention, referred
to as a Duracell Battery Operating System (DBOS), is
initially described in the following overview which includes
the following sequential topics, ASIC IIardware,
Architecture, CPU, A/D Converter, Current Measurement,

Temperature Measurement, Pack Voltage Measurement,
Cell Voltage Measurements, ROM, RAM, RAM Data Back-
up Circuit, 12C/SMBus Interface, Clock generation circuit,
Wake-up comparator circuit, LED Drivers, Interface
circuits, Hardware Modes of Operation, Run Mode: Entry/'
Exit, Sample Mode: Entry/Exit and Sleep Mode: Entry/Exit.

ASIC Hardware
Architecture

The ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) is
composed of five basic blocks: processor core (CPU), ana-
log to digital converter (A/D), program memory and look—up
tables (ROM), data memory (RAM), and the I2C/SMBus
communications interface. The primary goal of these com-
ponents is to measure, calculate, and con1n1unicate the status
of the Smart Battery.
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6
Each of the above blocks includes additional hardware

and software components required to perform the specific
task. Some of these components are shared between
components, such as the internal clock oscillator which is
used by the CPU and the A/D.

CPU

The Central Processing Unit, or processor core, of the
ASCI is an 8-bit microcontroller processor. It is considered
a Reduced-Instmction-Set-CPU (RISC) since it lacks com-
plex instructions such as multiply and divide. It is a low-
power design, optimized for both reasonable speed and very
low power consumption.

The CPU requires a 4-phase clock which is derived from
the internal RC oscillator. Each cycle of the clock is approxi-
mately 8.8 usec in duration.

The CPU executes the program software which includes
everything fron1 operation of the A/D to capacity calcula-
tions to I2C/SMBus communications. A more complete
description of the software is included in Chapter 3—DBOS
Algorithm. Portions are also discussed in Chapter
2—SBData and SMBus.

The CPU uses a Harvard architecture which separates the
data and program memory accesses so the CPU can operate
more efficiently. A traditional architecture uses a single data
program memory space but this delays operation since a
program instruction must wait for data read/writes and vice
versa. The separate data and program memories require
addition space but are faster in operation.

The CPU uses a 12-bit instruction word even though it is
an 8-bit processor core. This allows a more efficient coding
since the instructions can by combined with 8-bit data as
well.

The CPU includes an Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), a
standard stack and program counter, a bi-directional data
bus, and a watch-dog timer. The ALU performs computions
and executes program instructions. The data bus transfers
program instructions and data values, and the watch-dog
timer monitors the software execution.

The watch-dog timer is a common device within the
CPUs. It helps prevent unwanted software execution or
hang-ups. The watch-dog requires that a particular register
must be written regularly. If it is not written, then the
watch-dog has ‘timed out’ and will reset the CPU. This reset
will clear the hang-up and re-start the CPU at a known state.

The CPU uses a paged-memory access procedure since its
address mechanism cannot reach the whole 4K program
ROM space. Instead, the memory is addressed and executed
on in smaller pages of 128. This requires additional CPU
overhead to track and correctly jump and switch the program
instruction pages. This procedure was due to the continued
growth in the size of the program code during the develop-
ment of the DBOS. Due to time schedules it was easier to

implement a paged-memory mechanism than to re-design
the ASICs program memory addressing width.

A/D Converter

The A/D converter requires a 5-phase clock which is
derived from the internal RC oscillator. The RC oscillator

frequency is divided by 2 and then again by 5 to obtain the
correct A/D clock. Each cycle of the A/D clock is approxi-
mately 22 usec in duration. The A/D is the longest (slowest)
device withing the ASIC b11t this is due to the measurement
method used in the A/D.

Analog-to-Digital conversion occurs by performing a
series of comparisons to know values and then assigning a
digital representation to the converted value. Speed and
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resolution are sometimes inversely proportional. Given
enough time, very accurate measurements can occur,
however, time is usually critical to system operation.

The A/D converter performs a conversion for a duration
relative to the desired level of resolution, in bits. The
conversion time is the period of the A/D -phase clock for
2"“ bits. The 10-bits resolution for temperature and pack
voltage conversions require 211 clock cycles to complete
while the 13-bits current conversion requires 214 clock
cycles.

The A/D converter csscntially performs only voltage
conversions but these voltages can represent other measure-
ments in the system, in this case, battery temperature and
current as well. The pack voltage is measured through a
resistive divider circuit. The pack temperature is measured
as a voltage across another resistive divider where part of the
divider circuit is a thermistor, a device who resistance
changes with temperature in a known way. The pack current
is measured as a very small voltage drop across a very small
value sense or shunt resistor. The direction of the current is

determined by a polarity of the voltage across the sense
resistor.

The A/D converter is an incremental delta-sigma
converter, a particular type of an A/D implementation. This
type of converter can perform bi-polar (both positive and
negative measurements) using only a single voltage refer-
ence. The quantization error is also controlled very well by
the delta-sigma design since the error is offset in both
directions equally.

The A/D converter is not a sampling type implementation
but instead integrates the analog input signal during the
whole conversion cycle. This type of A/D/ is not sensitive to
parameters such as the clocking frequency or waveform.

The A/D converter uses separate full—scale reference
voltages for each type of measurement: current, voltage, and
temperature. The current and temperature measurements use
a 150 mV full—scale reference. The pack voltage measure-
ments uses a 350 mV full—scale reference.

Current Measurement

The internal pack current is measured using a (shunt)
resistor connected in series with the power path of the pack.
The voltage across this fixed value sense resistor is mea-
sured and converted to a representation of the current
flowing in the pack. Direction of current flow is also
determined. The resistance of the sense/shunt resistor must

not change due to temperature or other effects in order for
the measurements to remain consistent and accurate.

The voltage value observed across the sense resistor is on
the order of tens of microVolts (uV) or I/1,000,000 of a Volt.
This is an extremely small value and is the most difficult
measurement of the A/D. In order to provide accurate
measurements, care is taken in the layout and routing of any
part of this circuit, both internally and externally.

In order to accurate measure these very small voltages in
the presence of internal and eternal noise, separate sense and
ground leads are used. Each end of the sense resistor has a
sense lead (Vsl1— and Vsl1+) and the n1ost negative end of the
sense resistor also has an additional ground reference line,
Vans. Thc Vans and Vsh— lincs bcing scparatc hclp improve
the noise immunity of the A/D current sense circuit.

Calibration of thc currcnt mcasurcmcnt requires two
values: a correction factor or slope adjustment, and a cor-
rection offset. The Correction factor, Cf_curr, is used to
calibrate out the tolerance of the shunt sense resistor and the

full—scale reference Voltage. the correction offset, Co_curr,
is used to re-zero the current n1easuren1ent due to system
offsets.
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The current measurement equation is:

Ishu/zt=(C curr/1 6384) *(I_A/D—C0_curr)

I/A/D is the raw digital conversion value of the current
measurement. Ishunt is the actual current value reported in
mA units.

Temperature Measurement
The internal pack temperature is measured using a

temperature-varying resistance device (NTC) and a voltage
divider string. The voltage across the NTC is converted into
a temperature representation since the other resistance and
rcfcrcncc voltage in thc dividcr string are both known. Thc
resistive voltage divider network is external to the ASIC.

To conserve power, the negative connection of the voltage
divider string is connected only when a measurement is
occurring. (If left connected, the resistive divider string
would continually drain current, although very small
amounts.)

The resistance value of the NTC decreases as the tem-

perature increases but is nominal 10 kohms at 25° C. A
look—up—table is used to convert the measured NTC voltage
to actual temperature due to the slightly non-linear slope of
the NTC curve. (Lower resistance=Higher temperature but
not completely linearly.) Interpolation is used between look-
up-table values.

Calibration of the temperature measurement requires two
values: a correction factor or slope adjustment, and a cor-
rection offset. The correction factor Cf_temp, is used to
calibrate out the tolerances of the resistor divider network,
the NTC, and the full—scale reference voltage. The correction
offset, Coitemp, is used to re-zero the temperature mea-
surement due to system offsets. Not all versions of DBOS
use both of these calibration correction values.

Due to the complications of measuring internal pack
temperature during calibration, these correction values are
not typically changed. The default values appear to work
satisfactory, mostly since the temperature is only critical in
a relative sense, not absolute. Accuracy for changes in
temperature is critical, but not the absolute accuracy.

The temperature measurement equation is:

T_L UT=(Cf_temp/2048) * (T_A/D-Caitemp)

T/A/D is the raw digital conversion value of the tem-
perature measurement. T_LUT is the value used for a
Look-Up Table conversion to an actual value reported in
0.1K units. (Note: Some versions of DBOS do not use the
Co_temp value.)

Pack Voltage Measurement
The internal pack voltage is measured also using a voltage

divider resistances and reference voltage in the divider string
are known.

In some versions of the DBOS the resistive voltage
divider network is external to the ASIC, in later versions

(DBOS-II) it is internal to the ASIC. The external compo-
nents are 1% values to maintain matched accuracy of the
ratio. The internal components are less accurate for the exact
values but the ratio is more closely matched and less likely
to drift. However, this requires fincr calibration with thc
internal version due to the initial wider variance in values.

To conserve power, the negative connection of the voltage
divider string is connected only when a measurement is
occurring.

Calibration of the pack voltage measurement requires two
values: a correction factor or slope adjustment and a cor-
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rection offset. The correction factor, Cf_volt, is used to
calibrate out the tolerances of the resistor divider network

and the full-scale reference voltage. The correction offset,
Co_volt, is used to re-zero the pack voltage measurement
due to system offsets. Not all versions of DBOS use both of
these calibration correction values.

The current measurement equation is:

Vpack=(Cf_volt/2048) *( V_A/I.)-C0_volt)

V_A/D is the raw digital conversion value of the pack
voltage measurement. Vpack is the actual pack voltage value
reported in mV units.

(Note: Some versions of DBOS do not use the Co_volt
value.)

Cell Voltage Measurements
In certain DBOS-II implementations used for LiION,

individual cell voltages are measured in addition to the
overall pack voltage. This is done for both safety and
capacity calculation reasons. Each cell has its own voltage
monitoring connection and the cell stack voltage is mea-
sured by subtracting the individual voltages from the full
pack voltage.

The measurement method is the same for the cell voltages
since the ASIC uses an additional 2 pins for the added cell
monitoring points. Internal to the ASIC are resistive voltage
divider networks to scale the cell voltage appropriately, just
like the pack voltage measurement mechanism.

Due to additional components in the LiIon power path,
some of the individual cell voltages, like the most negative
cell, have additional correction offsets added as series resis-
tances. These allow compensation in the calculation for
voltage drops which occur due to the addition power path
components.

The individual LiIon cell voltages are used for all safety
and capacity calculations, while the pack voltage is only
used for reporting the SBData value for Voltage when
requested.

ROM

The Read—Only—Memory of the ASIC contains the pro-
gram code software for the CPU instructions and the various
look-up tables for self-discharge, charge efficiency, etc.

The ROM memory is 4096><12-bits in size due to the
CPU’s 12-bit program instruction width. This is equivalent
to a 6k byte (8-bit) size memory. The ROM is encoded in the
ASIC’s silicon as one of the last steps in the ASIC fabrica-
tion process. This allows it to be somewhat easily changed
as changes in look-up value are required.

RAM

The Random-Access-Memory of the ASIC is a read/write
block of data memory which contains the many variables
required to execute the DBOS algorithm. These variables
and values include the learned functions such as

FullChargeCapacity, and the pack-specific values such as
DesignCapacity, DesignVoltage, SerialNumber,
ManufactureDate, etc.

The RAM is organized as 128 bytes (8-bits per byte) some
with write protection which requires password access in
order to write to the RAM. A small portion of the RAM
(used in the SBData ManufacturerData area) is used to
calculate a chccksum. This chccksum produces a known
result if the contents of the RAM is correct. Otherwise, the
value is incorrect and indicates that the RAM contents has

been altered due to RAM data loss, an ESD event, or some
other cause. When the checksum is incorrect, the RAM
contents are reset to power-on-reset defaults so that correct
operation of the ASIC can continue.
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RAM Data Back-up Circuit
Since the RAM contents are important to the operation of

the ASIC, the data in the RAM is protected from accidental
erasure and loss due to loss of power.

A RAM Data Back-Up circuit is used to maintain the
contents of the RAM during loss of power to the ASIC, such
as during a short-circuit condition, or during over-discharge.

The Data Back-Up circuit uses an external capacitor to
maintain an acceptable voltage for the internal RAM. This
capacitor is normally conncctcd internally to the ASIC’s
power supply, called Vasic or Vddd, through a PMOS
transistor When the Vasic (Vddd) voltage drops
below the POR threshold (approximately 2.0 V) then the
capacitor is disconnected from the Vasic (Vddd) voltage and
the RAM is supplied from the capacitor alone.

The RAM typically requires only a few nano-Amps (1E-9
Amps) of operating current in its standby state (only main-
taining itself, not being read or written). The external
capacitor is thus able to maintain the RAM for anywhere
from hours to days depending on the leakage of the
capacitor, the internal FET switch, and the current consump-
tion of the RAM itself.

When the Vasic (Vddd) voltage returns above the POR
threshold (2.0 V to 2.4 V) then the FET switch re-connects
the RAM to the main ASIC voltage to restore full operation.
The contents of the RAM are then checked (in the POR
procedure) using the checksum value and reset to defaults if
the RAM data was not maintained.

Normally, RAM data is maintained since short-circuit
conditions are usually only short duration events due to
other pack protection devices such as PTCs and thermal
fuses. 12C/SMBus Interface

The 12C/SMBus interface allows the ASIC to communi-

cate with the outside world via a standard interface protocol
using defined data sets. The 12C/SMBus interface can
operate as either a slave, responding to requests for data, or
as a master, generating alarm and charging broadcasts to
another device.

The 12C/SMBus interface is a byte-wide hardware based
interface with a software link to the CPU. The first byte
received is completely independent of the CPU but addi-
tional bytes are either received or the transfer aborted as
controlled by the CPU.

The hardware 12C/SMBus interface monitors for Start

conditions and responds to the Smart Battery address when
recognized. If addressed correctly, an automatic ACKnowl-
edge (ACK) is generated and the CPU is notified that a data
request has been initiated.

The CPU then controls the transfer by informing the
hardware interface to receive the next byte or terminate the
transfer by generating a NOT ACKnowledge (NACK) at the
end of the second byte.

Transfers continue in this manner with the hardware

handling the individual input/output and the CPU control-
ling the overall data flow.

The hardware can respond to any 12C/SMBus clock
speed but the CPU may require clock stretching between
bytes during the ACK clock duration.

When a SBData request occurs, the CPU must calculate
the appropriate value since there is not enough time or
memory to prc-calculatc all 34 SBData values. Due to long
calculation times, the ACK clock is usually stretched (up to
the 25 msec maximum allowed) while the CPU calculates
the result requested.

The CPU can also initiate a 12C/SMBus communication

when it deterrnines that an alarm condition has been tripped
(Alarm Warning) or when charging information should be
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sent to a Smart Cl1arger (Cl1argir1gVoltage and
ChargingCurrent).

When becoming a master device, the hardware interface
notifies the CPU when the 12C/SMBus is clear and

available, and then generates a Start condition and appro-
priate clocking. The 12C/SMBus clock (CLK) frequency is
a sub-multiple of the internal RC oscillator frequency.

Misc Components
Clock gcncrating circuit
The clock generation circuitry controls two separate oscil-

lator devices: an internal RC oscillator which is used for all

CPU, A/D, and 12C/SMBus timing; and an external crystal
which is used solely for the measurement and cycle timing
of the software executing on the CPU. The internal RC
oscillator is variable with voltage and temperature and
therefore not used for exact time measurements. The exter-

nal crystal is highly stable and accurate over temperature
and voltage so it is used for the critical time events, such as
self-discharge estimations.

The RC oscillator normally runs at 450 to 460 kHz
frequency but may vary to as low as 390 kHz or as high as
510 kHz. This frequency is divided by 4 for the internal CPU
clock and by 10 for the A/D measurement clock. It is also
divided by either 10 or 8 for the 12C/SMBus alarm fre-
quency clock when the ASIC must be an 12C/SMBus master
device.

The ONLY way to measure the internal RC oscillator
frequency is to set a SBData RemainingTime or Remain-
ingCapacity Alarm and then wait for an AlarmWarning
message to be generated. The clock frequency of the Alarm-
Warning generated by the ASIC’s 12C/SMBus circuit is the
RC oscillator’s frequency divided by 10 or 8, depending on
the DBOS version.

The internal RC oscillator is shut off when the ASIC

enters Sleep Mode.
The external crystal operates at a very exact 32.768 kHz

and is used for all the exact timing within the ASIC. This
frequency is divided down to a 1/2 Hz (500 msec) signal
which is main cycle control interrupt used by the ASIC’s
software. The capacity algorithm is re-started based on this
signal (depending on the mode of operation at the time, Run,
Sample, or Sleep); the A/D measurements are started based
on this signal; and the Wake-Up comparator is activated
when in Sleep Mode based on this signal.

The external crystal is always running as long as the ASIC
supply voltage is greater than the Power-on-Reset (POR)
level of 2.0 to 2.4 Vasic, regardless of the mode of operation.

Wake-Up Comparator Circuit
The Wake-Up Comparator circuit is used when the ASIC

is in the Sleep Mode. Once in this mode, all internal
operation of the ASIC stops (except for the control of the
external crystal). In order to detect an exit from the Sleep
Mode into either the Run or Sample Modes, a Wake-Up
Comparator must be used.

The Wake-Up Comparator is simply a voltage comparator
which is turned on once every 500 msec cycle to roughly
measure the full pack voltage. This is not an A/D
measurement, just a rough measurement of the pack voltage
using a simple resistive divider circuit. The pack voltage is
then compared to the internal bar1d-gap reference (1.25 V
nominal).

If the pack voltage is greater than the preset thrcshold,
usually just below the nominal open-circuit pack voltages of
7.2 V, 10.8 V, 12 V, 14.4 V, etc. then the Wake-Up Com-
parator “awakens” the rest of the ASIC. (The actual com-
parator voltage value varies with the silicon process but is
approximately 1.17 V/cell for NiMH versions and 3.55
V/cell for LiION versions.)
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To conserve power through the resistive divider circuit,
this divider is only switched on for approximately 30 usec
every 500 msec cycle.

LED Drivers

The LED driver circuit activates 5 LED outputs, of which
only 4 are used for LEDs. The 5th LED driver output is
either not used or used for other control functions (non-LED
related) on sor11e DBOS versions.

The LEDs are activated by a press of the LED switch or
by invoking the LED tcst via a SBData command in thc
BatteryMode register.

A press of the switch will activate all the LEDs corre-
sponding to the current battery State-Of-Charge (SOC) for
approximately 3 to 5 seconds. The LED test using the
BatteryMode value of 1000h illuminates each LED in
sequence for approximately ‘/2 second.

The illumination sequence (for SOC or test) starts with
the LED closest to the switch, referred to as the 10% LED.

The SOC displayed is either Relative (related to
FullChargeCapacity) or Absolute (related to
DesignCapacity) and is determined by the value in the
Kind-Of-Display (KOD) byte or bit in the ManufacturerData
area. AKOD value of zero (0) indicates RelativeSOC will be
displayed.

The LEDs are activated by internally connecting the
cathode to the Vdss (ground) reference within the ASIC.
This completes the circuit from the Vpack input, through the
current limiting resistor, and the LED itself.

Instead of a continuous direct connect completing the
circuit, the LEDs are switched into the complete circuit for
200 usec every 1 msec. This corresponds to a 1 kHz
multiplex rate.

To achieve the effect of a continuous illumination, the
LEDs are driven with a peak current of 25 to 50 mA.

Interface Circuits
There are numerous other interface circuits within the

ASIC which perform additional input functions. Examples
include the external crystal start-up and drive circuit which
enables the operation of the external crystal. The CPU and
A/D logic interface, the CPU to RAM and ROM interface,
the 12C/SMBus to CPU interface, etc.

Hardware Modes of Operation:
There are three (3) basic modes of operation of the ASIC:

Run, Sample and Sleep. The separate modes are included to
improve the power consumption of the ASIC to limit the
drain on the battery cells during operation. Basic character-
istics of each mode are listed below along with entry and exit
conditions.

During each of the modes of operation there are slightly
different CPU and A/D processes to compensate for the
differing operation. During a normal process cycle, the CPU
will go to ‘sleep’ if no further calculations are required and
no 12C/SMBus communications are requested. This internal
CPU mode, also termed ‘sleep’ is NOT the same as the
whole ASIC going into the Sleep Mode.

Run Mode: Entry/Exit
The main operational mode of the ASIC is Run Mode: all

components are active at all times. Entry into this mode is
from both Sample or Sleep Mode depending on measured
current and pack voltage values. Measurements and capacity
calculations occur during cvcry 500 msec opcration cyclc.

Run Mode is exited when the measured current drops into
the Sample Mode limit or when the measured voltage drops
below the Sleep Mode threshold.

Sample Mode: Entry/Exit
Sample Mode is the first level of lower power consump-

tion used by the ASIC to prevent deep discharge of the
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battery cells. It is primarily used for a battery at rest, being
neither charged or discharged.

Sleep Mode is entered when the current measurement
reports a pack current less than the Sample Mode threshold,
typically +/-10 mA. This current value usually indicates a
battery at rest or with only a maintenance charge or low—rate
discharge.

During Sample Mode, the A/T) is only started once per
second (DBOS-I/IA) or once per 3 scconds (DBOS-II) to
take voltage, temperature, and current measurements. All
capacity calculations and 12C/SMBus communication
requests still operate at their normal rate as in Run Mode.
But the judicial use of the A/D, which uses more power in
operation, reduces the ASIC’s power consummation signifi-
cantly.

All capacity calculations compensate for the reduced
frequency of current measurements so long periods of time
in Sample Mode do NOT affect accuracy.

Sample Mode is exited when the current measurement
returns a current greater than the threshold which returns the
ASIC to Run Mode. Sample Mode is also exited when
entering Sleep Mode (see below).

Sleep Mode: Entry/Exit
Sleep Mode is the lowest power consuming state of the

ASIC and is essentially the “off” state. The only devices in
the ASIC still functioning are the external crystal drive
circuits, the Wake—Up Comparator Circuit, and the RAM
data back-up circuit.

Sleep Mode is entered when the voltage measurement
returns a voltage less than the Sleep Mode threshold, usually
09 V/cell for NiMH and 2.7 to 2.4 V/cell for I.iION. These

voltages indicate a deeply discharge battery which should
NOT be discharged further.

In DBOS—I/IA Sleep Mode is entered from either Run
Mode or from Sample Mode whenever the 0.9 V/cell limit
is reached. In DBOS-II Sleep Mode can only be entered
from Sample Mode (unless a safety FET activation occurs).
This way, the discharge must stop or slow prior to entering
Sleep Mode.

During Sleep Mode, no capacity calculations or commu-
nications are preformed.

Sleep Mode is exited only via the Wake—Up Comparator
Circuit which monitors the pack voltage. The smart battery
device of the present invention is intended for use with an
intelligent host device such as a portable computer, portable
video camera or cellular telephone having a system inan-
agement bus and a smart charger, or an intelligent host
device having a system power manager that can receive and
send data over a system management bus.

Arepresentative example of such a system is illustrated in
FIG. 1, wherein the smart battery 10 is connected to a power
plane 12 to supply and receive electrical energy over he
power plane, and a system management bus 14, which is a
bi-directional modified I2C data bus (communication
interface) that communicates with a host device 16 which
may be a portable computer. The host device 16 may 3e
powered by the smart battery 10, or by the system power
supply 18 and a conventional AC source 20. Asystem power
supply or power management system also communicates
with a smart charger 22 which may be used to determine tie
rate and duration of charge sent to the smart battery by he
power supply. Smart chargcr 22 also communicates with no
system management bus 14, and may receive a temperature
signal representative of battery cell temperature on a sepa-
rate line feed 24. A detailed functional description of he
system management bus 14 (bi-directional modified I2C
data bus) can be found ir1 the Ir1tel\Duracell System Man-
agement Bus Specification, Rev 0.95, (April 1994).
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The system power management system 18 may supply or
draw power to/from the smart battery 10 over power plane
12, depending upon the state of charge in smart battery 10,
and depending upon the presence or absence of power at AC
source 20.

The smart charger 22 may periodically poll the smart
battery 10 for charge characteristics, and adjust output to
match a smart battery charge request. Optionally, and if
selected by the user of the host device, the smart charger 22
can ovcrridc thc smart battcry’s charge rate request and
charge the smart battery at a higher or quick charge rate. The
user of the host device does not necessarily need to override
the smart battery’s request. As will be explained in greater
detail below, the smart battery may periodically broadcast
the desired charging current, or the smart charger 22 polls
the smart battery for a charging current. The host or the
charger need not comply with the smart battery’s request and
can provide a greater or lesser amount of power than
requested.

The host device 16 may communicate with the smart
battery over the system management bus 14 and request
information from the battery for use in the system power
management scheme, thereby providing the user of the host
device with information about the battery’s present state and
capabilities. The host device 16 will also receive notice of
critical events, including alarm conditions, remaining capac-
ity below a user set threshold value, a remaining run time
below a user set threshold value, or an end of discharge
signal. The alarm conditions include but are not limited to
overcharging, overtemperature, a remaining charge capacity
below a predetermined or user set capacity, or, a run time
below a predetermined or user set run time remaining.

As will be hereinafter explained in greater detail, the
smart battery can report out an instantaneous current value
being drawn from the battery, current values averaged over
predetermined time intervals, present temperature and
present voltage.

The smart battery may also report out a number of battery
status indicators, indicating whether or not the battery is
charging or discharging, that charging is complete, or, that
the battery is fully discharged.

In addition, it can provide calculated values including run
time remaining at a present current usage, a run time
remaining at an average current use, a run time remaining at
optimal current use, and a predicted run time remaining at a
host device selected current level (discharge rate).

The smart battery device 10 is also provided with a
read-only memory (ROM) that is manufactured to contain a
set of predefined battery identification parameters which
may include manufacturer data, cell chemistry, design
capacity, design voltage, and a unique device identification
number. The predefined battery identification parameters are
available, for either the host device or the smart charger, to
assist them in the selection of optimal usage and charge
parameters for the smart battery.

The smart battery is also capable of recommending a
desired charge current, reporting a time remaining to full
charge, a battery capacity available at full charge, and the
number of times tl1e battery has been charged or discharged.

The smart battery of the present invention utilizes a
hybrid intcgratcd chip (IC) containing an cmbcddcd micro-
processor and a novel analog to digital connector which
receives analog signals from the battery and converts them
to digital signals representative of battery voltage, current
and temperature. The smart battery microprocessor then
calculates actual charge parameters over time from these
digital signals according to a predetermined algorithm in
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which CAP,em is tl1e remaining capacity of tl1e battery which
is continuously assigned a new value to reflect adjustments
for effective charge, discharge, and self discharge.

The charge delivered to the battery is measured, and for
a NiMH battery is adjusted by an efficiency factor which is
a function of current, temperature, and relative state of
charge. It should be mentioned that the remaining capacity,
CAP,em, and the relative state of charge, SOC, represent the
same thing (remaining battery capacity) and differ in that
relative state of charge is indicated as a percentage of the last
full charge capacity. The charge efficiency for a NiMH
battery is a value determined as a function of the above
variables and may be derived from a look up table, herein-
after described with respect to FIG. 14, or calculated from a
formula which provides a stepwise approximation of charge
efficiency behavior, depending upon current, temperature
and state of charge. It is understood that the charge efficiency
factor can be obtained from a response equation or interpo-
lation between several different values stored in memory.

Likewise, the remaining battery capacity CAP,em is dec-
remented by the measured discharge rate over time. A
predictive model of residual capacities determines expected
CAPMH for a present current and temperature. This predic-
tive model may also estimate when the battery voltage will
drop to a predetermined cut-ofi‘ voltage of the present rate of
discharge. This residual capacity model may be calculated
from a formula or obtained from a look up table, which
includes values of residual capacities as a function of
discharge current and temperature.

Finally, CAPM” is also adjusted by subtracting self dis-
charge. For a NiMH battery self discharge is calculated as a
function of temperature and state of charge, and is always
subtracted from CAPrem, regardless of whether the battery is
discharging or being charged. Self discharge may be derived
from a look up table of empirical models of identical cell
chemistry that predict self discharge as a function of tem-
perature and state of charge, or may be calculated by the
microprocessor.

As will be hereinafter explained in greater detail, CAPFC
is a learned value which is self correcting because of reset
logic incorporated in the capacity algorithm.

The charge algorithm terminates its integration of the
present discharge state when it reacts to an end of discharge
(EOD) signal between 0.9 volts/cell and 1.1 volts/cell and
preferably 1.02 volts per cell. At that point it resets CAP,Em
to a new learned value of residual capacity, as determined
from the integration of the discharge current, as a function
of discharge current and temperature.

As will be hereinafter explained in greater detail, the reset
logic will reset CAPFC as a function of which EOD signal
was acted on. Thus a new CAPFC value for the smart
battery’s actual capacity is learned after each full discharge
cycle, as a function of the last fully integrated battery
discharge cycle. The smart battery 10 of the present inven-
tion is thus able to self correct CAPFC within one full cycle
to readjust its capacity at each EOD, and effectively relearn
full battery capacity within a single cycle, even if all prior
battery history has been extinguished by virtue of a cata-
strophic memory failure. The smart battery of the present
invention is therefore able to accurately predict actual
capacity, and typically is able to correctly predict the
remaining run time to empty within a few minutes for a 2400
maH battery.

Smart battery 10 of the present invention is more fully
illustrated in FIG. 2 which is a simplified block diagram of
the smart battery, an advanced design n1ulti-pin connector,
and a battery module 28 which includes a pinout diagram of
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the hybrid ASIC 32 used in the present invention. As
illustrated in FIG. 2, the smart battery device 10 includes a
plurality of rechargeable cells generally indicated at 26
which may be Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) or Nickel
Cadmium (NiCad) cells.

For the purposes of an illustrative but not limiting
example, in the following specification, 6 NiMH cells hav-
ing a nominal 2400 n1aH capacity, will be assumed. Such an
arrangement of cells is particularly appropriate for powering
a portable computer.

Asuitable advanced design multi-pin battery connector 30
is used to connect the smart battery to a host device 16 or
power supply 18, as previously described with respect to
FIG. 1. The multi-pin connector 30 includes a positive
power supply terminal 31 which is connected to the positive
terminal of the first cell, and a negative power supply
terminal 33 which is connected to the negative terminal of
the last cell. A plurality of rechargeable cells may be
connected in series therebetween as illustrated schematically
in FIG. 2.

The smart battery module 28 includes a hybrid IC 32
containing a microprocessor 50 (FIG. 3) and a plurality of
sensor means for generating analog signals representative of
battery voltage, current and temperature. The module also
includes a series of four (4) LEDS 34 driven by an LED
drive circuit 53 and a manually actuable switch 35 which
may be manually actuated by an end user to determine the
state of charge in the battery even when the battery has been
removed from the host device 16. The LEDS 34 may be used
to represent a relative state of charge (SOC) in a logic
scheme as follows. If the state of charge is greater than 75%
(or less than 100%) then all 4 LEDS are illuminated. If the
SOC is from 50% to 75%, then 3 LEDS are illuminated; if
SOC is from 25% to 50%, then 2 LEDS are illuminated; if
SOC is from 10% to 25%, then 1 LED is illuminated, and if
SOC is less than 10%, a single LED is flashing. As men-
tioned above, relative SOC is remaining capacity relative to
last full capacity.

As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the hybrid ASIC 32 also
includes an external crystal 36 operating at a fixed frequency
which is used as a time base for integration of battery current
over time, and to ensure stable start up after a prolong
standby period when power is reapplied to the smart battery
10. The smart battery of the present invention utilizes two
separate oscillators, a low power RC oscillator 48 formed
within the hybrid IC 32 and used as an operating clock for
the hybrid IC and the A/D converter 60 therein, and, the
external crystal 36. As will be hereinafter described in
greater detail, the external crystal 36 is used to restart the
measurement period after each predetermined interval to
provide for accurate measurements and integration of bat-
tery conditions, regardless of battery temperature, which can
adversely affect the accuracy of the internal oscillator. The
frequency value of external crystal 36 may range from
10kHz to 66 kHz and the frequency value of oscillator 48
may range from 450 kHz to 460 kHz.

The hybrid IC 32 includes a MIKRON GmbH low cost,
high performance, CMOS 8 bit microcontroller (,uP) 50 with
an advanced RISC architecture. A reduced set of 32 instruc-

tions that are all single cycle instructions (except for pro-
gram branchcs which are two cycles), and a Harvard archi-
tecture scheme achieves a high level of performance with
minimal power drain. The microprocessor operates at a
clock input anywhere from DC to 10 MHZ with 12 bit wide
instructions and 8 bit wide data path. A free programmable
Counter/Timer circuitry is provided as well as a free pro-
grammable Watchdogtimer. Additionally, the microproces-
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sor is addressable in direct, indirect, and relative addressing
modes. The microprocessor is commercially available from
Mikron Gmbh, located at Breslauer Stra[3e 1-3, D-85386,
Eching, Germany, and is available in the U.S.A. through
MICROCHIP Technology, Inc., Chandler, Ariz., U.S.A.

The hybrid IC 32 also includes a plurality of analog
circuits which are used, in combination with external analog
sensors, to generate digital signals representative of battery
voltage, current and temperature as will be hereinafter
explained.

For example, as shown in FIG. 2 battery voltage is
obtained from a voltage divider circuit which includes R1
and R2 which are internally switched by a NMOS transistor
within the hybrid IC 32 to provide voltage measurement
during a small portion of each measurement interval,
thereby minimizing current drain on the battery cells 26.

The measurement of battery temperature is accomplished
with an NTC-thermistor, illustrated as RNTC1 in FIG. 2,
which varies resistance as its temperature varies. A resistor
R3 is connected in series to form a voltage divider circuit
between VA”, (negative analog power supply voltage)
VTEMP, (the temperature voltage input) and VREFT, which is
a reference voltage applied to the thermistor/resistor string
by the hybrid ASIC 32 at pin VREFT. The temperature
voltage input is measured at VTEMP according to the fol-
lowing formula:

Vr1;M.v R3

VRFFT _ R3+RNT(.‘/
X VREFT

wherein the NTC1 value may be 10 kohms at 25° C. and
varies with temperature. If desired, a look-up table with a
plurality of temperature values and a plurality of VTEMP
values may be defined to calculate the battery temperature,
and between these values, the temperature is linearly inter-
polated by the microprocessor within IC 32.

The measurement of battery current is measured through
a shunt resistor, illustrated in FIG. 2 as Rshum, that is
connected in series with the battery cells and negative
terminal 33 of cell pack 26. The shunt resistor is of small
value, but may range anywhere from 1 mohm to 200 mohms
depending on the number of cells and expected usage of the
battery. The voltage drop across the shunt is sensed between
V5HUNT+, the shunt resistor positive input pin of ASIC 32,
and VA55, the negative analog power supply voltage.

As shown in FIG. 3, whenever the analog signals repre-
senting battery voltage, current, and temperature are
obtained, they are input into an ASIC multiplexor or switch-
ing network 55 which enables only one analog signal at a
time to be input to the A/D converter 60 for digital conver-
sion. The switching network acts in conjunction with digital
logic circuitry for informing the A/D converter, via line 55',
shown in FIG. 3, of the amount of integration cycles to
perform depending upon the type of measurement to be
converted. For instance, more integration cycles are needed
when making a current measurement conversion to ensure a
higher bit resolution as compared to when a voltage or
temperature measurement is being converted, as will be
explained in further detail below with respect to FIG. 8.

A general schematic diagram of the A/D converter 60 is
shown in FIG. 4. In the preferred embodiment, the A/D
converter 60 is a bipolar, high resolution, incremental sigma-
delta converter and consists of three parts: a bandgap
reference circuit 62 which provides a preset analog voltage
which is used as an analog ground for the A/D; a voltage
divider network 64 which divides the present voltage to the
analog voltages which are used as the full-scale voltage for
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the A/D; and, a sigma delta circuit 66 for converting the
analog signal to a digital word output at line 69. FIG. 4 also
show a schematic illustration of a switch 63 which is used

during an auto offset current calibration procedure pursuant
to the present invention. The switch 63 is provided at an
input to the A/D converter, and is closed during normal
operation thereof. Periodically (e.g. every 80 seconds), the
switch 63 is opened to provide a 0 input to the A/D
converter. The output of the A/D converter is then measured,
and if different from 0, the measured value is used as a
current offset during the subsequent set of A/D conversions
to provide a zeroing compensation therefor.

A/D control circuit 68 having a clock input from the IC
oscillator, provides the control for the sigma delta converter
which has a different degree of resolution depending on the
type of measurement. For instance, in one embodiment of
the invention, the A/D converter was configured as having a
resolution of 13 bits and a conversion time ranging from 300
to 400 msec for current measurements, and, was configured
as having a resolution of 10 bits and a conversion time
ranging from 30 to 60 msec for voltage and temperature
measurements. The timing diagram for the voltage, current,
and temperature measurements in each operating cycle is
illustrated as 58a in the timing of operating cycles diagram
of FIG. 8, as explained below.

In one embodiment of the invention, the voltage divider
circuit 64 of the A/D converter divides the preset bandgap
reference voltage into the following full scale voltages: a
150 mV signal used as the fiill scale voltage for the battery
current measurement; 150 mV, 250 mV, or 350 mV signals
used as the full-scale voltage for the battery pack voltage
measurement and dependent upon the number of battery
cells; and 150 mV used as the full-scale voltage for the
battery temperature measurement. These values are illustra-
tive and may vary as battery design varies.

The A/D converter of the smart battery device utilizes a
sigma-delta converter circuit 66 as explained above in view
of FIGS. 4 and 6. Details of the sigma-delta converter circuit
66 capable of bipolar conversion are explained hereinbelow
in view of FIGS. 5(a),5(b) and FIGS. 6 and 7 which
illustrates switching capacitor network for inputting positive
and negative voltage values negative into a switching
capacitor network for input into an integrator circuit 88 and
comparator circuit 89 for output into control and logic
circuit 68. In the reference, Jacques Robert et al., (1987) “A
16-bit Low-Voltage CMOS A/D Converter”, IEEE Journal
of Solid-State Circuits, Vol. sc-22, No. 2, 157-159, an
incremental (integrating) sigma-delta converter implement-
ing 4-um CMOS, switched capacitor technology similar to
that implemented in the A/D converter of the smart battery
device is disclosed. What is described in the reference is a

simplified, unipolar A/D converter that is largely insensitive
to variations in clock frequency and clock waveforms due to
the fact that all signals are represented by charges, rather
than currents, in a switched capacitor integrator that forms
the core of the converter.

To measure positive and negative input voltages, a nega-
tive power supply is necessary in addition to the positive
voltage supply. Thus, where it is desired to measure negative
voltages (or currents) such as smart battery discharging
current, external components (such as invertors) and cir-
cuitry that consume extra power are required, and the
prospect of utilizing such circuitry for the low power appli-
cation such as needed in the smart battery device of the
instant invention, is diminished. Instead, to overcome this
drawback, tl1eA/D converter 60 of the instant invention does
not utilize a negative voltage power supply, but makes use
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of an available ori-cliip A/D bandgap reference voltage
“AGND” to be used as a virtual ground. The concept of
utilizing a “virtual ground” is based on the fact that a voltage
stored on a capacitor can be transferred to another d.c.
voltage reference point using analog switches with virtually
no loss of charge.

In FIG. 5(a) there is represented a first embodiment of the
inventive circuit arrangement, consisting of three switches
S1 through S3, and four connectors A1 through A4 and a
capacitor C1 (with the capacitance C1). The connectors A1,
through respectively A4 are at the potentials (1)1 through
respectively (1)4, Thereby, the switches S1, respectively the
parallel-connected/S2 and S3 are on one of one or respec-
tively one other side of the capacitor C1.

In the following there is described the operation of the
inventive circuit arrangement. At the beginning, the switches
S1 and S2 are closed and the switch S3 is open. The
capacitor charges itself up due to the voltage differential
<|)1—<|)2 and stores a charge C1><(¢,—¢2).

In the next step of the inventive process, the switches S1
and S2 are opened and one pole of the capacitor is connected
through switch S3 with a potential (|)3. Present at the capaci-
tor C1 is now a voltage ¢3+(¢,—¢2) which can be tapped off
through connection with the connectors A3 and A4 which lie
on the potentials (1)3 and (1)4.

In FIG. 5(b) there is now represented a further embodi-
ment of the present invention whereby an additional switch
S4 is provided which prevents in the opened condition
thereof that at the connector A4 after closing of the switch
S1, the presence of a potential (pl for the tapping off of the
voltage <|)3+(q)1—¢2) at the connectors A3 and A4.

In FIG. 6 there is illustrated the schematic circuit diagram
of the inventive circuit arrangement in a switched capacitor
A/D converter. The A/D converter 66 possesses an opera-
tional amplifier 88 which is utilized as an integrator, and an
operational amplifier 89 which is utilized as a comparator.
The non-inverted input of the comparator 89 by means of the
line 50 stands in connection with the output of the integrator
15. The inverted input of the comparator 89 and the non-
inverted input of the integrator 88, are connected with a
reference potential AGND (analog ground=1.25 volt). The
output of the comparator 89 is “high”, in the event that the
output voltage of the integrator 88 is higher than the refer-
ence voltage AGND and “low” in the event that the output
voltage of the integrator 88 is lower than the reference
voltage AGND. By means of the lines L1, L2, L3 and L4, the
integrator 88 or, in essence, the inverted input and the output
of integrator 15 have connected in parallel, therewith a
capacitor C2 with a capacitance C2. The capacitor C2 has a
switch SR connected in parallel therewith through lines L1
and L5, which can effectuate a discharge of the capacitor C2.
Through a line 56, the inverted input of the integrator 15
stands in connection, by means of a switch S5 and a line L7,
with a capacitor C1 having the capacitance C1. A line L8
connects the line L7 through a switch SI and the line L4 with
the output of the integrator 88. The line L9 connects the pole
of the capacitor C1 facing towards the integrator 88 in FIG.
6 with a line L10, which stands in connection through the
line L11, L12 and respectively L13, with the switches S4, S7
and, respectively S6. Connected to the other pole of the
capacitor C1 is a line L14, which is connected through the
switch S3 with the reference voltage AGND=1.25 volt. A
line L15 stands in connection with line 114 and connects

through the lines L16, L17, and respectively L18, the pole
of the capacitor C1, which faces away from the integrator 88
in FIG. 6, with the switches S2, S1, and respectively, S8. The
internal mass of the chips V55=0 volt stands through the line
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L19 and, respectively, L20, in connection with the switches
S8, respectively, S6. In this matter, through suitable opening
and closing of the switches S8 and 86, the voltage V55 can
be applied to both poles of the capacitor C1. The input
voltage VIN which is to be digitalized stands in connection
with the switches S1 and, respectively, S7 through lines L21
and, respectively, L22. In this manner, through suitable
opening and closing of the switches S1 and S7 can the input
voltage V,N be applied to presently one pole of the capacitor
C1. The reference voltage VREF which determines the reso-
lution of the A/D converter is connected through lines L23
and, respectively, L24 with the switch S2 and, respectively,
S4. In this manner, the reference voltage VREF, which, for
example, consists of 150 milli- volt, can be applied to one of
the two poles of the capacitor C1. The switches S1, . . . S8,
SR and SI are preferably CMOS switches, especially CMOS
transmission gates. The connection of the input voltage V,N,
the reference Voltage VREF and the mass V“ with the input
capacitor C1 of the A/D converter is known in the technol-
ogy. Inventively there is connected through the switch S3 a
reference voltage AGND=1.25 volt (V55=0 volt) to the
input capacitor C1. Similarly, through the inventive circuit
there is facilitated that V,N, VREF and AGND can be applied
to both sides of the input capacitor C1, which presently
causes a charging up at diiferent polarity of the capacitor C1.

In FIG. 7, there is illustrated the operation of the A/D
converter in a phase diagram. Thereby, S1 through S8, SR
and SI designate the switches of the A/D converter 66
pursuant to FIG. 6, and CK is the pulse signal of the
comparator 89 in FIG. 7. CK‘ represents a further tapped-off
pulse signal.

In the diagram, the switch conditions fluctuate between 0
and 1, whereby 1 signifies that the switch is closed, whereas
0 stands for the opened switch. The operation of the A/D
converter can be divided into four phases which are desig-
nated with I, II, III and IV whereby I designates a RESET
or resetting phase; II an integration phase, III and inverting
phase and IV an integration phase of the input voltage of
reverse polarity or sign. The cycle is more finely subdivided
into steps i, . . . Xiv. In step i only the switch SR is closed,
whereas all other switches are opened. This causes a dis-
charge of the capacitor C2. In step ii, the switches S1 and S6
are closed, whereas all remaining switches remain further
open. This causes a charging up of the capacitor to a charge
AQ=C1><(V,N—V55)=CI><V,N. In step iii, the switches S3 and
S5 are closed, whereas all other switches remain open. One
pole of the capacitor is now set to the potential AGND,
whereas the other pole of the capacitor C1, through closing
of the switch S5, stands in connection with the capacitor C2.
There now takes place a charge transfer from the capacitor
C1 to the capacitor C2. Inasmuch as the integrator of 15
resultingly causes the two input potentials to be equalized,
there is present at the output of the integrator 15 the output
voltage VOUT equal—(C1/C2)><V,N+AGND. In step iv all
switches are opened and the comparator pulse CK is 1,
meaning, the comparator 20 carries out a comparison
between VOUT and AGND. Upon the result of this compari-
son there now depends the further cycle. The representation
of the switch conditions in step v must be understood in the
following manner. In step v the switches S2 through S8 are
not closed, but the switches S2 and S6 are closed, and S1,
S3, S4, S5, S7, SR and SI are open, in the event that the
output of the comparator is 0, in effect “low”, while the
switches S4 and S8 are closed and S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7,
SR and SI are open when the output of the comparator is 1,
meaning, “high”, and in other instances remain open. When
the output of the comparator is 0, meaning the output Voltage
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V0“, is lower than AGND, then tl1e switcl1es S2 and S6 are
closed. At the capacitor C1 there are now present VREF and
V55. In the instance in which the output of the comparator is
1, meaning, VOUT is higher than AGND, then the switches
S4 and S8 are closed, whereby similarly V5, and VREF are
present at the two poles of the capacitor C1, but with the
reverse sign or polarity than in the instance in which the
output of the comparator is 0. In step V, the switches S1, SR
and SI arc opcncd, and in stcp vi, thc switchcs S3 and S5 are
closed (compare step iii) which causes that the capacitor C1
and C2 are interconnected. Similarly, voltage AGND is
applied to one pole of the capacitor C1. There again, in turn
takes place a charge transfer between the capacitors C1 and
C2, as result of which a voltage—(C1/C2)><VRM.+AGND is
added to or, respectively, subtracted from that of the output
voltage of the integrator 88, in accordance with the result of
the comparison by the comparator in step iv. Inventively,
also during the phase II there is processed an input voltage
which is phase shifted with respect to AGND, with a
reference voltage which is shifted relative to AGND.
Similarly, at the non-inverted input of the integrator 88 and
the inverted input of the comparator 89 there lies AGND,
which causes that the output voltage is referenced to AGND
and causes a comparison by the comparator 89 not with
V55=0 voltage, but with AGND=1.25 volt.

In the following there is now discussed phase III consist-
ing of steps vii to ix. In this phase, a sign or polarity reversal
is implemented for the output voltage V0,” of the integrator
88 with reference to AGND. During the entire phase III the
switch S3 is closed. The closure of the switch S3 during the
phase III causes the voltage AGND to be applied to one pole
of the capacitor C1, as a result of which the voltage V0UTis
also inverted with regard to AGND and not with regard to
V55=0, as in the known A/D converters. In step vii there is
now closed the switch SI, whereas all remaining switches
are open, up to switch S3. This causes that the voltage VOW
is temporarily in the capacitor C1, such that in step viii all
switches are opened 11p to switch SR. The switch SR is in
effect closed, which causes a discharge of the capacitor 2. In
the step ix the switch S5 is closed additionally to switch S3,
while all remaining switches are opened. This causes that the
negative voltage which is phase shifted at AGND is present
at the output of the integrator 88. The negative sign is
obtained, as previously through the charge transfer from the
capacitor C1 to the capacitor C2. In step X the switches S7
and S8 are closed, whereas all remaining switches are
opened. Compared with the step ii the input voltage V,N is
present with a reverse polarity at the capacitor C1. This
causes a change in the sign of the integration of the input
voltage, which is also well recognizable in FIG. 6 of the
above mentioned publication of Jacques Robert et al. The
steps xi through xiv correspond with the steps ii or respec-
tive vi, meaning, there is implemented an integration of the
input voltage (only due to step X with a reverse sign of V,N),
and in accordance with the results from the comparator 20
in step xii added or, respectively, subtracted VREF after the
integration (in case C1=C2). For a 14-bit A/D-converter,
after implementation of step i there is carried out phase II
[214—2 (for the phases I, III)]: 2=8191 times), as well as
phase IV. The output of tlie comparator is connected to a (not
shown) up/down counter, which each time, in accordance as
to whcthcr VREF is addcd or subtracted, increases or lowcrs
its count condition by 1. The result of the counter is then a
14-bit representation of the ratio of VW to VREF. The phases
III and IV are necessary since through the integration with
reverse sign of VIN offset errors encountered in, for example
tl1e operational amplifiers, are reported or, respectively
eliminated.
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The n1ulti-pin connector 30 includes two pins for tl1e
system management bus interface 75, which include a serial
clock I/O line 38 and a bidirectional serial data I/O line 40.
These lines are connected to the SMBCLK and SMBD data

pins, respectively, of the hybrid IC 32. As explained gener-
ally above, and, in greater detail below, the smart battery
module 28 communicates with the host device 16 and the

smart charger 22 over the system management bus and data
line 40 to communicate both stored battery parameters and
calculated battcry parameters.

The smart battery 10 also includes a separate thermistor
RNTC2 which is connected across the negative terminal of
multi-pin connector 30 and a temperature or thermistor line
42. Thermistor RNTC2 may be used independently by the
smart charger 22 to determine battery temperature, in a
manner similar to that previously described with respect to
RNTC1'

As shown in FIG. 3, the hybrid IC 32 further includes
RAM memory 65 which can store up to 128 8-bit registers
for communication of calculated battery parameters, and a
ROM memory 67 for storing look-up table values utilized in
the battery capacity calculation algorithm (explained in
detail below). The exact amount of RAM, ROM, and
program ROM memory is a design choice, and these values
change as the ratio between calculated and preset parameters
vary.

As shown in FIG. 2, the addition of capacitor C4 acts as
a buffer to maintain the integrity of the RAM memory
contents in the case of a battery short-circuit or temporary
power loss. Preferably, the capacitor C4 is connected to the
negative analog voltage supply terminal, and its value is
chosen to ensure that a source of supply voltage is supplied
to the embedded memory (RAM) for a time dependent upon
the RAM leakage current. In the preferred embodiment, the
power to RAM memory is unlatched if a temporary short
circuit condition exists, However, capacitor C4 of capacity
330 nF provides a source voltage to the RAM for a period
of time necessary for the PTC element to ramp to a high
resistance value. The PTC element will create a high imped-
ance between battery terminals when a short circuit across
the battery pack terminals creates a high circuit drain.

The hybrid IC 32 further includes up to 4 bytes of
additional ROM memory 70 for addressing and storing the
various algorithms, subroutines, manufacturer data, and data
constants utilized by the smart battery module for calculat-
ing the battery capacity, sending messages such as alarms
and battery charger control commands etc., and handling
message requests from external devices.

The programmable ROM generator is implemented by
means of a metal mask (not shown) as opposed to conven-
tional ROM generation by means of diffusion masking. In
accordance with the information which was to be perina-
nently stored, transistors were generated in a matrix arrange-
ment through diffusion, whereby the information was coded
in the plane through the distribution of the transistors in the
diffusion step. Thus, the ROM generator generates in effect,
a ROM matrix, whereby the presence or respective absence
of an MOS transistor stands for a logic “0” respectively “1.”
A disadvantage of a ROM matrix with tl1e programmable
level of diffusion is that the diffusion process, which is
incorporated as onc of thc first stcps of a CMOS process,
cannot be changed when there is a change in ROM contents,
thus, rendering impossible the production of wafer stock for
a particular type of ROM.

By contrast, the advantage of a ROM matrix program-
mable in a metal layer is that wafer stock with tl1e same basic
layers up to the metal may be fabricated. Thus, a micropro-
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cessor family with different ROM contents can be realized
with low cost and fast turn around time. Additionally, the
pre-manufacture of a portion of the ROM with the flexibility
of programming in application specific information in the
upper or respectively later produced layers, is possible.

The hybrid IC chip itself may comprise thirteen or four-
teen layers, with the 9th or 10th layer (i.e. one of the upper
layers) being a layer of metal, wherein the distribution of the
metal is characteristic for the storing contents of the ROM.
Thus, in the hybrid IC ROM manufacturing proccss, nine (9)
layers are grown and the next four ROM programming
layers are grown dependent upon the customer’s particular
needs (i.e., special properties of the battery pack).

Each of the algorithms, subroutines, manufacturer data,
and data constants stored in ROM and utilized by the smart
battery module for calculating the battery capacity, etc. as
mentioned above, will now be explained in further detail
below. Further details of the smart battery algorithm for
reporting battery parameters to an external device are found
in applicant’s co-pending patent application U.S. Ser. No.
08/318,004 assigned to the same assignee of the instant
invention and the disclosure of which is incorporated by
reference herein.

FIG. 2 shows a battery pack 10 comprising a plurality of
rechargeable battery cells and an operating system module
shown in a dashed line block; and the module, in turn,
includes a processing circuit U1, connector assembly, volt-
age regulator, temperature sensing means, voltage sensing
means, and current sensing means. With the preferred
embodiment of battery pack shown in FIG. 2, the processing
module further includes an LED assembly, oscillator and
capacitor. Also, the connector assembly includes positive
and negative terminals, temperature terminal, clock terminal
and data terminal, and the LED assembly includes a multi-
tude of LEDs and a switch S1.

The processing circuit is illustrated in greater detail in
FIG. 3; and with reference thereto, this circuit includes a
microprocessor ;4P, oscillator 48, read only memory units 67,
70, random access memory unit 65, analog-to-digital con-
verter 60 and switching network 55. Preferably, this pro-
cessing circuit further includes LED driver 53, bus interface
control circuit 75 and reset circuit. Preferably, the processing
circuit is comprised of a single, hybrid integrated circuit or
chip, with the microprocessor, converter and oscillator
embedded in the chip.

The battery pack is used to supply power to a battery
operated device, and the battery pack is well suited to be
installed in the device that the battery is used to power. The
battery pack is especially well suited to be installed in, and
to provide operating power for, a lap top or notebook
computer, and FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a typical
application for the battery pack.

In this application, the host device 16 directly receives
power from a system power supply 18, that in turn, receives
power from either the battery pack 10 or a conventional
alternating current power source 20. Moreover, in a typical
application, the host device would include or be used with
a battery charger 22 that can be used to recharge the battery
pack. Conventionally, the battery charger would also receive
power from the system power supply 20.

As shown in FIG. 1, thc system power supply is connected
to the host device and to the battery pack via a power plane
12; and the host device 16, the battery charger 22 and the
battery pack 10 are all connected to a system data bus 14 that
is used to transmit data between these devices. Various other

connections may be made between these devices. Various
other connections may be made between the devices shown
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in FIG. 1 as desired; and for example, a separate line may be
used to transmit to the battery charger a signal representing
battery temperature. In a standard application, the host
device and charger would themselves have processors,
allowing a comparatively sophisticated exchange of data
between the devices and a comparatively sophisticated pro-
cessing of that data.

In particular, the battery pack may transmit data to the
host dcvicc and to thc chargcr, cithcr automatically or in
response to a request for the data. The host device may use
data from the battery pack for use in the host device’s own
power management program or scheme, and the charger 22
may use data from the battery pack to control charging of the
battery pack.

As will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art,
the battery pack may be used to provide power for other
devices such as portable telephones and video cameras.
Also, it is not necessary to the practice of the present
invention in its broadest sense that the battery pack be
installed in the device that the pack is used to power, and the
battery pack may be located outside of that device.

In the operation of the battery pack, the processing
module is used to monitor the operation and performance of
the rechargeable batteries. For example, as discussed in
greater detail below, the processing module keeps track of
the remaining capacity of the battery cell assembly, and
determines when the cell assembly is fully charged and fully
discharged. Preferably, the processing module also keeps
track of various other values such as a time to full discharge
at an average discharge rate, or at a ii present discharge rate.
To perform these tasks, the processing module is provided
with preset equations and with preset data values, and the
processing module also determines values for the battery
temperature, the battery voltage, and the battery current.

With reference to FIG. 2, a temperature sensing means,
voltage sensing means, and current sensing are used to help
obtain these values. More specifically, a temperature sensing
means is provided to sense temperature and to generate an
analog signal representing battery temperature. As illus-
trated in FIG. 2, the temperature sensing means includes a
voltage dividing network and signal line, and the voltage
dividing network includes a thermistor R3 and resistor
RNTC1. The thermistor is physically located in good heat
transfer relation with the battery cell assembly, and the
electrical resistance of the thermistor is a function of its, and
thus the battery’s, temperature.

As represented in FIG. 2, the thermistor is an NTC
thermistor, and the resistance of the thermistor decreases as
the thermistors temperature increases. Also, the thermistor
and resistor are electrically located in series between the
battery pack negative output terminal and a positive refer-
ence voltage source provided by an output terminal of
processing circuit. A first end of a signal line is connected
between the resistor and the thermistor, and a second end of
the signal line is connected to an input terminal of process-
ing unit. With the above-described arrangement, the voltage
level at the first end of the signal line varies as a function of
the battery temperature and this voltage level is applied, via
the line, to the input terminal of the processing unit.

A second thermistor RNIC2 is electrically located between
the battery pack terminals and may also be used to provide
an analog signal rcprcscnting the battery tcmpcraturc. For
example, the thermistor may be used to provide a signal
representing battery temperature directly to a device, such as
a battery charger, that is connected to the battery pack in a
manner that bypasses the processing unit.

A current sensing means is provided to sense and to
generate an analog signal representing the battery current.
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Preferably, the current sensing means includes shunt resistor
R SHUNT that is electrically located in series between the
negative terminal of the battery cell assembly and the
negative cell terminal of the battery pack. The resistance of
the shunt resistor may vary over a wide range, such as one
million to two hundred million ohms, depending on the
number of cells in the assembly and the expected use of the
battery pack. Preferably, however, the shunt resistor has a
comparatively small resistance such as twenty five million
ohms. The voltage at the two ends of the shunt rcsistor are
applied to two inputs of the processing unit, and in this way,
the voltage difference between these two inputs to the
processing unit is a measure of the battery current.

Avoltage sensing means is used to sense and to generate
an analog signal representing battery voltage, and the
embodiment of sensing means shown in FIG. 2 includes a
resistor R10 and lines electrically in parallel with each other.
Both of these lines are located in series between the positive
terminal of the battery pack and a respective input terminal
of the processing unit, with the resistor located in the line.
With this arrangement, a voltage difference is produced
between the input terminals which represents the voltage
level of the positive terminal of the battery pack and the
battery terminal of the battery cell assembly.

With reference to FIG. 3 , the voltage levels representing
battery temperature, current and voltage are applied to a
switching network 55. This switching network then applies
these voltage levels, one at a time and in a defined sequence,
to an analog-to-digital convertor A/D, and this convertor
converts these analog voltage levels to raw digital data
values representing battery temperature, current and voltage.
These raw data values are transmitted to register 61 for
temporary storage and from which the data values are
available to the microprocessor. The specific lengths of time
that the convertor processes the applied analog signals are
under the control of clock signals transmitted to the con-
vertor from an internal clock 48.

Any suitable specific procedures may be used to deter-
mine raw data values for current, temperature and voltages
from the analog signals applied to the convertor, and suitable
procedures are disclosed in copending patent applications
Ser. Nos. 08/318,004 and 08/336,945, now U.S. Pat. Nos.
5,606,242 and 5,633,573 the disclosures of which are
expressly incorporated by reference herein. For instance, the
processor may be programmed to calculate these values
using defined equations, a look up table may be used to
determine these values, or these values may be determined
using a combination of programmed equations and look up
tables.

Read only memory units 67, 70 are provided to supply
fixed programs and data to processor, and a random access
memory 67 is used to store other or variable programs and
data. For example, the ROM unit may contain a set of
predefined battery identification parameters that may
include manufacturer data, cell chemistry, design capacity,
design voltage, and a unique device identification number.
These predefined battery identification parameters are avail-
able to both the host device and the charger to assist the host
device and the charger to select optimal use and charge
parameters for the battery pack.

A bus interface unit 75 is used to control a transmission

of data to and from the microprocessor via the system data
bus 14, and an LED driver is used to convert signals from
the microprocessor to appropriate signals to operate the
LEDs in the desired manner. The switching network, analog-
to-digital convertor, processor, memory units, interface unit,
LED drive and isolators are described in greater detail in the
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above-mentioned copending patent applications Ser. Nos.
08/318,004, and 08/336,945.

FIG. 4 is a general schematic diagram of the analog-to-
digital convertor 60. In a preferred embodiment, the con-
vertor is a bipolar, high resolution, incremental delta sigma
convertor and includes: a band gap reference circuit 62
that provides a preset analog voltage that is used as an
analog ground for the convertor; (ii) a voltage divider
network 64 that divides the present voltage to the analog
voltages that are used as the full-scalc voltage for the
converter; and (iii) a delta sigma circuit 66 for connecting
the analog signal to a digital word. Also, a control circuit 68,
which receives a clock signal from an internal isolator or
clock provides control for the delta sigma converter.

LEDs LED 1 to LED 4 are preferably used to display
relative state of charge in the following manner; if the state
of charge is greater than 75%, then all four LEDs are
illuminated; if the state of charge is between 50% and 75%,
then three LEDs are illuminated; if the state of charge is
between 25% and 50%, then two LEDs are illuminated; if
the state of charge is between 10% and 25%, then one LED
is illuminated; and if the state of charge is less than 10%,
than a single LED is flashed.

It may be noted that the embodiment of processing
module shown in FIG. 3 includes two isolators or clocks: an

external crystal 36 and a second isolator 48 that is part of the
hybrid integrated circuit. The external crystal is used to
ensure stable startup after a prolonged standby period when
power is reapplied to the battery pack, and to restart the
measurement period after each predetermined interval. In
this way, the external isolator may be used to provide for
accurate measurements and integration of battery
conditions, regardless of battery temperature, which can
adversely affect the accuracy of the internal isolator. The
internal isolator is used as an operating clock for the
integrated circuit and the analog-to-digital convertor therein.
For example, the frequency of the external isolator 36 may
range from 10 kilohertz to 66 kilohertz, and is preferably 32
kilohertz, and the frequency of isolator 48 may range
between 450 kilohertz to 460 kilohertz.

Preferably, the power to operate the processing circuit is
obtained from the cell assembly. In particular, the positive
terminal of the cell assembly is connected to one or more
terminals of the processing unit, thereby applying a positive
voltage to those terminals to provide power for the process-
ing unit. The voltage regulator is preferably located in series
between the cell assembly and the processing unit to apply
a regulated, constant voltage thereto. The voltage regulator
allows the same processing module to be used with different
battery cell assemblies having different numbers of cells,
and thus different voltage levels at the positive terminals of
the cell assemblies.

Capacitor C4 acts as a buffer to maintain the integrity of
the RAM memory contents in case of a temporary power
loss. Also, in case of a short circuit across the battery
terminals, the power to the RAM memory is unlatched and
power is supplied to the RAM from the capacitor. Preferably,
the capacitor is connected to a voltage supply terminal on the
processing unit, and the value of this capacitor is chosen to
ensure that a source of voltage is supplied to the RAM for
a time dependent on the RAM lcakagc current. For instance,
the value of the capacitor may be 330 nF, which provides a
source voltage to the RAM for a period of time for the
resistance of a PCT element to increase sufficiently to
protect against a short circuit across the battery terminals.

The processing circuit is programmed to use determined
values of battery temperature, voltage and current to calcu-
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late various other Values. Tl1ese determined and calculated
other values include:

(i) remaining battery capacity, Cap,
(ii) relative state of charge, Soc,
(iii)full charge capacity Cap,
(iv) time to full discharge at the present discharge rate,
(V) time to full discharge at an average discharge rate, and
(vi) a value representing an uncertainty in the determined

remaining battery capacity.
Remaining battery capacity, Cap, is calculated according

to the equation:

CAPW :=CAP,Em2eCICAtC—2IAtL,—2ISAt:

Where CAP,e
capacity,

sigmad is the amount of charge discharged for the battery
since Cap was last reset,

sigma: is the amount of charge internally discharge by the
battery since Cap was last reset, and

sigmac is the amount of charge added to the battery since
Cap was last reset.

The relative state of charge, Soc, of the battery, is, simply,
Cap expressed as a percentage of Cap, as explained with
reference to block 2714.

The full capacity value, represents the present full capac-
ity of the battery, which changes over time and depends
upon the way the battery is used. This full capacity value is
normally reset or recalculated when the battery is considered
fully discharged.

When the full capacity value is reset, the processor does
so according to the equation explained with reference to
block 3034.

The time to full discharge at the present discharge rate is
calculated by dividing the remaining capacity of the battery
offset by the correction factor Pd, by the present discharge
rate. Analogously, the time to filll discharge at the average
discharge rate is calculated by dividing the remaining bat-
tery capacity offset by the correction factor Pd, by an
average discharge rate. This average discharge rate may be
the rate at which the battery has discharged current or power
over a given amount of time, such as the thirty or sixty
seconds preceding the calculation. Preferably, the processor
is able to perform both of the above-described calculations
when the discharge rate is expressed either in terms of the
discharge current or in terms of the rate at which the battery
is discharging power.

During discharge, the processing unit also monitors the
voltage for the end of discharge condition, and the processor
generates an end of discharge signal when this condition is
detected. As will be understood by those of ordinary skill in
the art, a number of specific events may be chosen to
indicate the end of discharge. With a preferred embodiment
of battery pack, the processor signals an end of discharge
when the battery voltage falls below a predefined level that
is based on the number of cells in the battery pack. For
example, the end of discharge voltage may be between 0.9
and 1.1 volt/cell, and preferably is approximately 1.02
volts/cell for a NiMH battery. The end of discharge voltage
may be between 2.4 and 3.0 volts/cell, preferably approxi-
mately 2.8 volts/cell, for a Lilon battery.

The processor also calculates a value referred to as an
uncertainty value that represents an uncertainty in the
CAP,em value. Generally, this uncertainty value is reset to 0
when predefined conditions occur. These predefined condi-
tions are referred to as end of charge and end of discharge
conditions and are discussed in greater detail below. At other

is the present value for the full charge
In
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times, the uncertainty value is calculated according to the
equation explained with reference to block 2746.

In addition, during charging the processor monitors for
the occurrence of end of charge conditions; and if one of
these conditions is detected, then the processor sends a
signal, referred to as an end of charge signal to the battery
charger. More specifically, these end-of-charge conditions
for a NiMH battery are:

(i) the battery voltage decreases by a given amount, ‘Av,
after that voltage reaches a peak value, (ii) the battery
temperature increases by more than a given amount, “t, over
a given increment of time, “t and

(iii) the calculated battery capacity is more than a given
percentage, such as 150% of the full battery capacity.

For a Lilon battery, the end-of-charge conditions are
explained with reference to blocks 2924 and 2936.

To monitor for the first of these end-of-charge conditions,
the processing module, using the battery voltage sensing
means and the analog-to-digital converter, determines a
digital value representing battery voltage, and the processing
module then compares that newly determined digital value
to a battery voltage data value currently stored in the
processor memory. On the one hand, if this new data value
is larger than that stored data value, then that currently stored
da a value is replaced in the processor memory with the new
da a value. On the other hand, if the new data value is less
than the currently stored battery voltage data value, then the
difference between these two data values is compared to “V.
If hat difference is greater than “V, then the processing unit
generates a signal and transmits that signal to a data terminal
indicating that an end-of-charge condition has been
de ected.

To monitor for the second of the above—mentioned end-

of-charge conditions, the processing module, using the bat-
tery temperature sensing means and the analog-to-digital
CO]VC1’IOI‘, determines a digital value representing battery
temperature. The processing module then compares that
newly determined digital value to a previously determined
digital value representing battery temperature and that was
de ermined a At length of time earlier. If the newly deter-
mined temperature value exceeds that most recently and
previously determined temperature value by more than “t,
then the processor generates and transmits the end-of-charge
signal to the data terminal.

Likewise, to monitor for the third end-of-charge
condition, the processing unit periodically calculates battery
capacity and compares that calculated battery capacity to a
stored value representing full battery capacity. If the calcu-
lated battery capacity is more than a given percentage of the
full battery capacity, then the end of charge signal is gen-
erated and transmitted to data terminal.

The processor determines values for battery temperature,
current and voltage and makes the above, and other, calcu-
lations during the course of an operating or measuring cycle
or program, described in detail below. Preferably, the fre-
quency of these operating cycles may be varied. More
specifically, the processing unit has a normal mode of
operation in which the operating cycles occur at a first
frequency, a power saving mode, referred to as a sample
mode, in which the operating cycles occur at a second, lower
frequency. The processor has third and fourth modes,
referred to as low power sleep and shelf sleep modes,
respectively, in which the operating cycles are not per-
formed. During the low power sleep and shelf sleep modes,
no measurements, no calculations, and no system bus com-
munications occur. All RAM data values are maintained,
however, as long as the supply voltage remains above a
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threshold level. For example, for NIMH batteries, this
threshold level is 0.8V-cell, and for LIION batteries, this
threshold level is 2.4V-cell. Shelf sleep mode is identical to
sleep mode but may be initiated only during manufacturing
of the battery pack. The low power sleep and shelf sleep
modes are different from the operational sleep mode, i.e.
block 1714.

Generally, in the operational sleep mode, the processor is
not operating the operating program, and the processor is not
determining values for battery parameters and is not per-
forming any calculations. The processor is able to receive
data messages transmitted to the processor over the bus line,
and the processor receives clock signals from the external
clock or oscillator.

The processor is awakened from the sleep mode upon
receipt of a power on reset signal, a clock signal from tie
oscillator, or a data message over the bus line. If tie
processor is awakened from the sleep mode by a data
message over the bus line, then the processor responds to
that message and then returns to the sleep mode. If tie
processor is awakened from the sleep mode by receipt of a
power on signal or the clock signal, referred to as the wage
up signal, from the oscillator, then the processor begins "ts
operating program.

Early in that program, the processor determines whether
or not it is in the sample mode; and, for example, tie
processor may be considered to be in the sample mode when
the battery current is determined to be below a threshold
level such as 10 milliamps. If the processor is not in tie
sample mode, then the processor is in the normal or run
mode, and the processor continues the operating program. If
the processor is in a sample mode, the frequency of the A/D
conversions is decreased, the program continues to ma<e
calculations every cycle, but uses the results of the most
recent A/D conversions in every cycle rather than calculat-
ing new A/D conversions in every cycle. This provides for
a way to reduce the power consumption of the ASIC. Tie
frequency with which the analog section of the ASIC
continues the operating program when the processor is in tie
sample mode—that is, the above-mentioned given
number—may be determined by the battery manufacturer
and stored in ROM. Alternatively, this given number may 3e
varied by the user or operator. For example, this given
number may be 6.

During the operating program, the processor determines,
among other matters, whether it should switch into a low
power sleep mode, in which the processor and the A/D
converter are essentially off. When the processor is in this
mode, however, the external oscillator remains activated and
a wake up circuit, in response to a clock signal from that
oscillator determines whether the processor should remain in
that low power sleep mode, as explained with reference to
the section above entitled Wake-Up Comparator Circuit.

The shelf sleep mode, as mentioned above, is substan-
tially identical to the sleep mode, except that the processor
is not awakened from the shelf sleep mode by a clock signal
from the external oscillator, and instead is awakened from
the sleep mode by manual activation of a switch on the
battery pack. For example, the processor may be placed in
the shelf sleep mode by the manufacturer, and then awak-
ened from that mode when the user or consumer is ready to
use the battery pack. This shelf sleep mode allows the
battery pack to be stored or transported for extended periods
of time with very little use of the battery power to operate
and maintain the electronics.

FIGS. 8 and 9 illustrate the timing of the operation of the
processor. The external crystal clock delivers a trigger or
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wake up signal approximately every 500 milliseconds; and
upon receipt of the signal, the operating program is begun.
In the normal mode, as shown in FIG. 8, the A/D converter
is used to determine values for battery temperature, current
and voltage and the operating program makes various capac-
ity calculations. After the operating program is completed,
the processor returns to the sleep mode.

In the sample mode, however, as shown in FIG. 9, the A/D
conversions are completed only once every given number of
times, such as once every six times that the wake up signal
is received. The timing of the various operations of the
operating program is discussed in greater detail in the
above-mentioned copending application Ser. Nos. 08/318,
004 and 08/336,945.

FIG. 11 shows a circuit 80 for monitoring the battery pack
when the processor is in the standby mode, and for waking
the processor from that mode when it is determined that this
should be done. Generally, circuit 80 includes comparator
76, a voltage dividing network, power source, and switching
transistors 89a and 89b. Generally, this circuit further
includes a reference line, enable line and comparator output
line. The comparator includes first and second inputs, enable
input, and the power input and network includes resistors R4
and R5.

Resistors R4 and R5 are connected to a positive Voltage
terminal of the processing unit to develop and to supply a
voltage representing the battery voltage to a first input of the
comparator. Transistor 89a is connected between resistor R5
and ground to control the application of voltage to the
comparator. Norm ally transistor 89]) is turned off in the sleep
mode to prevent drain of battery current to ground; and when
this transistor is turned on, the voltage of the network is
applied to the comparator input. Reference line 83 is con-
nected to a second input of the comparator to apply a
reference voltage thereto, and the enable line is connected to
an enable input of the comparator to apply enabling signals
thereto. The power source, which preferable is a low current
power source derived from the battery from external
circuitry, is connected to a power input of the comparator via
transistor 89a .

Normally, transistors 89a and 89b are off in the sleep
mode, and once every 500 milliseconds these transistors are
turned on by a trigger signal 77a. In particular, transistor 89b
is turned on by a signal 77b, which is output from inverter
72, to develop a path to ground to enable the voltage of the
network to appear at the first comparator input. In addition,
the enable line 15a receives signal 77a to simultaneously
enable the comparator to compare the voltages applied to the
comparator inputs.

When the battery voltage is below a predefined level, the
comparator output is low; and when the battery voltage is
above that predefined level, the comparator output is high.
This high output signal is then used to switch the processor
from the standby mode. Preferably, circuit 80 also includes
a Schmitt trigger 78 connected to the comparator output.
This trigger is a bistable device that is provided to prevent
spurious oscillations appearing at the comparator output that
might be due to comparator switching characteristics or
amplifier noise.

FIG. 11 schematically shows a power on reset circuit 85
that is used to generate a reset impulse signal to initiate
operation of the processor when power is applied to the
processing module. The circuit includes a transistor network
comprising N-and P- channel transistors that are electrically
connected to a positive voltage supply terminal on the
processing module. Each time the voltage of the terminal
rises above a threshold level, circuit 85 generates a reset
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impulse signal, and tl1is signal is used to activate the external
crystal oscillator and to reset the system. This external
oscillator then provides the precise triggering of the internal
oscillator that, in turn, provides the time base for the
components of the integrated circuit.

The circuit is also used to delatch the RAM from the

positive voltage supply terminal of the processing module in
the event of a short circuit across the battery terminals. More
specifically, when circuit 85 senses that the battery voltage
becomes 0 which happens in case of a short circuit across
the battery terminals—the transistor of circuit 85 generates
a RAM delatching current or signal. This signal is transmit-
ted to a switching device, which preferably is a PMOS
transistor deactivating, or turning off, that switching device.
This electrically disconnects, or delatches, the RAM from
the positive voltage supply. As mentioned above, the buffer
capacitor C4 provides the power needed to maintain the
RAM contents for a period of time depending on the RAM
leakage current.

FIG. 16A shows battery pack 1000 comprising battery
cell assembly 1002 and operating module 1004. Cell assem-
bly 1002 includes a plurality of rechargeable battery cells
1006; and operating module 1004 includes processing unit
U1, connector assembly 1010 and module circuit 1012.
Module circuit 1012, in turn, includes temperature sensing
means 1014, current sensing means 1016, voltage sensing
means 1020, LED assembly 1022, oscillator 1024 and
capacitor C4. Preferably, this module circuit 1012 further
includes supply voltage regulator 1026, safety processor U2,
safety switches Q2 and Q3, an overcharging protection
subcircuit 1030 and an overvoltage protection subcircuit
1032.

More specifically, with the embodiment of battery pack
1000 shown in FIG. 16A, connector assembly 1010 includes
positive and negative terminals 1010P and 1010N, clock
terminal 1010C, data terminal 1010D and T-terminal 1010T.
Temperature sensing means 1014 includes thermistor R1,
current sensing means includes shunt resistor R2 and lines
L1 and L2, and voltage sensing means includes lines LA and
L3—L5. In addition, supply voltage regulator 1026 includes
transistor Q1, resistor R10, and capacitor C5, overcharging
protection subcircuit 1030 includes transistor Q5, capacitors
C13 and C14 and resistors R11, R12 and R20, and over-
voltage protection subcircuit 1032 includes resistors R18
and R19 and diodes D5 and D6.

Generally, cell assembly 1002 provides a source of battery
power. Processing unit U1 monitors the operation and per-
formance of the cell assembly, calculates various values
relating to the operation of the cell assembly, and commu-
nicates with the user of the battery pack and with the charger
used to recharge the battery cells 106. Module circuit 1012
interconnects cell assembly 1002, processing unit U1 and
connector assembly 1010, and this circuit also provides
analog signals to processing unit U1 and performs other
operational, sensing and safety functions.

Battery pack 1000 is specifically designed for use with
lithium ion battery cells, and thus preferably the battery cells
1006 in assembly 1002 are lithium ion cells. In assembly
1002, the battery cells are arranged in three groups 1034a,
1034b and 1034c of four cells each. The cell groups 1034a,
1034b and 1034c are located in series, while the battery cells
in each group are located in parallel. lhe electrically posi-
tive end of group 1034;: forms the positive terminal 1036 of
the battery, and the electrically negative end of group 1034c
forms the negative terminal 1040 of the battery. The positive
terminal 1010P of the connector assen1bly—wl1icl1 is the
positive terminal of the battery pack 1000—is connected to
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the positive terminal 1036 of the battery via line LP. The
negative terminal 1010N of the connector assembly—which
is the negative terminal of the battery pack 1000—is con-
nected to the negative terminal 1040 of the battery, and to
module components R2, Q2, Q3 and F2, via line LN.

Processing unit U1, as mentioned above, monitors the
operation and performance of the cell assembly 1002. For
example, the processing unit keeps track of the remaining
capacity of the battery and determines when the cells of the
assembly have reached fully charged and fully discharged
conditions. Preferably, the processing unit U1 also keeps
track of various other values such as a time to full discharge
at an average discharge rate, or at a present discharge rate.
To perform these tasks, the processing module is provided
with preset equations, with preset data values, and, in
operation, with analog signals representing the battery
temperature, the battery current and the battery cell voltages.

One of the functions performed by the processing unit U1
is to determine the relative state of charge of the battery, and
LED assembly 1022 is used to provide a visual display
showing that determined relative state of charge. As shown
in FIG. 16A, this assembly includes four LEDs designated
as LED1, LED2, LED3 and LED4. Four, three, two and one
of these LEDs are illuminated if the state of charge of the
battery is, respectively, greater than 75%, between 50% and
75%, between 25% and 50%, and between 10% and 25%. If
the state of charge is less than 10%, then a single LED is
flashed.

Preferably, the electrical power to operate the processing
unit U1 is obtained from cell assembly 1002 itself. In
particular, the positive terminal 1036 of the cell assembly is
connected to one or more terminals, or pins, such as pin 1 of
the processing unit U1 to apply a positive voltage to that
terminal or those terminals, thereby providing the necessary
power for the processing unit.

Supply voltage regulator 1026, which preferably com-
prises transistor Q1, resistor R10, and capacitor C5, is
connected in series between the positive terminal 1036 of
the cell assembly 1002 and processing unit U1, and this
voltage regulator is used to provide a constant, regulated
voltage to the processing unit. The voltage regulator allows
the same processing unit U1, and the same operating module
1004, to be used with different battery cell assemblies
having different numbers of cells and, thus, different voltage
levels at the positive terminals of the cell assemblies. Also,
with regulator 1026, a constant voltage may be applied to
processing unit U1 despite changes in the voltage of the cell
assembly 1002.

Capacitor C4 acts as a buffer to maintain the integrity of
RAM contents of processing unit U1 in case of a temporary
loss of the power from the cell assembly 1002. In addition,
in case of a short circuit across the terminals of the cell

assembly or the battery pack, the power to the RAM of the
processing unit U1 is unlatched and power is supplied to the
RAM from capacitor C4. Preferably, the capacitor C4 is
connected to a terminal p2 on the processing unit U1, and the
capacitance of C4 is chosen to ensure that a source of
voltage is supplied to the RAM for a time dependent on the
RAM leakage current. For instance, the value of the capaci-
tor may be 330 nf, which provides a source of voltage to the
RAM for a period of time sufficient to protect against a short
circuit across the battery terminals.

As mentioned above, processing unit U1 is provided with
analog signals representing the battery temperature, the
battery current and the battery cell voltages. Temperature
sensing means 1014, current sensing means 1016 and volt-
age sensing means 1020 of module circuit 1012 are used to
provide the processing unit U1 with these analog signals.
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With the embodiment of module circuit shown in FIG.

16A, the temperature sensing means 1014 includes a voltage
dividing network 1042 and a signal line L6, and this voltage
dividing network includes a thermistor R1 and a resistor R3.
The thermistor R1 is physically located in good heat transfer
relation with the battery cell assembly 1002, and the elec-
trical resistance of the thermistor is a function of its, and thus
of the battery’s, temperature.

As represented in FIG. 16A, the thermistor R1 is an NTC
thcrmistor, and thc rcsistancc of thc thcrmistor dccrcascs as
the temperature of the thermistor increases. Further, the
thermistor R1 and resistor R3 are electrically located in
series between the negative terminal of the cell assembly
1002 and a positive reference voltage source provided by a
terminal or pin P3 of processing unit U1. Afirst end of signal
line L6 is connected between the resistor R3 and tie
thermistor R1 and a second end of this line L6 is connected

to an input terminal or pin P4 of the processing unit U1. With
the above—described arrangement, the voltage level at tie
first end of the signal line L6 varies as a function of tie
battery temperature, and this voltage level is applied, via tie
line L6, to the input terminal P4 of the processing unit L1.

Current sensing means 1016 is provided to sense and to
generate an analog signal representing the current of tie
battery. Preferably, the current sensing means includes shunt
resistor R2 that is electrically located in series between tie
negative terminal 1040 of the battery cell assembly 1002 and
the negative terminal 1010N of the battery pack 1000. Tie
resistance of the shunt resistor R2 may vary over a wide
range, such as l milliohm to 200 milliohms, depending on
the number of cells in the assembly 102 and the expected use
of the battery pack 100. Preferably, however, the shunt
resistor R2 has a comparatively small resistance such as 25
milliohms. The voltages at the two ends of the shunt resistor
R2 are applied to two inputs P5 and P6 of the processing unit
U1 via lines L1 and L2. In this way, the voltage difference
between these two inputs P5 and P6 of the processing 11nit
U1 is a measure of the voltage drop across resistor R2, and
from this the processor unit U1 can determine the current
passing through resistor R2 and, thus, the current passing
through line LN.

Voltage sensing means 1020 is used to sense and to
generate a signal representing the voltage of the battery, and
the embodiment of sensing means 1020 shown in FIG. 16A
includes lines LA L3, IA and L5. Line LA is located in series
between the negative terminal 1010N of battery pack 1000
and an input terminal P9 of the processing unit U1, while
line L3 is located in series between the positive terminal
1000P of the battery pack 1000 and an input P7 of the
processing unit. With this arrangement, the voltage differ-
ence between the input terminals P9 and P7 represents the
voltage of the battery cell assembly 1002 and, thus, of the
battery pack 1000.

Safety processor U2 and safety switches Q2 and Q3 are
provided to protect cell assembly 1002 from excessive
voltages and currents. Generally, processor U2 monitors the
voltages of the cells 1006, or of each group 1034a, 1034b,
10346 of parallel cells in assembly 1002, and the current
applied to or discharged by that cell assembly, and if a
voltage or a current above a respective threshold level is
detected, proccssor U2 causcs one or both of the switches
Q2 and Q3 to open to prevent that voltage or current from
being applied to or by the cell assembly 1002.

With the embodiment of battery pack 1000 shown in FIG.
16A, input terminals or pins p1 and p2 of processor unit U2
are connected to the positive and negative battery terminals
1036 and 1042 via lines L7 and L8 respectively, and the
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input terminals p3 and p4 of the processor U2 are connected
to the cells of groups 1036a and 1036b via lines L9 and L10
respectively. With these connections, the voltage difference
between processor input terminals pi and p3 is equal to the
voltage of cell group 1036a, the voltage difference between
processor input terminals p3 and p4 is equal to the voltage
of cell group 1036b, and the voltage difference between
processor terminals p4 and p2 is equal to tl1e voltage of cell
group 10366. In addition, input terminals p2 and p5 of
processor unit U2 arc conncctcd to opposite sides of shunt
resistor R2, via lines L8 and L11, so that the voltage
difference between terminals p2 and p5 is equal to the
voltage drop across that resistor R2; and from this voltage
difference, the processor unit U2 can determine the current
through the resistor R2 and through battery terminal 1010N.

At the same time, switches Q2 and Q3, which preferably
are transistor switches, are located in series with each other
in line LN, between the negative terminal 1040 of the battery
1002 and the negative terminal 1010N of the battery pack
1000. Each of the switches Q2 and Q3 has a closed,
conductive state and an open, semi-conductive state. Hence,
in order for current to be conducted in both directions

through line LN, between terminals 1040 and 1010N, both
switches Q2 and Q3 must be closed; while if both of these
switches Q2 and 03 are open, current is not conducted
through line LN and terminal 1040 is electrically discon-
nected from terminal 1010N.

Normally, both switches Q2 and Q3 are closed, allowing
current to be conducted through line LN and so that the
voltage at terminal 1010N is applied to the terminal 1040
and vice versa. However, under defined conditions, proces-
sor unit U2 causes one or both of switches Q2 and Q3 to

open, electrically disconnecting terminals 1010N and 1040
from each other. More particularly, during charging, if
processor unit U2 determines that the voltage of any of the
cell groups 1036a, 1036b and 1036c becomes greater than a
predetermined level, that processor 1Init generates a signal
that is applied to switch Q3, via line L12, to open that
switch. Also, during discharging, if processor unit U2 deter-
mines that the voltage of any of the cell groups 1036a, 1036b
and 10366 falls below a preset value, the processor unit
generates signals that are applied to switches Q2 and Q3, via
lines l12 and L13, to open both of these switches. In
addition, during both charging and discharging, if processor
unit U2 determines that the current in line LN exceeds a

preset current level, the processor unit generates signals that
are applied to switches Q2 and Q3, via lines 112 and L13, to
open those switches, discontinuing the flow of current
through line LN.

Preferably, after processor unit U2 opens one of the
switches Q2 or Q3, the processor unit maintains the switch
open for a predetermined length of time; and after that length
of time expires, the switch closes. However, if at that time,
the condition that caused the processor unit U2 to first open
the switch still exists, then the processor unit will reopen the
switch.

Voltage protection subcircuit 1032, which as discussed
above, is formed by resistors R18 and R19 and diodes D5
and D6, is provided to protect both processor units U1 and
U2 from an excessive voltage up to about 22 volts. Any
voltage between about 18 and 22 volts that is applied to
subcircuit 1032 is reduced by that subcircuit to about 18
volts.

With the embodiment of operating module 1004 shown in
FIG. 16A, T-terminal of connector assembly 1010, process-
ing unit U2 and overcharge protection subcircuit 1030 of
module circuit 1012 are used to prevent overcharging of the
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battery cells 1006. In articular, if an overcharging condition
develops, then protection subcircuit 1030, which preferably
comprises resistors R11 and R12 and transistor switch Q5,
changes the resistance at terminal T to signify the presence
of that overcharging condition.

More specifically, normally transistor switch Q5 is closed
and the resistance at terminal T is determined by the
resistance of resistor R11. However, when processor unit U1
detects an overcharging condition, the voltage level at
proccssor unit tcrminal p8 changes, and this voltage change
is applied to switch Q5 via line L14, opening that switch.
This places resistor R12 in series with resistor R11, and the
resistance at terminal T changes from the resistance of R11
to the sum of the resistances of the resistors R11 and R12.

This, in turn, is a signal to the battery charger to stop
charging of the battery.

As will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art,
module 1004 may be provided with additional components.
For instance, preferably, capacitors C6, C7, C8, C9 and C10
and resistors R16 and R17 are included in the module to

protect the module from electrostatic discharge. Afuse F1 is
located in series between the positive battery terminal 1010P
and the positive voltage terminal of U2 and pin pl of
processor unit U1, and this fuse opens in case a current
above a given level is being drawn from either processor
unit. Fuse F2 is a backup safety fuse located in negative
terminal line LN; and this fuse opens in case a current above
a given level is being conducted through line LN and, for
some reason, neither of the transistor switches Q2 and Q3
opens. In addition, a resistor R4 is located in series with the
LED pins of processor unit U1 to limit the current applied
to those pins.

Logic Flow Diagrams in the following section of this
specification are directed to the detailed descriptions of the
following logic flow diagrams or routines as are illustrated
respectively in FIGS. 17 through 39. In those Figures, a step
is illustrated by a rectangular block, a decisional step is
illustrated by a diamond shaped block, and a routine (which
is described in detail in another Figure) is illustrated by a
rectangular block having a shaded bottom and right side. In
the following logic flow diagrams, the notes and values
given in the logic flow diagrams outside of the blocks often
further explain and define both the functions and the values
of selected symbols variables and constants.

FIGS. 17 through 39 illustrate respectively the following
logic flow diagrams or routines which are particularly well
suited for battery packs having lithium ion battery cells
(with the exeception of FIG. 21a which is for a NiMH
battery), main_chart, duty_cycle, initialization,
RC_Oscillator_adjust, learn_cells, capacity_calculation,
IUT_calculation, U_calculation, V_control, selfdischarge,
integration, Itf_Limits, end_conditionsCI, end_
conditionsCD, alarmicontrol, chargericontrol, send,
message, LED_display, handle_request, Read_Block,
Write_Block, fetch_ADC_values, and set_cell_dep_val.

With reference to FIG. 17, which illustrates the main-
chart operating program of the battery operating system of
the present invention, the first step therein is an initialization
routine 1710. During this routine, discussed in greater detail
below particularly with respect to FIG. 19, a number of
variables and bits are set to initial or default valucs. This

initialization routine is itself initiated by the occurrence of
any one of a number of signals including a signal from a
shelf sleep mode, a signal from a low voltage sleep, a
watchdog timeout signal, or a power on reset signal. After
the initialization routine 1710 is completed, a clock or a
oscillator adjustment routine 1712, also discussed below, is
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performed, and a learn cells routine 1713, also discussed
below, is performed, and then the processor enters the sleep
mode at 1714. The processor stays in this sleep mode until
either the processor receives a wake up signal from the
external oscillator at 1716, which is normally transmitted to
the processor every 500 milliseconds, or the processor
receives a bus request signal at 1718.

As represented by step 1720 of FIG. 17, the processor
wakes up from the sleep mode upon receipt of either of these
signals. Aftcr waking up, thc proccssor determines which of
these signals was received; and this is done by determining,
at step 1722, whether a bus request bit RDVAL is set equal
to 1. If this bit is set, then the received signal was a bus
request signal; however, if the bus request bit is not set, then
the received signal is a wake up signal. If the bus request bit
is set, the processor responds to this request by the
following-request routine at step 1724. The specific manner
in which this is done is discussed in more detail below; and

after the processor has responded to the request, the proces-
sor reenters the sleep mode at 1714. If at step 1722, the bus
request bit is not set, which indicates that the received signal
was a wake up signal, then the processor proceeds to start a
regular operating duty-cycle routine 1726, as illustrated in
FIG. 18.

Referring to the duty-cycle routine in FIG. 18, at step
1812, the processor checks to determine if this is the first
cycle since completion of the initialization routine; and in
particular, the processor does this by checking to determine
if a bit, referred to as ADC_valid is set equal to 1. If this bit
is not equal to 1, then the present cycle is the first cycle since
initialization was completed; and if this bit is equal to 1, then
the present cycle is not the first cycle since the initialization
was completed.

If ADC_valid is not equal to 1, then the program pro-
ceeds to step 1814, at which a bit referred to as ENA is set
equal to 1. As explained in greater detail below, when ENA
is set equal to 1, the analog-to-digital converter is enabled,
allowing the processor to obtain temperature, current and
voltage measurements from the A/D converter. After ENA is
set equal to 1, a set—cell—dep—val routine 1816, discussed
below, is invoked to set various cell dependent values. After
this, a bit STC is set equal to 1 at step 1818, and this is done
to start an analog-to-digital conversion.

Then, at step 1820, the processor determines, first,
whether the bit ADC_valid is set equal to 1, and secondly,
whether a CALIBRATIONLMODE bit is set equal to 0,
indicating that the processor is not in a calibration mode. If
both of these conditions are true, then the processor proceeds
sequentially through a capacity_calculation routine 1822,
an alarm_control routine 1824, a charge_control routine
1826, and an LED_display routine 1828. These four rou-
tines are discussed in further detail below.

After these four routines are completed, a bit entitled
CLRHWB is set equal to 1 at step 1830, which enables the
processor to handle, or respond to, bus requests that are
transmitted to the processor over the bus request line. After
step 1830, the processor exits the duty_cycle routine and
reenters the sleep mode at block 1714.

If, at step 1820, one, or both, of the tested conditions is not
true, then the processor skips the routines 1822 to 1828 and
proceeds to stcp 1832, at which the bit ADC_valid is set
equal to 1. The processor then skips to step 1830, sets bit
CLRHWB equal to 1, and then reenters the sleep mode.

If, at step 1812, the bit ADC_valid is set equal to
1—which means that the present cycle is not the first cycle
after the initialization routine is con1pleted—tl1en the pro-
gram proceeds to step 1834. At this step, the processor tests
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to determine wl1etl1er tl1e analog-to-digital converter is
enabled; and specifically, the processor does this by testing
to determine if the ENA bit is equal to 1. If this bit is set
equal to 1—indicating that the A/D converter is on—the
processor proceeds to step 1836, and a routine fetch_
ADC_values, discussed in detail below, is performed to
transfer various values from the A/D converter to the pro-cessor.

After this is done, the processor, at step 1838, tests to
determine whether the processor is in the calibration mode
by checking that the CALlBRAl‘l()N_M()DE bit is equal to
0. If the processor is in the calibration mode, the processor
proceeds to step 1840 and sets the bit raw_mode equal to 1,
and then proceeds to step 1842 to set the variable UMUX
(which determines the input to the multiplexer equal to the
number of cells minus 1, and set the bit U_U to 0, and then
proceeds to step 1814 and proceeds as described herein-
above. If, however, at step 1838, the processor is not in the
calibration mode, the processor proceeds to step 1844 to
determine if the bit raw_mode is set equal to 1. If so, the
processor sets the bit raw_mode equal to 0 at step 1846, and
to set the variable UMUX equal to the number of cells minus
1, and the bit U_U to 0, at step 1848.

If in step 1844, the bit raw_mode is determined to be not
equal to one, or proceeding from step 1848, at step 1850, the
processor tests to determine if a bit flag, referred to as IOFFS
and representing a current offset measurement enablement,
is equal to 0. If this bit is not equal to 0, the program is in
a current offset measurement mode and skips to step 1814
and proceeds from there as described hereinabove; while if
the IOFFS bit is equal to 0, the program moves to step 1854.

The steps in block 1852 are performed for Sample Mode
Control. When the current is <10 ma, charge or discharge,
the rate at which at A/D converter converts new samples is
slowed to one per three seconds to conserve battery power.
Step 1854, and the subsequent steps in block 1852, are
performed to determine whether the A/D converter is oper-
ated at a regular frequency—that is, the A/D conversions are
performed once every 500 milliseconds—or at a lower
frequency. As discussed above, the A/D converter operates
at the regular or the lower frequency when the battery
current is, respectively, above or below a predefined level.
This predefined current level is represented by the variable
SAMPLE_LIMIT, and in a preferred embodiment of the
invention, is 10 milliamps.

More specifically, at step 1854, the processor determines
whether the absolute value of the variable I_raw-co_curr is
less than a SAMPI_E_LIMIT. If I_raw_co_curr is not less

than the sample_limit, then the processor operates at the
regular frequency. Specifically, two bits i_sample and
sample are set to 0, at step 1856; and the processor then
moves to step 1814 and proceeds from there as described
hereinabove.

If, however, at step 1854, the variable is less than
SAMPLE_LIMIT, then the processor proceeds to step
1858. At this step, the processor determines whether the bit
sample is equal to 0.

If the bit sample is not equal to 0, the processor is already
ir1 the sample r11ode. At step 1860, the processor tests to
determine whether a bit, CC, is equal to 1. As explained in
greater detail below, this bit will be set to 1 when the
analog-to-digital converter completes the conversion of one
set of analog signals to digital data; and step 1860 is repeated
until the bit CC becomes equal to 1. When this happens, the
processor, first, sets ENA to 0, thereby disabling the analog-
to-digital converter to reduce power cor1sur11ption, and
secondly, increases the variable iisample by 1 at block
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1864. From step 1864, the processor moves on to step 1822
and proceeds from there.

If, at step 1858, sample is equal to 0, the processor
proceeds to step 1866, and the processor tests to determine
whether i_sample is not equal to 0. If i_sample is equal to
0, the processor sets i_sample equal to 1 at step 1868, and
then moves to step 1874 and proceeds from there. If
i_sample is not equal to 0 at step 1866, the processor sets
sample equal to 1 at step 1868 and then proceeds to step
1860 as described above.

If, at step 1834, the analog-to-digital converter is not
enabled—as indicated by ENA not being equal to 1—then
the processor moves to step 1870. At this step, the processor
sets a bit new_ADC_values equal to 0. As discussed below,
when this variable is set to 0, the processor does not perform
any current, voltage or temperature conversions. At the next
step 1872, the processor tests to determine if i_sample is
equal to N_SAMl’LJ:‘. If these two values are equal, the
processor resets i_sample to 1 at step 1874, and then
proceeds to step 1814. If, in contrast, i_sample is not equal
to N_SAMPLE at step 1872, then the processor proceeds to
step 1864, wherein i_sample is increased by 1, and the
processor then proceeds to step 1822 as described above.

With the above-described duty-cycle program, the
analog-to-digital converter produces digital data values for
battery current, temperature and voltage once every 500
mflliseconds. However, in order to conserve battery power if
the battery current falls below the predetermined threshold
level, these conversions are made at a slower frequency,
determined by the variable N_SAMPl.E. However, under
these circumstances, the processor continues to perform the
capacity calculations and performs the alarm control, the
charger control, and the LED display routines once every
500 milliseconds.

FIG. 19 generally illustrates the initialization routine.
Generally, this routine is used to initialize values used in the
program, timers, states, and bit flags when the device wakes
up from low voltage sleep, shelf sleep, watchdog time out,
or power on from an off state. In addition, the routine checks
for RAM data loss, checksum=0, and in the case of data loss,
reinitializes values programmed at manufacture with default
values.

At step 1910, the routine determines whether a bit,
referred to as checksum, is not equal 0. If checksum is not
0, the routine, at step 1912, then sets another variable,
referred to as checks, equal to the byte sum of the three
parameters used to calibrate the battery voltage (cf_volt),
current (cf_curr) and temperature (cf_temp). Then, at step
1914, the routine compares to determine that checksum is
not equal to checks. If these two values are not equal, then
the routine clears the RAM at step 1916, and at step 1918
sets default values for:

i) a nominal full battery capacity,
ii) a battery voltage calibration factor,
iii) a battery current calibration factor,
iv) a battery temperature calibration factor,
v) shunt offset,
vi) battery current,
vii) the rer11air1ir1g capacity at which a remaining capacity

alarm will be generated,
viii) an estimated remaining operating time at which a

remaining time alarm will be generated,
ix) a temperature at which a high temperature alarm will

be generated,
x) a full charge capacity,
xi) a remaining capacity value,
xii) a state of charge,
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xiii) a cl1eck sun1 value,
xiv) the shelf sleep bit.
If, at step 1910, the checksum is equal to 0, indicating no

checksum written or fatal memory loss, then the processor
proceeds directly to step 1916, clears the RAM memory and
sets default values for the above-listed items. If, at step
1914, the checksum is equal to checks, then the checksum
test has been passed and the routine proceeds directly to step
1920, the normal procedure. After step 1918, the processor
sets the bit ENA equal to 1 at step 1920, and then proceeds
to step 1922 at which the processor sets default values for an
additional group of variables. In particular, at step 1922, the
processor sets default values for:

i) i_display,
ii) i_alarm,
iii) i_message,
iv) i_self,
V) i_auto_cal
vi) i_EOC
vii) START_EOC
viii) state,
ix) self,
X) flashing,
xi) ADC_valid,
xii) eod_oif
xiii) eod_on
xiv) LEDAN
xv) SAFETY BIT
xiv) safe
After step 1922, an RC_0scillator_adjust subroutine,

discussed below, is invoked at step 1924 to cahbrate the
on-chip oscillator, and then the processor proceeds to a
subroutine at step 1926, learn_cells, discussed below, and
then proceeds to step 1928 at which the processor tests to
determine if the bit SHELF-SLEEP is equal to 0. If this bit
is equal to 0—indicating that the shelf-sleep mode has not
been initiated—then the initialization routine is exited at

1930. If, however, the shelf-sleep bit is set—indicating that
the shelf-sleep mode has been initiated—then at step 1932
the bit is cleared, or set equal to 0, and the processor enters
the shelf-sleep mode at step 1934.

The Shelf-Sleep mode is a special mode of operation used
to prolong the life of the battery pack during initial
shipment, storage, and retail display by minimizing the
power consumption of the pack electronics. The Shelf-Sleep
mode is normally activated only once and is not accessible
to the battery pack user. This mode, however, may occa-
sionally be de-activated and re-enabled by a non-retail
customer, such as an original equipment manufacturer, dur-
ing their incoming inspection or inventory inspection pro-
cedure. In this case, the Shelf-Sleep mode is deactivated, the
pack tested for quality purposes, and then re-activated and
returned to inventory. In contrast, the Normal Sleep mode is
activated an de-activiated normally throughout the use of the
battery pack when the pack voltage is low.

The Shelf-Sleep mode and the Normal Sleep mode both
maintain all the RAM data values previously programmed or
learned by the ASTC. These values include all calibration
information, learned capacity Values, and programmed val-
ues. However, due to the nature of the use of the Shelf-Sleep
modc, upon rc-activation, or wakc-up, the actual state-of-
charge of the battery and the data contained in the RAM may
not match. The Shelf-Sleep mode can be activated imme-
diately after the pack is manufactured and tested at any
state-of-charge or capacity. During many months of ship-
ment and storage, the actual capacity of the battery cells may
decrease appreciably such that upon wake-up, which pref-
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erably is done by pressing an activation switch, there will be
a diiference between the value in RAM and the actual value.

This difference is automatically corrected at the next point of
full charge or full discharge.

This is different from the Normal Sleep mode, which is
only activated after the battery is virtually drained of energy.
Upon wake-up from the Normal Sleep mode, the battery is
still basically empty so there is no disparity in the state of the
battery cells and the data representing the state of the battery.
In addition, the wake-up or exit conditions for the Shelf-
Sleep and Normal Sleep modes are different. Preferably, the
Shelf-Sleep mode is only exited by manually actuating a
switch, while the Normal Sleep mode is exited when the full
pack voltage reaches a high enough level, such as a voltage
equivalent to 1.19 V/cell, during charge. Preferably, the
Shelf Sleep mode cannot be exited by charging the pack;
only by pressing a specific switch.

The Shelf-Sleep mode is beneficial in that in may be used
to prevent a battery pack in inventory (such as during
shipment, while in a warehouse, or while in a retail store)
form being drained significantly by the pack electronics. The
Shelf-Sleep mode allows the manufacturer to turn off the
pack electronics when the pack is at an appropriate state-
of-charge for shipment and storage and provides a simple
means, such as a button press, for a customer to re-enable the
pack electronics.

FIG. 20 generally shows the routine, RS_Oscillator_
adjust, used to calibrate the oscillator. As discussed above,
this oscillator is physically located on the chip, and prefer-
ably the oscillator is comprised of a resistor-capacitor net-
work. Generally, in accordance with this routine, the pro-
cessor counts the number of clock pulses generated by the
oscillator during a given period of time; and if the number
of counted pulses exceeds a given value, then the oscillator
is adjusted to lower the frequency at which the oscillator
generates these clock pulses. This test is repeated a number
of times 11ntil the oscillator is adjusted, and in addition, the
external oscillator is used to measure the above-mentioned

given periods of time.
More specifically, at steps 2010 and 2012, two variables

RC_CTRL and CTR are set to 0. The first variable is used

to tune the RC-oscillator frequency, and the second variable
is used to keep track of the length of each test. Each time the
processor receives a signal from the external oscillator, CTR
is increased by 1. At step 2014, the processor tests to
determine if the CTR value indicates that more than 1

millisecond has elapsed since CTR was set to 0; and this step
is repeated until 1 millisecond has elapsed. When this
happens, at step 2016, CTR is reset to 0, and another variable
counter is set to 0. The counter is used to count the number

of clock pulses generated by the oscillator. Each time the
oscillator generates a clock pulse, the cou11teris increased by
1, as represented by step 2018, and then the processor tests
at step 2020 to determine if the CTR value indicates that
more than 4 milliseconds have elapsed since CTR was reset.
These steps are repeated until 4 milliseconds have elapsed;
and then the processor proceeds to step 2022 in which it
compares the counter to a predetermined number, repre-
sented as RC_OSC_LIMIT. If the counter is less than the
RC,OCS,LIMIT—which indicates that the oscillator is

generating clock signals at too slow of a frcquency—thcn
the processor moves to step 2024 and RC_C'l‘RL is
increased by 1, increasing the RC-oscillator frequency.

Next, RC_CTRL is compared at step 2026 to a given
value, such as 15. If RC_CTRL is less than or equal to this
given Value, the routine returns to step 2012 and repeats the
previously explained steps. When RC,CTRL becomes
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greater than the given value, then from step 2026, the routine
is terminated. When during one of these test periods, the
counter is equal to or greater than RC_OCS_limit—which
indicates that the oscillator is generating correct clock
signals—then, from step 2022, the routine terminates. Any
acceptable procedure may be used to adjust the frequency at
which the oscillator generates clock signals; and, for
instance, the resistance, the capacitance, or both the resis-
tance and the capacitance, may be varied to change that
frcqucncy.

FIG. 21, learn_cells, is a routine to determine the number

of cells connected in the battery pack. Generally, this routine
initializes the number of cells for the battery at zero, and
then compares the measured voltage at each multiplexer
state (starting with 00) with a reference voltage, if the
measured voltage is less than the reference voltage, it
increments the assumed number of cells and the multiplexer
state until the measured voltage is less than the reference
voltage. The first step 2110 initializes the variable cells,
which reflects the number of cells in the pack, to 0. The next
step 2112 initializes the variable UMUX, which reflects the
state of the input to the multiplexer, to zero (see the column
in the upper right corner of FIG. 21). The next step 2114 sets
the bit STC to 1, which starts the ADC converter. The next
decisional block 2116 determines when the flag or bit CC,
which reflects the completion of the A/D conversion, and
when the ADC converter is finished that flag is set equal to
1.

In step 2118 the output voltage from the ADC converter
is obtained and stored in memory as a variable designated
Uraw. In step 2120 Uraw is obtained and converted to units
of millivolts and stored as a variable V. Decisional step 2122
determines if the voltage V is less than a value MIN_VOLT,
which is 1000 millivolts. If that condition is true, the
processor proceeds to step 2124 and UMUX, which reflects
the state of the multiplexer, is set to the number of cells -1,
and the variable U_U is initialized to 0 to be used later in

the program. In step 2126 the bit ENA is set equal to 0 which
turns the A/D converter off. In step 2128 the variable
LOMUX is set to the number of cells -1. Step 2130 exits the
learn_cell routine and returns to the main program. In step
2122 if the condition is not true the voltage V is greater
than 1000 millivolts) then the value of the number of cells
in the pack is incremented by one in step 2132.

The variable UMUX reflects the state of the cell voltage
multiplexer, as indicated in the upper right corner of FIG. 21,
and UMUX MAX is the maximum state that the multiplexer
can be in. In decisional step 2134, the state of the multi-
plexer UMUX is compared with UMUX_MAX, the maxi-
mum value(11) of UMUX. If UMUX is equal to the maxi-
mum value, the processor proceeds to step 2124 as explained
hereinabove. If the condition in decisional block 2134 is

false, the processor proceeds to step 2136 to execute a
command CLRWDT standing for Clear Watch Dog Timer.
This command allows the duration of the loop operation to
be longer than the one second duration of the watch dog
timer. In step 2138 the state of the multiplexer UMUX is
incremented by one, and the processor proceeds to the
beginning of step 2114 as explained above.

FIG. 21a, learnicells, is a routine to determine the
number of cclls connected in a NiMH battery pack.
Generally, in this cell learning routine when the maximum
voltage conceivable for any string of cells is exceeded, it
assumes that the string must be at least one cell more. The
routine counts up incrementally in this fashion until the
voltage is reasonable for the presently assumed number of
cells in the string. It requires charging a battery pack to near
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full capacity to learn the correct number of cells. The
initialization routine initializes the number of cells for the

battery at 4, and then the learn_cells routine compares the
measured voltage with a reference voltage (U_SWITCH_1
(a constant of 1650 mV) times the member of cells). If the
measured voltage is greater than the reference voltage, it
increments the assumed number of cells until the measured

voltage is less than the reference voltage. The first step 2140
dctcrmincs if thc number of cclls is lcss than MAXCELLS

(a constant 10), and if so at step 2142 determines if the
measured voltage U is greater than U_SWITCH_1 times
cells, and if so at step 2144 increments the number of cells.
The routine then returns to step 2140 and proceeds there-
through again until either of the conditions of steps 2140 or
2142 is false, and then exits the routine at 2142.

FIG. 22, capacity_calculation, shows the capacity calcu-
lation routine which monitors continuously the capacity of
the rechargeable battery, preferably in accordance with the
following equation:

CARE,”:=CAP,E,,+2eC1,,3zc—21dAzd—21,Az,

In this equation, CAP,em, also referred to as ITF is the
remaining capacity of the battery at any given time,
expressed in milliampere hours (mah). The terms Z'.eCICAtC,
ZI,,Atd and ZI5At5 which are discussed in greater detail
below, represent, respectively, the sum of the incremental
increases in capacity as the battery is being charged, the sum
of the continuous decreases in battery capacity during charg-
ing due to measurable current drain, and the sum of pre-
dicted decreases in battery capacity due to self discharge. By
knowing the remaining battery capacity at all times, the
processor is able to provide a host device and a battery
charger with important information to help ensure safe and
reliable use of the battery and to help prolong battery life.

The first step in the capacity calculation routine at 2210 is
to invoke the IUT_calculation routine to calculate the

present battery current, voltage and temperature. This latter
routine is discussed in greater detail below. Generally,
though, this routine converts the raw data values obtained
from the analog—to—digital converter and representing battery
current, voltage and temperature to data values that can be
used in the capacity calculation routine.

Next, the processor at step 2212 invokes a routine,
referred to as the V_control routine, also discussed in detail
below. After the V_control routine is completed, the pro-
cessor returns to the capacity calculation routine. At step
2214 thereof, the processor sets a first variable state_I to a
value, represented by CD, which indicates that the battery is
in a capacity decreasing mode. Also, a second variable, self,
is set equal to 0.

At step 2216, the processor then determines whether the
absolute value of the present battery current I is below a
threshold value, represented as I,SELFD. If the absolute
value of the current is below I_SELFD, I self discharge, the
battery current is considered zero, and the processor only
calculates loss in capacity due to self discharge. Preferably,
the processor also calculates loss in capacity due to power
consumed by the host device; but this latter calculation is
based, not on tl1e measured battery current, but instead on
data supplied by that host device. For current drain rates
bclow a :3 ma dctcction rangc, thc host (frequently a
computer) can indicate to the battery that it is being dis-
charged even when the battery cannot measure the dis-
charge. The host does this by setting a bit indicating to the
battery to decrement its state of charge by x (1 ma hour).

More specifically, at step 2218, the processor resets self
equal to 1, and sets the present value for current, I, to 0. If
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at 2216 the battery is not being charged or drained greater
than 3 mA, then at the step 2220, the processor determines
whether the bit sign is set to 0 to determine whether the
battery is charging or discharging. If sign is equal to 0, which
indicates that the battery is charging, then at step 2222 the
variable state_I is set to a value, referred to CI, to indicate
that the battery is charging. If sign is not equal to 0, which
indicates the battery is discharging, then at step 2224 the
processor determines if the variable state is equal to CD. If
so, then at stop 2226 the variable EOC_Flag_rcsct is set to
1, and at step 2228, the processor determines if all of the bits
(0, 1, 2, 3) of eod_off [0.3] are equal to 1. If, at step 2224,
state is not equal to CD, then the processor skips step 2226
and proceeds directly to step 2228.

The program proceeds from either of steps 2218, 2222, or
2228 (statement true) to step 2230 wherein the program
determines whether a variable referred to as cap_reset is
equal to one. If cap_reset is equal to one, the processor, at
step 2232, calculates a new value for Itf and sets a number
of variables to 0. In particular, the processor calculates Itf
according to the equation:

Itf=full_cap><pd_reset/256

Where full_cap is the present value for estimated full
battery capacity, pd_reset is a variable obtained from a
look-up table and 256 is a scaling factor. Also, the variable
ItF_err_C_D, Itf_err_S, err_overflow and cap_reset are
all set or reset to 0.

The processor then proceeds to step 2234 where sum and
I avg are recalculated according to the equation:

sum=sum—I_avg+|t|,

I_avg=sum/N[mAj

where N is a predetermined number.
If, at step 2228 and 2230 the statement is false, the

processor proceeds directly to step 2234. In the next step
2236 the routine tests to determine if a state change has
occurred. At step 2236, the processor determines that state is
not equal to state _I. If these two values are not equal, a state
change may have occurred. A state change will be consid-
ered to have occurred if state is not equal to state_I for a
predetermined number, such as three, operations of the
capacity calculation routine. If the condition of step 2236 is
false, indicating no state change, the program proceeds to
step 2264 at which a timer t_mc is set to 0.

If state is not equal to state_I at step 2236, then the
processor, at step 2238, determines whether a timer t_mc is
not equal to 0. If this condition is false (that is, the timer
itself is resting or equal to 0), the processor, at step 2240,
then increases the value of timc by 1. However, if, at step
2238, timer t_mc is not equal to 0, indicating the timer is
running, then the processor goes to step 2242 and compares
the value of this timer to a predetermined constant
MC_CONST. If these two values are equal (which will be
the case after state is equal to state_I, at step 2236, for the
predetermined number of consecutive operations of the
routine) the processor resets time to 0 at step 2244.

The processor then determines at step 2246 if statc_I is
equal to CI. If this is the case, state is set equal to CI and the
status bit DISCHARGING is cleared, and at step 2250 the
variable START_EOC is set equal to 0 and the variable
i_eoc is set equal to N_EOC. At the next step 2252, the
processor tests to determine if the EOC_Flag_reset vari-
able is equal to 1. If this variable is set equal to 1, the
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processor, at step 2254, sets or resets the variables EOC_
Flag, cycle_flag, and EOC_Flag_reset to 0. Then, at step
2256, the processor sets or resets I_avg, sum, Itf_CD,
I_EDV, pd, and reset _disable to 0. If, at step 2252,
EOC_Fla;reset is not equal to one, then the program skips
step 2254 and proceeds directly to step 2256.

Also, if at step 2246, state_I is not equal to CI—which
indicates that the battery is in a discharging state—tl1en the
program proceeds to step 2258 at which the variable state is
set equal to CD, and the status bit DISCHARGING is set.
From step 2258, the program proceeds to step 2260, where
the processor determines whether Itf is greater than full
_cap. If ItF is greater than full_cap, the processor then
resets Itf to be equal to full_cap, and then moves to step
2256. If, however, at step 2260, Itf is not greater than
full_cap, the processor skips step 2262 and proceeds
directly to step 2256.

After proceeding through the steps described above to
determine if a state change has occurred, the processor then
proceeds through a series of steps to determine whether the
present value for the self discharge current should be
updated and, and, if so updates that value. More specifically
from each of steps 2237, 2240 and 2256, the processor
proceeds to step 2266, where the variable i_self is decreased
by one; and then, at step 2268, the processor tests to
determine if i_self has reached 0. If i_self has reached 0,
the self discharging routine 2270, discussed in detail below,
is invoked; and after this routine is completed, I_self is reset
to a predetermined number, represented by N_self. At step
2274, the processor performs an integration routine also
discussed below. If, at step 2268, I_self has not reached 0,
then the processor skips steps 2270 and 2272 and proceeds
to step 2274, where the integration routine is invoked. Thus,
with the above-described procedure, the self discharge rou-
tine is invoked once for every predetermined number of
operations of the routine, with that predetermined number
being determined by N_SELF.

After the integration routine is completed at step 2274, the
processor invokes either a first routine to test for the end of
charging conditions or a second routine to test for the end of
discharging conditions, depending on whether the battery is
charging or discharging. In particular, from step 2274, the
program goes to step 2276, which is to determine whether
the variable state equals CI. If state equals CI, which
indicates that the battery is charging, then the processor
invokes the routine as step 2278 to test for the end of
charging conditions; and if state does not equal CI, which
indicates that the battery is discharging, then the processor
invokes the routine at step 2280 to test for the end of
discharging conditions. Both of these routines are discussed
below, and when the invoked routine is completed the
capacity calculation routine is ended at 2282.

FIG. 23, IUT,calculation, converts the output of the A/D
converter into correct units for current in milliamps, voltage
in millivolts and temperature in degree C. This routine also
determines whether the temperature alarm should be set or
cleared, and whether a terminate charge alarm should be set
based upon a high temperature condition. This routine also
provides the auto offset calibration procedure for the current
offset. The auto oifset current calibration is carried out under

control of the program cvcry 30 seconds, and rccalibratcs an
offset current which compensates for drifts due to
temperature, voltage, aging, etc. This calibration procedure
is also explained with reference to switch 63 in FIG. 4.

As background, the system operates in one of three (3)
modes, first a run mode, second a sample mode, and third an
off mode. In the run mode the ADC converter makes a
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conversion every 500 milliseconds. In the sample n1ode the
ADC converter makes a conversion once every 3 minutes.
However, the microprocessor still operates in a 500 milli-
second cycle using the last available A/D conversion. In the
off mode the microprocessor is not operating.

Decisional step 2310 determines whether a bit flag new_
ADC_values is set to 1, which indicates that the A/D
converter l1as completed a conversion and contains new
values. The decisional block 2310 ensures that the ADC

converter is not reconverting values that have been con-
verted already. This decisional block 2310 is used only in the
sample mode because in the run mode the condition is
always true. The second decisional block 2312 determines if
the bit IOFFS is set to 0, which is a determination as to
whether the auto olfset calibration procedure should proceed
or not. This procedure occurs every 30 seconds.

When an auto offset calibration is not being performed,
which is a normal condition, the processor proceeds to block
2314 in which the ADC output for current (I_raw) is
converted into units of milliamps and stored as variable I.
The Values co_curr and cf_curr used in the calculation are
stored in the manufacturers data area. When the condition in

block 2312 is false, the processor proceeds to block 2316 in
which I_raw is not converted into units of milliamps, but
the value co_curr is updated in the manufacturers data, and
the auto offset calibration is disabled by setting IOFFS equal
to 0. Preferably, the auto-offset correction function performs
a function, referred to as auto-zeroing, every thirty seconds
when operating normally, and this function may be per-
formed faster when the battery pack is being calibrated at
time of manufacture. This auto-zeroing function checks the
current offset value and compensates for any drift or other
change in the current offset value stored in the manufactur-
er’s data RAM area. This is done by disconnecting the actual
current measurement signals within the ASIC and connect-
ing the two input lines together, effectively shorting, or
zeroing, the input signal. This shorted current input signal is
then measured, and the result is the new current offset value,
which is then used in future current measurements, until this
offset correction procedure is repeated.

This process generally works very well. It may be noted,
though, that the above-mentioned shorted current input
signal is usually not actually zero. Due to various process
related conditions within the ASIC, this shorted measure-
ment normally has some offset of its own. Therefore,
preferably, another value, Current Offset Default or COD, is
added to the measured, shorted current value prior to cal-
culating the current offset value. This COD value is prefer-
ably measured at the time of pack calibration and is stored
in the manufacturer’s data area RAM. This pre-correction
COD val11e is actually the value of the zero that will be used
in the Auto-Offset Correction procedure previously
described.

The use of this Current Offset Default Value increases the

versatility of the battery pack design, since that pack can
now compensate both for constant internal errors, such as
the zero offset, and for non-constant external errors, such as
temperature and voltage variations. Block 2318 is the
U_calculation subroutine in which the raw voltage is con-
verted to millivolts. Block 2320 converts Tiraw, which is
the output from the A/D converter, to value T which is a
voltage representation of the temperature. In block 2322,
values of m and t are obtained from a lookup table TLUT to
obtain interpolation factors for temperature.

In block 2324 T is converted into units of tenths of a

degree Kelvin by using the lookup table values. In block
2326 the value of temperature T is compared with AL,HI,
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TEMP, the alarm limit high temperature. In the event T is
higher than the alarm limit high temperature the processor
proceeds to block 2328 wherein the high temperature alarm
safety bit is set to 0. If the temperature is lower than the
alarm temperature limit, the processor proceeds to block
2330 wherein the high temperature alarm safety bit is
cleared. After step 2328, the processor proceeds to block
2332 to determine if the statement capacity increasing (CI)
is true. If true, the processor proceeds to block 2334 wherein
the bit flag TERMINATE CHARGE ALARM is set. If false,
the processor proceeds to block 2336.

Blocks 2336 and 2338 are a routine which determine if the

value T is greater than a variable Tmax, and if so Tmax is
set equal to T. If T is greater than any previous Tmax, this
routine continuously records the maximum temperature.

Blocks 2340 through 2348 are a timer for an auto offset
calibration procedure. Block 2340 tests that the AUTO_
CALIBRAIE bit flag is set to 1, which enables the auto
offset calibration routine. The AUTO_CALIBRATE bit is

set in the manufacturers data area. If set, the processor
proceeds to block 2342 which is a decision statement on a
timer loop when the condition i_auto_cal equals 0. If so,
the processor proceeds to block 2344 where IOFFS is set to
1 and then to the auto offset calibration in block 2346 in

which the i_auto_cal function or variable is reset to the
maximum timer value of 30 seconds. In block 2348

I_auto_cal is decremented by one. This timing cycle effec-
tively enables the auto offset calibration procedure once
every 30 seconds. In block 2340 if the AUTO_
CAIJBRATE bit has not been set in the manufacturers data

this procedure is bypassed and the processor proceeds to
block 2350.

The value of the current, I, can be positive or negative and
in block 2350 I is tested to determine if it is negative. If the
value of the current, I, is negative, then in block, 2352 that
value is divided into a variable bit sign, which if 1 represents
a negative current, and an absolute Value of I. Block 2354
ends the IUT_calculation routine.

As background for FIG. 24, in every 500 millisecond
cycle, there is only one voltage conversion, one current
conversion, and one temperature conversion. After each
cycle is completed the multiplexer is incremented to convert
the next voltage for the next cycle so it takes n cycles to
record all of the voltages for n cells.

FIG. 24, U_caleulation, converts the value U raw which
is the voltage output of the A to D converter into units of
millivolts, and then determines the individual cell voltages
using the present voltage measurement V and the previous
voltage measurement U_U. This is represented by the
diagram FIG. 24a at the bottom of FIG. 24. In block 2410
the value Uraw from the ADC converter is converted into
units of millivolts and stored as the value V. The variables
coivolt and cfivolt are obtained from the manufacturers

data area. In multicell packs the multiplexer is one cycle
ahead of the ADC raw data. In View thereof, in block 2412,
the statement is true if the variable cells is set to 1, or both
of the variables UMUX and ENA are set to 1, or both of the
variables UMUX and ENA are set to 0. Block 2412 presents
a test consideration wherein the processor looks for the
number of cells in the pack to be one, or the state of the
multiplexer is one and A/D converter ENA is enabled or the
state of the multiplexer is 0 and the A/D is not enabled. If
any of these conditions are true the value of U is set equal
to V at step 2414.

At step 2416, if the value of U_U, which is the voltage
from the previous conversion cycle, is greater than 0 the
program proceeds to block 2418 where the cell voltage is
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calculated, and the value V cell is set to the value U_U
minus the current I divided by the SHUNT_OFFSET, which
is a resistance that is stored in the manufacturers data. The

value I divided by SHUNT_OFFSET accounts for the
voltage across the shunt resistor. If U_U greater than 0 is not
true in block 2416, the processor proceeds to block 2420
where the value V_cell is set to V_CELL DEF, the default

value thereof. From blocks 2420 and 2418 the program
proceeds to 2424 wherein the value U is assigned the
indicated value to account for the voltage across the shunt
resistor, and then proceeds to block 2426. Returning to block
2412, if the condition is false the program proceeds to block
2422 wherein V_cell is set to U_U, which is the voltage
from the previous cycle, —V the voltage from the present
cycle. In block 2426 U_U is set to the value V which is the
present voltage and assigned the previous voltage in the next
cycle. Block 2428 exits the subroutine.

As background for FIG. 25, the routine V_control makes
all of the logic decisions based upon voltage levels. For
instance determining when the end of discharge is, when to
enter a low voltage sleep mode, when to charge, and when
to start charging. In a lithium ion battery the voltage of each
cell of the string of cells must be monitored. In a typical
lithium ion battery having nine (9) cells, three (3) cells in a
block are connected in parallel, and then the three blocks of
cells are connected in series. It is necessary to monitor the
voltage of each block of three parallel cells. Since the three
cells are connected in parallel, Vcell can be the voltage of a
block of cells or of only one cell, and the particular block of
cells or cell is incremented by the U_calculation routine
(explain), such that the V_control routine of FIG. 25 is
incremented to look at each cell individually under the
direction and control of the U_calculation routine.

As further background for FIG. 25 and also the other
remaining routines, the term [UMUX] as illustrated for
example blocks 2512 and 2532 means that the word therein
has multiple bits (typically 4), with each bit representing one
cell, and that one bit of the word is being set to 0 or 1, all
under control of the multiplexer, such that the routine is
performed for one cell or bit, and then the multiplexer is
incremented to perform the routine for the next cell or bit,
etc.

The upper right hand corner of FIG. 25 lists five values
which are referred to throughout the description of this logic
flow diagram. In block 2510 the processor looks for the
battery to be discharging (state to be equal to CD) and for the
value of Vcell to be less than U_EMPTY_1. These con-

ditions indicate that the battery is fully discharged. In block
2512 the variable eod_on is set equal to 1. Variable eod_on
is a 4 bit word wherein each bit designates one particular cell
and having values of 0, 1, 2, and 3, such that changing the
value of eod_on allows this routine to sequentially look at
each cell or block of cells (during a first cycle the value of
eod_on is set equal to 0, during the second cycle it is set
equal to 1, and etc.) Block 2514 then sets the
TERMINATEiDISCHARGE,ALARM.

If any cell of the battery reaches the condition Uempty as
indicated in block 2510, then at lock 2512 a bit in the four
bit word eod_on is set or that cell indicating that cell has
reached that condition, and the TERMINATE,
DISCHARGE_ALARM is then set in block 2514. The
routine will continue in this manner until the condition in

block 2510 is not true. When the condition for a particular
cell is not true in block 2510, then the bit for that cell is
cleared in block 2518. In block 2520 the processor looks for
the condition when all of the bits in eod_on are clear, which
means that block 2510 is not true for any cell in the pack. At
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that time, in block 2522 the cap_reset_disable bit is set to
0. Then in block 2524 the TERMINATE_DISCHARGE,

ALARM is cleared, and the processor proceeds to block
2516.

In block 2516 the processor is looking for Vcell to be less
than the sleep voltage and for the sample bit to be equal to
1. If the conditions of block 2516 are true, the processor in
step 2526 sets the Variables as stated which places the
system into a low voltage sleep mode. It does this by turning
the power off to the ADC convcrtcr (ENA=0), turning the
LED input/output drivers off (Ll-.'DIO=0), enabling the low
power sleep mode (LOMOD=0), and enabling a hardware
wake-up circuit (PRLOEN=l). If the statement in block
2516 is false, block 2526 is bypassed to block 2530. As
background, the low voltage sleep mode is entered by
software as indicated by the routine in FIG. 25, but the low
voltage sleep mode is exited by the hardware wake-up
circuit.

In block 2530 the processor is looking for Vcell to be less
than a SAFE_VOLT limit. Blocks 2530-2538 represent a
safety hysteresis routine which may be implemented in
future versions. If the condition of block 2530 is true, in step
2532 the bit safe_V is set for that cell, and may be set for
any one of the four cells. In block 2534 the processor is
looking for the condition that all (0, 1, 2, 3) of the safe_v
bits are high, and that the high temperature alarm is cleared.
If the conditions of blocks 2534 are true, in block 2536 the
safety bit is set high. If the condition of block 2530 is false,
then in block 2538 the safe_v bit is set equal to 0. As
explained above in reference to [UMUX], the Variable
safe_v is a four bit word and the bit for the particular cell
being examined is set.

Block 2540 sets the charging current equal to the nominal
capacity. In block 2542 the processor determines if Vcell is
greater than the term voltage, which is the voltage at which
the terminate charge alarm is set. The terminate charge alarm
is set for two reasons, first that the cell is f11lly charged and
secondly when Vcell is greater than the value of the term
voltage. THE TERMINATE CHARGE ALARM is set
because charging at voltages above the term volt is unsafe.
If the condition of block 2542 is true, then in block 2544 one
bit (corresponding to the cell being examined) of the word
over_v is set to 1, and the terminate charge alarm is set. The
routine then proceeds to block 2546 in which the processor
determines if Vcell is greater than safety_VOLT, and if this
condition is true the safety bit is set equal to 0 in block 2548.

If the condition of block 2542 is false, then in block 2550
the appropriate bit in the word over_v is set equal to 0.
Block 2552 then looks to determine that all of the bits of the

over_v word are clear, and if so, in block 2554 the terminate
charge alarm is cleared. If the condition of block 2552 is
false, block 2554 is bypassed and the routine proceeds to
block 2556 which is in this routine basically for the auto
calibration function. FORCE_AUTO_CALIBRATE is

normally set to 0. However, during calibration the condition
of block 2556 is true, in which case in block 2558 IOFFS is
set equal to 1, and then in block 2560 the V_control routine
is exited.

FIG. 26, self discharge, outlines the routine used to
calculate the decrease in battery capacity due to self dis-
charge. The first stcp 2610 in this routine is to determine a
value for a variable s that represents a nominal capacity loss.
This value is determined by multiplying two values. The first
of these two values is obtained from a look-up table on the
basis of battery state of charge and battery temperature, FIG.
13, and represents a nominal percentage loss of capacity,
and the second of these two values represents the nominal
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capacity of tlie battery, as expressed ir1 terms or units
suitable for the processor.

After s is calculated, the processor tests at 2612 to
determine if the battery is discharging; and, specifically, the
battery tests to determine if state equals CD. If the battery is
discharging, then Itf_CD is increased by the value of s at
step 2614. From step 2614, or from step 2612 if the battery
state is not discharging, the processor goes to step 2616 to
determine if crr_ovcrflow equals 0, which means that the
error overflow bit is clear. If this bit is clear—that is, equal
to 0, then at step 2618 the S component of the error value,
Itf_err_S is increased by s. At the next step 2620, if there
is an overflow condition, the routine continues at step 2622
to set the error overflow bit to 1.

From step 2620, or from steps 2622 or 2616 if the error
overflow bit is set, the processor proceeds to step 2624,
where the capacity Itf is decreased by the sum of s and tie
present value for the variable POWER,CONSUM. After
step 2624, the processor at step 2626 determines if tie
BATTERY_MODE. LEAKAGE bit is set, and if the vari-
able self is equal to one. If both of these conditions are tri e,
then the capacity value is further adjusted at step 2628, and
in particular, is decreased by the value of LEAKAGE_CAP.
Then, at step 2630 the BATTERY_MODE. LEAKAGE flag
is cleared, and the program ends at step 2632. If tie
statement at step 2626 is false, the program skips steps 2628
and 2630 and proceeds directly to the end at 2632.

The integration routine is shown in FIG. 27. General y,
this routine is used to determine the change in the battery
capacity from the measured current discharged by or con-
ducted to the battery when the battery is, respective y,
discharging or charging. This routine also takes into account
other factors, such as the decrease in the battery capacity due
to self discharging.

This routine uses data from two look-up tables. A first
look-up table provides factors used to determine the self
discharging rates (FIG. 13b); and these factors also are
empirically determined and depend on the battery relative
state of charge, and the battery temperature. A second
look-up table (FIG. 12b) gives the residual capacity of the
battery, as a fraction of full battery capacity, after the battery
has reached an end of discharge condition. This residual
capacity varies as a function of the battery temperature and
the battery discharging current rate.

The first step in the integration routine is to determine at
step 2710 whether the present value for remaining battery
capacity is greater than 0. If the remaining battery capacity
is less than 0, then at step 2712 the state of charge is set to
0. If the estimated remaining battery capacity is greater than
0, then the state of charge is calculated at step 2714 as a
percentage of full capacity, in a scale such that a numeric
val11e of 128 is the equivalent of 100%. At the next step
2716, the present C_rate is determined, and expressed on a
scale such that a value of 64 is the equivalent of 1 C. The
C_rate is defined as the rate at which it would take the

battery to drain in one hour and is measured in units of
reciprocal hours.

A determination is then made at step 2718 as to whether
the battery is in a capacity increasing or a capacity decreas-
ing state.

If at step 2718, it is determined that the battery capacity
is decreasing, then the processor dctcrmincs at step 2720
whether the self discharge flag is set or clear. If this flag is
set—that is, equal to one—then the only capacity loss is due
to internal battery discharging, and this value is calculated at
step 2722 by setting delta_Itf equal to the absolute value for
battery current. This delta_Itf term is the I Ats term in
equation one.
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If the self discharge flag is clear at step 2720, then the
battery is discharging current to operate the host device, and
the integration routine takes into account both the capacity
loss due to self discharging and the capacity loss due to
power used to operate the host device. Steps are performed
to calculate the latter capacity loss. In particular, at step
2724, the present value for Itf_CD is increased by the
absolute value of the battery current I, and then at step 2726
pd is obtained from look-up table (FIG. 13b), as a function
of the C rate and the battery tcmpcraturc.

Next, at step 2728 the processor determines, flrst, if |l| is
greater than a preset value of 4096 mA, and second, if any
end of discharge bit is set high. If both of these conditions
are true, then the reset_disable flag is set to 1, and the
program moves to step 2722. If, at step 2728, one of the
tested conditions is not true, the program skips step 2730 and
proceeds directly to step 2722. Likewise, if the condition of
step 2718 is false, the program skips step 2720 and also
proceeds directly to step 2722.

After delta_Itf is determined at step 2722, the processor
checks to determine if the error overflow bit is set at step
2732. This bit is clear—that is, is set to 0—if both the self
discharge error bit and the capacity decreasing error bit are
clear. The error overflow bit is set, however, if either of these
two error bits is set.

If the error overflow bit is clear at step 2732, the processor
then sets a equal to the present value for delta_Itf, at step
2734. After this, the processor determines at step 2736 if the
self discharge flag is clear. If this flag is clear, the value of
a is increased at step 2738 by the value of ITF_ERR_
OFFSET, and then at step 2740 the value of Itf, err_C_D
is increased by this value of a. If, however, at step 2736, the
self discharge flag is not set, the program skips step 2738 and
then proceeds directly to step 2740.

From step 2740, the processor determines, at step 2742,
whether there has been an overflow in the values for

Itf_err_C_D. If there has been an overflow, then the
error_overflow bit is set at step 2744. If there has not been
an overflow, then Itf err is set at step 2746 to the sum of two
numbers. The first of these numbers is Itf_err_C_D,
adjusted by a factor, EPS, a constant a shown in the upper
right corner of FIG. 27, and divided by a scaling factor of
256. The second of these numbers is Itf_err_S, also
adjusted by a factor, EPS_S, a constant as shown in the
upper right corner of FIG. 25, and divided by a scaling factor
of 256.

From steps 2744 or 2746, the program proceeds to step
2748. The program will also proceed to step 2748 from step
2732 if, at step 2732, the error overflow bit is set. At step
2748, the processor determines whether the battery current
is positive or negative, as indicated by the condition of the
sign flag. If this sign is set, or equal to one, which indicates
the battery is discharging, then, at step 2750, the values for
delta_Itf and I are rewritten as their respective 2’s comple-
ment (a well known binary procedure). In effect, this con-
verts delta_Itf and I to negative values. Then, at step 2752
Itf is increased by the value of delta_Itf. If the sign flag is
clear, or equal to 0, at step 2748, then the program skips step
2750, and proceeds directly to step 2752.

After Itf is reset at step 2752, then an ItfiLimits routine
discussed below, is invoked at step 2754 to determine
whether this capacity value has reached upper lower limits.
When this Itf_Limits routine is completed, the integration
routine ended at 2756.

FIG. 28 shows the Itf_Limits routine. Generally, this
routine is used to determine wl1etl1er the calculated value for

Itf has reached certain upper or lower limits, and, if so, how
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to respond. More specifically, at step 2810, the processor
determines whether ItF is greater than 0. If ItF is greater than
0, then, the processor checks the state_I flag at 2812 to
determine if the battery state is capacity increasing or
capacity decreasing.

If the remaining battery capacity value is more than 0, and
the battery state is capacity decreasing, then there is no need
to determine whether that capacity value has reached its
upper or lower limits, and the routine terminates via line
2814. If, however, the remaining battery capacity value is
more than 0, but the battery state is capacity increasing, then
the processor checks to determine if that capacity value
should be reset. First, the processor checks the state of
charge of the battery at step 2816. If that state of charge has
a value less than 128 which corresponds to 100%, then there
is no need to reset the remaining battery capacity value, and
the routine terminates via line 2818. If the state of charge is
equal to or greater than 128, the processor then checks the
end of charge flag at 2820.

If the end of charge flag is set, then at step 2822 the error
registers are reset to 0 and the error overflow bit is cleared.
If, at step 2820, the end of charge flag is not set, or following
step 2822, then the remaining battery capacity value is reset
at step 2824 to the nominal full battery capacity, and the
routine terminates at 2826.

The routine may, under certain circumstances, reset Itf to
a lower limit. More specifically, if at step 2810, the remain-
ing battery capacity value has, for some reason, become less
than 0, then the program goes to step 2828 to determine if
the calibration flag is set. If this flag is set and if at step 2830,
the remaining battery capacity value is less negative than a
given negative fraction, such as 1/2, of the nominal full
capacity value as detected at step 2824, then the program, at
step 2830, resets the remaining battery capacity value equal
to that given negative fraction of the nominal full capacity
value.

If the calibration flag is not set at step 2828 or if at step
2832, the remaining battery capacity value is greater than the
given negative fraction, of the nominal full capacity value,
then the remaining battery capacity value is not reset, and
the Itf_limits routine ends.

FIG. 29 illustrates the routine, referred to as the end_

conditionsCI (capacity increasing) routine, to determine
when the battery has reached a condition referred to as end
of charging. As discussed above in connection with the
capacity calculation routine shown in FIG. 22, this routine is
invoked at step 2278 when the battery state capacity increas-
ing. Generally, the battery is considered to have reached this
condition when any one of three events occur: (1) during
charging, the voltage of any one cell attains an end of charge
voltage (as indicated in block 2924), (2) during charging, the
charging current of the battery falls below a first given
threshold value and is above a second given threshold value
(block 2936), and (3) (not shown in FIG. 29) during
charging, the average current and present value of current
are equal within 50 milliamps. The end of charging routine
is also used to set and clear various flags and bits.

With the preferred routine shown in FIG. 29, the
processor, first, at step 2910, determines whether the battery
state of charge is more than a given value, SOCiCI,HYST,
such as 20% of the battery’s nominal full charge capacity. If
the state of charge is greater than this given value, the
FULLY—DISCHARGED status bit is cleared at step 2912.
From step 2910 (statement false), or from step 2912, the
program then proceeds to block 2914 in which the processor
is looking for the condition i_eoc to be equal to 0, which is
not a typical condition. This is a timer value which only
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reaches 0 after the routine has cycled through itself a r1un1ber
of times (e.g. 5). If the condition is false, the processor
proceeds through a sequence of tests to determine when end
of charge occurs. In this routine the sequence to determine
end of charge is performed twice to ensure that a single run
away measurement does not cause the triggering. i_eco
equals 0 in block 2914 is normally false, so the program
normally proceeds down the right branch through blocks
2916-2926 and proceeds vertically down through blocks
2928-2934 only when the end of charge is reached. In block
2916 the multiplexer state is temporarily stored in address 1
to ensure that the end of charge conditions are being tested
twice for the same cell. In block 2918 the processor is
looking for START_ECO to equal 1. If true at step 2920, the
value i_eoc is set to i_eoc -1, which decrements the timer
count. Each time the multiplexer state is temporarily stored,
so that if all of the end of charge conditions are true, then
block 2922 determines whether the stored multiplexer state
and the variable eoc_detect are the same to ensure that the

same cell has been examined twice to ensure against a single
run away measurement.

If the condition in block 2922 is true (same cell as before),
the routine proceeds to block 2924, wherein the statement
Vcell>=EOC_VOLT (constant in upper right corner) is
checked. If false in block 2926, START_EOC is set equal
to 0, and i_eoc is set to N_EOC, 5 to reset the counter to
count down therefrom.

A typical charge condition which will exist on most
operational cycles when the batteries are not fully charged is
to proceed consecutively through blocks 2910, 2912, 2914,
2916, 2918, 2920, 2922, 2924, 2926 and then exit the
routine.

If the statement in block 2914 is true, an end of charge
condition is indicated by the clear i_eoc flag bit therein, and
the program proceeds to block 2928, wherein the EOC_flag
is set, to block 2930, where the status bit FULLY
CHARGED is set, to block 2932 wherein Itf is set to
full_cap, and (1) Itf_err_C_D, (2) Itf_err_S, and (3)
err overflow are all reset to 0. In step 2934, the
TERMINATE_CHARGE_ALARM is set, and the routine
is exited at 2936.

Returning to block 2922, if the statement therein is false,
the routine is also exited at 2936.

Returning to block 2924, if Vc>=EOC_VOLT, a constant
as indicated in the upper right corner, a fully charged battery
is indicated, and the program proceeds to block 2936,
wherein either the condition soc>=154 (120%), or the con-
dition C_rate<END_C_RATE_1 and CiRATE>=END,

C_RATE2 causes the program to proceed to step 2938,
wherein START_EOC is set to 1, and eoc_detect is set to
AdrI (=UMUX), and the routine is then exited. If the
condition in step 2936 is false, the program proceeds to
block 2924 and then exits the routine as discussed above.

FIG. 30 shows the routine referred to as the end_

conditionsCD routine, to determine when the battery has a
condition referred to as end of discharging and to perform
various functions at that time. As discussed above in con-

nection with the capacity calculation routine shown in FIG.
22, this routine is invoked at step 2280 when the battery state
is capacity decreasing. Accordingly, this routine is also used
to perform certain functions appropriate when the battery is
discharging.

The first step in this routine at 3010 is to determine if the
battery voltage is greater than a threshold value,
U_EMPTY_HYST. If the battery voltage is greater than
this sum, then the end of discharge voltage eod_off
[UMUX] variable is set equal to 1 at step 3012; while if the
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battery voltage is not greater than this sun1, then eod_off
[UMUX] variable is set equal to 0 at step 3014. In either case
the program moves to step 3016, where the TERMINATE_
CHARGE_ALARM is cleared.

After step 3016, the processor determines if the remaining
battery capacity value is less than the capacity uncertainty
val11e at step 3018. If this is the case, the FULLY_
DISCHARGED status bit is set at step 3020. From step 3018
(condition false) or step 3020, the processor moves to step
3022, where thc state of charge is compared to thc statc of
charge, capacity decreasing hysteresis value. If the state of
charge is less than this value, then the FULI_Y_CHARGED
status bit is cleared at step 3024.

After steps 3022 (condition false) and 3024, the processor
determines whether the cycle count should be increased. In
particular, the processor proceeds to step 3026, where the
processor determines whether the flag is clear and whether
the present value of ltf_CD (which represents an accumu-
lated value of incremental decreases in battery capacity) is
greater than or equal to a given percentage, such as 15%, of
nominal full capacity. If both of these conditions are true, the
battery is considered to have completed a partial charge-
discharge cycle significant enough to count as a cycle; and,
at step 3028, the cycle count is increased and the cycle flag
is set.

Next, the processor determines whether it is appropriate
to recalculate the full capacity value and, if it is, to recal-
culate that value. At step 3032, the processor tests to
determines whether the end of discharge voltage flag is set
and the reset disable flag is clear. If one or both of these
conditions is not true, the routine terminates. If, however,
both of these conditions are true, the processor goes to step
3032.

At this step, the processor determines whether the end of
charge flag is set and whether the capacity error value is
below a preset limit, represented as ERROR_LIMIT. If both
of these conditions are true, then at step 3034, the f11ll
capacity value is reset and the end of charge flag is cleared.
The full capacity value is reset, or recalculated according to
the equation:

full_cap :=full_cap+(full_cap)(pd/256)—Itf

Thus, with this procedure, the full capacity value is reset
by adding to the present full capacity value an adjustment
value based on pd, which in turn depends on the discharge
rate and temperature of the battery, and then subtracting
from that sum the value for remaining battery capacity.

Reducing the full capacity value by the remaining capac-
ity value, Itf, takes into account the aging of the battery. To
elaborate, as the battery ages, typically the true full capacity
of the battery decreases. Thus, at the end of a discharge
cycle, the remaining capacity value will normally overstate
the true remaining capacity of the battery. To help keep the
nominal full capacity value substantially equal to the true
full capacity value of the battery, that nominal full capacity
value is decreased by the remaining capacity value when the
nominal full capacity value of the battery is recalculated at
the end of a discharge cycle.

After step 3034, or after step 3032 if one of the conditions
tcstcd thcrcin is not true, thc program proceeds to step 3036.
At this step the processor determines, first, whether I_EDV
is equal to 0, or second, whether the C_rate value is less
than the I_EDV value, and that the capacity reset disable
flag is clear.

If either of these first and second conditions is satisfied,
then, at step 3038, the processor saves the current at the end
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of discharge condition to tl1e present C rate value, sets the
pd_reset value equal to the present value for pd, and sets to
1 both the capacity reset and the capacity reset delay flags,
and the routine then terminates at 3040. Also, if neither of
the conditions tested at step 3036 are true, then the routine
also terminates, skipping step 3038.

FIG. 31 shows a procedure for monitoring and generating
alarms relating to the remaining capacity and tl1e remaining
operating time of the battery. Generally, the purpose of the
rcmaining capacity alarm is to advise the host device when
the battery capacity falls below a threshold value, al_rem_
cap. This notification is made by setting a remaining capac-
ity alarm bit and then transmitting that bit to the host device.
This information is useful to the host device because, for
example, that device may be able to adjust its own operation
to reduce its own power demands to help maintain a mini-
mum power level needed to save the operating state of the
host device. Preferably, the above-mentioned threshold
va ue is initially set at manufacture, and for example, this
va ue may be 10% of the desired capacity of the battery.
Also, preferably, this threshold value may be adjusted by the
host device. This enables that host device to more finely
C01II‘0l when it will, for example, switch to a standby or
sleep mode.

The remaining time alarm advises the host device when a
predicted remaining operating time of the host device falls
be ow a threshold value. This predicted remaining time may
be calculated in different ways. The perferred calculation is
based upon the averaged discharge rate. Notification that this
predicted operating time has fallen below the threshold
va ue also may be made by setting a remaining time alarm
bit and transmitting that set bit to the host device. For
example, this threshold value may be 10 minutes.

The predicted remaining operating time, based on some
average battery discharge rate is determined from the equa-
tion given in block 3124.

Preferably, the predicted remaining battery time can be
calculated from either the battery current discharge rate or
the battery power discharge rate. Also, the uncertainty in the
remaining battery capacity may be accounted for by sub-
tracting that uncertainty from the numerators of the two
above equations.

The first step, indicated as step 3110, in the alarm control
routine is to verify the status of the remaining capacity.
Specifically, a determination is made as to whether the
AL,REM,CAP value is greater than 0 and that the remain-
ing capacity (less the uncertainty error) is less than the
AL_REM_CAP value. If these conditions hold true, the
REMAININGiCAPACITY,ALARM bit is set at step
3112. If one or both of these conditions is not true, however,
the REMAINING_CAPACITY_AI_ARM bit is cleared at

step 3114. Next, at step 3116 the C_rate based on the one
minute rolling average current is calculated, and at step 3118
the residual capacity adjustment factor, pd_avg, is assessed
from the look-up table of FIG. 12b as a function of the
battery C_rate and the battery temperature.

Then, at step 3120, a determination is made as to whether
the battery state is capacity decreasing. If the battery capac-
ity is decreasing, then a determination is made at step 3122
as to whether the AL,REM,TIME alarm threshold value is

greater than 0. If so, thcn thc cstimatcd rcmaining time at thc
present discharge rate is calculated at step 3124. When at
step 3126 the calculated remaining time falls below the
AL_REM_TIME threshold value, the program sets the
REMAINING_TIME_ALARM bit as indicated at step
3128. If it is determined either that the battery state is not
capacity decreasing (step 3120), or that the AL_REM(
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TIME is equal to 0 (step 3122), or that the calculated
remaining time is equal to or above the AL_REM_TIME
threshold value (step 3126), then the program clears the
REMAINING_TIME_ALARM bit as indicated at step
3130.

From steps 3128 or 3130, the program moves to step
3132, where the processor determines the condition of the
DBOS_OFF flag and the off_line flag. If the former flag is
clear, and the latter flag is set, then the processor moves to
stcp 3134, where a number of flags or values are sct. In
particular, at step 3134 the capacity mode, charger mode and
off—line flags are cleared, the DBOS_silent flag is set, and
i_message is set equal to N_SILENT. From step 3134, the
processor proceeds to step 3136. The program also proceeds
to step 3136 immediately from step 3132 if the statement
therein is false.

As shown at step 3136, the upper byte of the alarm status
register is checked to determine if any of the alarm bits, such
as OVER_CHARGED_ALARM, TERMINATE,
CHARGE_ALARM, DTEMP_ALARM, OVER‘
TEMP,ALARM, TERMINATE,DISCHARGE,
ALARM, REMAINING_CAPACITY_ALARM, and
REMAINING_TIME_ALARM have been set. If so, then a
check of the alarm broadcast flag “alarming” is made at step
3138. If the upper byte of the alarm status register indicates
no alarm condition, that is no bits are set, then the process
will continue at step 3140 and the alarming broadcast flag is
cleared and the routine is then exited. As discussed above,
the alarming broadcast flag is not set during initialization.
However, as long as an alarm condition exists, this flag will
be set. If at step 3138, the alarming flag is clear, the process
continues to step 3141. At this step, the alarming flag is set,
the alarm broadcast timer is set to 0 and the “alarm to host”

flag is set, indicating that the alarm wfll be sent to the
external host device, and not a battery charger. If at step
3138, the alarming flag is set, the timer i-alarm is decre-
mented by one in step 3143. The process continues at step
3142, where a determination is made as to whether the alarm
broadcast timer has timed out; that is, become equal to 0. If
the timer has not timed out, then the alarm control routine is
exited. However, if the alarm broadcast timer has timed out,
then the process will continue at step 3144. At this step, the
address location for the alarm broadcast is set to HOST, and
the command code is set to BATTERY, and the data address
is set to AL_STATUS_L. This will initiate the transfer of

the particular alarm to the host device.
A determination is then made at step 3146 as to whether

the alarm to host flag is cleared; that is, equal to 0. If the
alarm_to_host flag is clear, then the SlAdr, slave address,
is changed, at step 3148, from HOST to CHARGER, and the
processor determines at step 3150 whether the alarm should
be sent to the charger. If the alarm should be sent, then the
send message routine 3152, discussed below is invoked, and
the alarm is sent.

If at step 3146, the alarm_to_host flag is set, the pro-
cessor skips steps 3146 and 3148 and proceeds to step 3152.
The SIADr value stays HOST, and at step 3152 the alarm is
sent to the host device. After the sent message routine is
completed, the processor, at step 3154, resets the alarm timer
and toggles the alarmitoihost flag—that is, if the flag was
set, it is cleared; and if it was clcar, it is sct. After this, the
routine is exited at 3156.

If at step 3150, the processor determines not to sent an
alarm to the charger, the routine skips step 3152 and
proceeds directly to step 3154. Also, if at step 3142, the
alarm timer l1as not timed out, the routine is immediately
exited.
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With the above-described procedure, during the first
operation of the alarm control routine, the alarm timer is set
to 0 at step 3141, so that the routine proceeds through the
steps to send an alarm during the first half, and the alarm_
to_host flag is set to one, so that the host receives the first
alarm. Then the alarm timer is set to its full value, such as
ten seconds, at step 3154.

However, for the next and subsequent operating cycles of
the alarm control routine, because the alarming flag is now
set, thc proccssor procccds to stcp 3143 from stcp 3138,
rather than to step, and decrements the alarm timer.
Moreover, until the timer alarm times out, each time that
timer is decremented, the routine is exited. During each time
period defined by N_ALARM, the alarm to host bit is
toggled. In this way, the alarm control routine enable alarm
signals to be transmitted alternately to the host device and to
a battery charger. In addition, in some instances it would be
inappropriate to send alarm signals to the battery charger.
This would be detected at step 3150, in which case step 3152
is skipped.

FIG. 32 entitled charger_control is basically a routine
which sends instructions to the charger. In block 3210 the
routine checks to determine if any bits are set for FULLY_
CIIARGED or TERMINATE_CIIARGE_ALARM or

invalid T_range, which are set to prevent further charging
of the battery. If any of those flag bits are set, the routine
proceeds to block 3212 and sets the charge current (ChCurr)
equal to 0, and in block 3214 sets the no_charge_flag equal
to 1. Conversely if the conditions in block 3210 are false, the
routine proceeds to block 3216 to set the no_charge flag
equal to 0. From steps 3214 or 3216, the routine proceeds to
step 3218 wherein the program determines if the DBOS
battery is plugged into a system, maldng an SMBus con-
nection. If the bit flag DBOS_OFF is set equal to 0,
indicating insertion into a system the routine proceeds to
block 3220 and decrements a 60 second timer, i_message—
1. If in step 3218 there is no SMB11s connection the program
proceeds to block 3222 in which a flag bit off_line is set
equal to 1, indicating no broadcast, and then ends the
routine.

Proceeding from block 3220, the routine proceeds to
block 3224 in which the variable i_message is checked to
determine if it is equal to 0, indicating a time out of the 60
second timer. If the condition in block 3224 is false there is
no broadcast and the routine is ended. If the condition in

block 3224 is true the routine proceeds to block 3226 in
which the counter is reset to 120 by setting i_message equal
to N_MESSAGE. DBOS_silent is also set equal to 0. The
routine then proceeds to block 3228 to again determine if the
no_charge_flag is set equal to 1. The routine then proceeds
to block 3230 in which state is checked as being equal to CI.
If state is not equal to CI, indicating that the state is CD,
there is no broadcast and the routine is ended.

If the condition in block 3230 is true, or the condition in
block 3228 is false, the routine proceeds to block 3232 in
which the state of the CHARGER_MODE bit is checked.

This is a bit written into the battery by either the charger or
host which turns off the broadcast to the charger. If the bit
is set to 1 it disables tl1e charger broadcast and the routine
is ended. If the condition in step 3232 is true, the routine
procccds to block 3234 in which all of thc clcmcnts of thc
message on charging current to be broadcast are specified.
The first element is the slave address (Sl Adr) which is
specified to be CHARGER. The second element is the
command code (Com Code) which is the information of the
message, and is specified to be charging current. The third
element is the data address (Data Adr) which contains and
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specifies tl1e charger current upper limit (chCurr_L). At step
3236 the processor invokes the send_message routine as
explained herein.

In the next block 3238, the elements of the message on
charging voltage to be broadcast are specified. The slave
address (S1 Adr) is omitted since it was already specified in
block 3234 to be the CHARGER. In this block the command

code is specified to be the charging Voltage (CHAR_
VOLT). The data of the message is specified in the data
addrcss (Data Adr) which is the charger voltagc upper limit
(ChVolt_L). At step 3240, the routine again invokes the
send_message routine, and then proceeds to end or exit the
routine at step 3242.

FIG. 33 is the send_message routine, and in general sets
the flags in software which are necessary for the smart
battery to transmit over the SMBus. In summary in this
routine, a message is sent by specifying the message address
in block 3314, specifying the command code (information)
in block 3328, and specifying the data address in block 3336,
and then by incrementing the data address in block 3344
until the entire message is transmitted.

Block 3310 checks to see that the condition DBOS_silent

is equal to 0. If this bit is equal to 1 the message cannot be
transmitted, and the routine is exited to the right. If the bit
in block 3310 is equal to 0, then in block 3312 the routine
checks that a bit BBUSY is equal to 0, indicating the bus is
not busy. This is a bit flag set in hardware which indicates
that the data bus is busy when the flag is equal to 1. If the
flag is equal to 0 indicating the bus is not busy, the routine
proceeds to block 3314 and sets the I2C_DATA word equal
to the slave address (S1 Adr). In step 3316, the routine sets
the variable GETBUS equal to 1 , indicating that the DBOS
is attempting to get the bus—master. This is accomplished by
sending a signal such as by pulling the clock line low. The
routine then proceeds to step 3318 in which SWBREAK is
set equal to 0, and block 3320 in which a counter is set equal
to 0. This counter sets a time limit by which the charger or
host must acknowledge the attempt by DBOS to get the
bus—master. This acknowledgment is accomplished by the
charger or host sending a signal, such as by pulling the data
line low.

In step 3322, the system checks that TDAK is equal to 1
which is an indication of acknowledgment that the DBOS is
the bus master. If the condition of block 3322 is false the

routine enters a timing loop, and proceeds to block 3324 in
which a bit in hardware is checked to determine if the bus

is busy, specifically that BBUSY equals 1. If the condition
of block 3324 is false the routine proceeds to block 3326 in
which an error bit (ERROR) is checked to determine if it is
set to one or whether the count of the counter is greater than
N_TIMEOUT, which indicates that the timer loop has timed
out. If the condition in block 3326 is false, the routine
returns to block 3322, and the loop is cycled through until
an acknowledgment is received that DBOS is bus master or
the timer times out, or if the condition of block 3324 or block
3326 is are true, the processor proceeds to a latter part of the
program.

If the condition of block 3322 is true, indicating that
DBOS is bus master, the routine proceeds to block 3328 in
which IZCLDATA is set equal to ComCode, thus sending
the command code. In block 3330, the counter is reset by
setting CTR equal to 0. Block 3328 is a transmission of the
command code, and in block 3334, the program looks for an
acknowledgment of that transmission, specifically checking
that TDAK equals 1. If TDAK equals 0, indicating no
acknowledgment, the routine proceeds to block 3334 in
which it checks for an error, specifically by ERROR equals
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1, or the condition that the counter has timed out, indicated
by CTR greater than N_TIMEOUT. The routine continues
in this timing loop until after timeout, or the indication of an
error, or until a successful acknowledgment is received.

In the latter case, the routine proceeds to step 3336 in
which the third part of the message is transmitted, specifi-
cally by setting I2C_DATA equal to the data address of the
low byte of the message. In block 3338 a counter is reset to
0. In block 3340 the routine looks for a successful

acknowlcdgmcnt, spccifically that TDAK equals 1, or if not
cycles to the right to block 3342 looking for either an error
(ERROR=1) or the counter timeout, greater than
N_TIMEOUT. The routine continues in this cycle until it
receives a successful acknowledgment or an error is indi-
cated the timer times out.

If a successful acknowledgment is received in block 3340
the routine proceeds to block 3344. The data being trans-
mitted consists of two bytes, a first byte transmitted in block
3336 and a second byte transmitted in block 3344. Blocks
3346, 3348 and 3350 are set up exactly the same cycle as
blocks 3338, 3340 and 3342, and therefore their explana-
tions will not be repeated. A successful transmission ends by
a bit in hardware (STOP) being set to 1 by the host. This is
termed the stop bit and in block 3352, the routine looks to
see if the stop-bit was set to 1, and if it was the routine exits
to the right and to the end of this routine. If the stop bit is
determined to be 0 in block 3352 the routine terminates

transmission by setting SWBREAK equal to 1, which is in
effect the generation of its own stop bit, and then exits the
routine at 3356.

FIG. 34 is a routine entitled LED_display. In step 3410
the routine tests that the LED switch has been pressed,
specifically by TAST equals 1, and that the timer of the
display is greater than a given limit, specifically that
i_display is greater than 2. If these conditions are false, the
routine proceeds to the right to block 3412 n which a
variable LEDIO (for each of bits 0 to 3) is set to 0, and the
display timer is initialized by setting i_display equal to
N DISPLAY. By setting the work LEDIO equal to 0 the
LED display is turned off and the routine is exited.

If the conditions of block 3410 are true, the routine
proceeds to block 3414 in which the manufacturers data is
checked to determine the type of display. If the word in
block 3414 (kod) is equal to 1, then in block 3416, the
relative capacity (rel_cap) is determined by the numerator
indicated in block 3416 being divided by the denominator
indicated in block 3416, fu1l_cap, which is the learned or
true capacity of the battery. If on the other hand the word kod
in block 3414 is equal to 1 the routine proceeds to block
3418 which has a similar calculation to block 3416, but in
this case the denominator of the equation is the nominal
capacity, nom_cap, which is the designed capacity for the
battery. The denominator in block 3418 is the designed
capacity of a new battery, whereas the denominator of block
3416 is the true capacity of the battery, which takes into
account aging thereof and other factors.

From blocks 3416 and blocks 3418, the routine proceeds
to block 3420 wherein the variable accB_H is set equal to
the relative capacity, as determined by either block 3416 or
3418, which is to be indicated by the LED display. Next in
block 3420, the word LEDS is set to 00001111. This value
of the word indicates that all of the LEDS are to be
initialized at a state in which all of the LEDS can be turned
on. The routine in blocks 3422 and 3424 is an incremental
routine in which the word accB_H is first determined in

block 3422 to be greater than 75, and if not then in block
3424 the word is incremented by +25. Incrementing this
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word by +25 shifts the bits of the word LEDS to tl1e right by
one bit, such that the word is now 0000111. This results in
only three LEDS being capable of being turned on. This
routine cycles through blocks 3422 and 3424 until the word
is greater than 75, at which time the routine proceeds from
block 3422 to block 3426. In block 3426 the work LEDIO

(which has bits from 0-3) is set equal to LEDS (which also
has bits 0-3) which turns the designated LEDS on.

At block 3428 the relative capacity is checked to be
greater than 10%. If the relative capacity is less than 10%,
the the LED display is to be cycled on and on in a flashing
mode. The routine proceeds to block 3430 in which the word
flashing is tested to see if it is 1. If it is 1, the block proceeds
to block 3432 in which the word flashing is set equal to 0
resulting in a [lashing of the display. If the word flashing is
equal to 0 in block 3430, then the routine proceeds to block
3434 in which the word flashing is set equal to 1, and the
word LEDIO is set equal to 0. The result of the routine
established by blocks 3430, 3432 and 3434 is a flashing of
the LED display.

After exiting from blocks 3428 (condition true), 3432, or
3434, the routine proceeds to block 3436 in which the
display timer is decremented by 1. The display timer deter-
mines how long the LED display is on. Specifically
i_display is decremented by 1. In block 3438 the routine
tests to determine if the three second timer interval is over.

If the word i_display equals 1, the routine proceeds to block
3440 in which the bit TAST (which was determined to be set
to 1 in block 3410) is cleared, effectively clearing the button
press bit. The work LEDIO is also set equal to 0, turning the
LED display off. From blocks 3412, 3438 (condition false)
and 3440, the routine is exited at 3442.

FIG. 35, entitled handle_request, is a routine in which the
battery is being requested to supply some type of value to a
host. The request is received over the bus, and in step 3510
the request is acted upon by fetching a command code from
a specified address in RAM. In block 3512, a timer is
initialized by setting the counter, specifically CTR, equal to
0. The routine then waits for the next byte of data in block
3514, specifically by checking that RDVAL (an
acknowledgement) is equal to 1. If not, the routine proceeds
to block 3516, with the blocks 3514 and 3516 setting up a
timing loop which has a 12 millisecond duration. In block
3516 the program checks that ERROR equals 1 or STOP
equals 1 or the counter CTR is greater than N_TIMEOUT.
If an error is indicated, or the stop bit is set, or the counter
times out, the routine proceeds to block 3518 in which an
error code is set by setting a bit UNKNOWN_ERROR.

If in block 3514 RDVAL is equal to 1, the routine
proceeds to block 3520 in which the command code is
decoded, the last error-code is saved, and default values are
set, set error-code OK(?) and set the Bytecount equal to 2.
At the output of block 3520, there is a hardware read of the
decoded command code. Specifically if the decoded com-
mand is not supported, the routine proceeds to block 3522 in
which the error-code is set, specifically the word
UNSUPPORTED_COMMAND.

If the command is supported at the output of 3520, the
routine proceeds to block 3524 in which a deterr11ir1atior1 is
made to whether the command is a read command or a write

command, spccifically whether a bit IRNW equals 1. If so
the command is a read command, and the routine performs
a further hardware read of the command. If the read is not

allowed, such as by a request for a read from the manufac-
turers access, the routine proceeds to block 3526 in which an
error code is set, specifically the word ACCESS_DENIED.
If the command is for a value for which no calculation is
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required, such as the voltage, current or temperature, which
are values which are calculated on a regular basis, the
routine bypasses block 3528. On the other hand, if the
command is for a calculation of a requested value, such as
a time remaining value, the routine proceeds to block 3528
in which the requested values are calculated. The processor
then proceeds to block 3530 which is the Read_Block
routine, as explained ir1 detail herein, and then exits the
routine.

If block 3524 indicates that the request was a write
request, a hardware read of the request is initially made, and
if the write is one that is not allowed, the routine proceeds
to block 3530 in which the error-code is set, specifically the
word ACCESS_DENIED. If the received write request is
allowed, the routine passes to block 3532 in which the
password is checked. If the password is incorrect, the routine
proceeds to block 3530 and sets the error-code, ACCESS_
DENIED. If block 3532 indicates an approved password the
routine proceeds to the write block routine at 3544 as
explained herein, and the routine is then exited.

From the output of blocks 3522 and 3526, the routine
proceeds to block 3536 in which the transmission is termi-
nated by setting SWBREAK equal to 1, which is in effect a
self generation of a stop bit. Likewise from the blocks 3518
and 3530, the routine proceeds to block 3538 wherein the
transmission is terminated by setting the work SWBREAK
equal to 1, and the routine is then exited at 3540.

FIG. 36, entitled Read_Block, is initiated by a request for
a read operation received over the bus. An initial hardware
determination is made as to whether the bytecount is 2 or
greater than 2. If the bytecount of the read request is greater
than 2, the routine proceeds to block 3610 in which I2C
DATA is set equal to the byte count, which essentially
determines the number of bytes over 2. The routine then
proceeds to block 3612 in which a timing cycle is initialized
by setting a counter equal to 0.

The routine then proceeds to block 3614 in which a
determination is made as to whether an acknowledgment of
the request has been received, specifically whether the word
TDAK equals 1. If not, the routine proceeds to block 3616,
which sets up a timing loop giving a specified time for an
acknowledgment to be received. In block 3616 the condi-
tions are tested for ERROR equals 1, or STOP equal, 1, or
CTR greater than N_TIMEOUT. If none of those conditions
are true, the routine proceeds back to the beginning of block
3614, and generally keeps proceeding through the timing
loop until one of the conditions is true or the timer times out.

If block 3614 determines that an acknowledgment has
been received, the routine proceeds to block 3618 in which
I2C_DATA is set equal to a specified address, the byte count
is decremented by 1, and the address is incremented by 1.
Likewise, if the initial hardware read of the read request
indicated that the byte count was equal to 2, the routine
proceeds to the beginning of block 3618, and the same
commands are executed. From block 3618, the routine
proceeds to block 3620 which establishes a byte count loop
back to the beginning of block 3612 until the byte count is
indicated to be 0 in block 3620.

Then the routine proceeds to block 3622 ir1 which the
command is terminated by setting a stop bit, LASTBYTE
equal to 1, and a counter is initialized to 0 in block 3624.
Blocks 3626 and 3628 establish a timing loop to look for
receipt of the stop bit before a timer times out. In block 3626
if STOP equals 0, indicating that the stop bit has not been
received, the routine proceeds to block 3628 in which the
conditions of ar1 error or counter timeout are checked,
specifically ERROR equals 1 or CTR greater than
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N_TIMEOUT. If neither of these conditions is true, the
routine cycles back to the beginning of block 3626 in the
timing loop until either ERROR equals 1 or the counter
times out.

If either condition occurs, the routine proceeds to block
3630 in which the error code is set, specifically the word
UNKNOWN_ERROR. The routine then proceeds to block
3632 in which the receipt of a stop bit is checked by
STOP=0. If a stop bit has been received, the processor exits
thc routinc at 3634. If no stop bit has bccn received in block
3632 the routine proceeds to block 3634 in which it gener-
ates its own stop bit by setting SWBREAK equal to 1 and
then exits the routine. Likewise, in step 3626 if it is
determined that a stop bit has been received, STOP equals 1,
then the bus master has transmitted a stop bit, and the routine
is exited.

FIG. 37, entitled Write_Block, is a routine to execute a
write operation. A request for a write operation is initially
received at block 3710 in which the low byte thereof is saved
in memory, this being for the purpose for recovering the
write operation in the event the transmission is subsequently
broken. An initial hardware determination is made as to

whether the byte count of the write operation equals 2 bytes
or is greater than 2 bytes. If greater 2 bytes the routine
proceeds to block 3712, if equal to 2 bytes it proceeds to
block 3734.

The routine proceeds to block 3712 in which the write
command is written to I2C_DATA and acknowledgment
RDAK bit is set equal to 1. The routine then proceeds to
block 3714 in which a determination is made as to whether

the count equals the byte count W. If the byte count is equal
to W, the routine proceeds to block 3716 in which a counter
is initialized to 0 to time a time period in which an
acknowledgment is received. The routine then proceeds to
block 3718 in which a determination is made as to whether

an acknowledgment has been received, specifically whether
RDVAL equals 1. If an acknowledgment has not been
received, the routine proceeds through a timing cycle estab-
lished by blocks 3720 and 3722. In block 3720 a determi-
nation is made as to whether ERROR equals 1 or the state
of the counter has timed out by CTR greater than
N_TIMEOUT. If neither of those conditions has occurred,
the routine proceeds to block 3722 in which a determination
is made as to whether STOP has been set equal to 1. If not,
the routine proceeds back to block 3718 and keeps cycling
through this routine until either the counter times out or
either the ERROR or STOP bit is set equal to 1.

Returning to block 3718 if an acknowledgment has been
received, the routine proceeds to block 3724. The routine
also enters block 3724 from the end of block 3710 if a

hardware determination indicates that the byte count of the
write requests equals 2 bytes. In block 3724 an address is set
equal to 12CiDATA, an acknowledgment is given by
setting RDAK equal to 1, a byte count is decremented by
setting count equal to count—1, and an address is incre-
mented by setting Adr equal to Adr +1.

Following block 3724 the routine proceeds to block 3726
which determines if the byte counter has reached 0. If not the
routine cycles back to the beginning of block 3716 until the
byte counter reaches 0. When the count has reached 0 in
block 3726 thc routinc proceeds to block 3728 in which a
further timer (for receipt of a stop bit) is initialized by being
set to 0. The routine proceeds to block 3730 in which a
determination is made as to whether a stop bit has been
received.

If a stop bit has been received, STOP equals 1, the
transmission is correct, and the routine exits at 3732. If a
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stop bit has not been received in block 3730 the routine
proceeds through a timing cycle with blocks 3734 and 3736.
In block 3734 a determination is made as to whether an error

bit has been set or the counter has timed out, specifically
whether ERROR equals 1 or CTR greater than
N_TIMEOUT. If neither of these conditions has occurred

the routine proceeds to block 3736 in which a hardware flag
RDVAL is checked to determine if it has been set equal to
1. If not, the routine cycles back to the beginning of block
3730 and continucs in this routinc until the timing cyclc
times out or ERROR equals 1 or RDVAL equals 1. If one of
the conditions in either of blocks 3720 or 3734 is true, the
routine proceeds to block 3738 in which an error-code is set,
specifically UNKNOWN_ERROR. Likewise, if the condi-
tion in block 3714 is false or the conditions of blocks 3722

or 3736 is true, the routine proceeds to block 3740 and
error-code is set, specifically BAD_SIZE.

From either of blocks 3738 or 3740 the routine proceeds
to block 3742 in which a determination is made as to

whether STOP equals 0, indicating that a Stop bit has not be
received. If that is so, the routine proceeds to block 3744 in
which is generates its own stop bit by setting SWBREAK
equal to 1 (send no acknowledgment). From block 3744 and
block 3742 (condition false) the routine proceeds to block
3746 in which the low byte initially saved in step 3710 is
recovered (the transmission has failed), and the routine is
exited at 3732.

FIG. 38, fetch_ADC_values illustrates a routine to trans-
fer data values from the analog-to-digital converter to the
processor. The first step in this routine at 3810 is to set a first
variable, new_ADC_values, to 1. By setting new_ADC_
values to 1, the processor enables itself to make various
subsequent calculations. Next, at step 3812, the processor
tests to determine whether the bit flag IOFFS is equal to 0.
This bit flag is normally equal to 0, but is set to 1 every 30
seconds when the auto offset calibration mode is active.

Then the processor in the next two steps 3814 and 3816 sets
two variables, I and I_raw, both equal to ADC_DATA, the
value for battery current presently available at the analog-
to—digital converter. If a current overflow exists, then the
processor skips step 3814 and in step 3816 sets I_raw equal
to a predetermined maximum value.

In step 3818 the processor sets a variable, referred to as
U_raw, equal to ADC_DATA, the value for battery voltage
presently available at the analog-to-digital converter. Next,
the processor tests to determine if a voltage overflow con-
dition exists, which is determined by whether the battery
voltage value obtained from the analog-to-digital converter
exceeds a preset level. If a voltage overflow exists, then the
processor sets U_raw to a predefined maximum value. In
step 3820, the processor determines if a CALIBRATION_
MODE bit is set to 1, and if so proceeds to step 3822
wherein the variable U is set to ADC,DATA, and if not
skips step 3822. At step 3824, the processor sets two
variables, T_raw and T to ADC_DATA, the battery tem-
perature value presently available at the analog-to-digital
converter. The processor also tests to determine whether a
temperature overflow condition exists; and if it does, T_raw
and T are both set to preset maximurn values. After step
3824, the processor ends this fetch,ADC values routine.

FIG. 39, sct_ccll_dcp_val, shows thc routinc used by
the processor to set various cell dependent values; that is,
values that depend on the number of cells in the battery pack.
At step 3910, the processor sets a variable Ch Volt equal to
cells, the number of cells in the battery pack, times a
constant CHARGE_VOLT. At step 3912, the processor
determines if a variable UMUX is equal to CELLS-1, the
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number of cells in the battery pack minus 1. If so, the
processor sets a variable UMUX is equal to 0 at step 3914
and then exits the routine at 3916. If the condition at 3912

is not true, the processor increments the variable UMUX by
1 at 3918 and then exits the routine at 3916.

FIGS. 40-62 illustrate a second operating program par-
ticularly well suited for battery packs having nickel metal
hydride battery cells.

With reference to FIG. 40, the first step 4010 of the main
operating routine of the Nickel Metal Hydride operating
system is an initialization routine. During this routine,
discussed in greater detail below, particularly with respect to
FIG. 19, a number of variables and bits are set to initial or
default values. This initialization routine is itself initiated by
the occurrence of any one of a number of signals including
a signal from a shelf sleep mode, a signal from a low voltage
sleep, a watchdog timeout signal, or a power on reset signal.
After the initialization routine is completed, a clock or
oscillator adjustment routine, also discussed below, is per-
formed at step 4012, and then the processor enters the sleep
mode at 4014. The processor stays in this sleep mode until
either the processor receives a wake up signal from the
external oscillator, which is normally transmitted to the
processor every 500 milliseconds, or the processor receives
a bus request signal over data line 4020.

As represented by step 4020 of FIG. 40, the processor
wakes up from the sleep mode upon receipt of either of these
signals. After waking up, the processor determines which of
these signals was received; and this is done by determining,
at step 4022, whether a bus request bit, RDVAL, is set—that
is, is set equal to 1. If this bit is set, then the received signal
was a bus request signal; however, if the bus request bit is
not set, then the received signal was a wake up signal. If the
bus request bit is set, the processor responds to this request
by invoking the handle-request routine at step 4024, and this
routine is done as discussed in more detail below. After the

processor has responded to the request, the processor reen-
ters the sleep mode at step 4014. If at step 4027, the bus
request bit is not set, which indicates that the received signal
was a wake up signal, then the processor begins a regular
operating cycle, referred to as a duty cycle.

In this duty cycle, at step 4026, the processor checks to
determine if this is the first duty cycle since completion of
the initialization routine; and in particular, the processor
does this by checking to determine if a bit, referred to as
ADC,valid bit, is set equal to 1. If this bit is not equal to
1, then the present cycle is the first cycle since initialization
was completed; and if this bit is equal to 1, then the present
cycle is not the first cycle since the initialization was
completed.

If ADC_valid is not equal to 1, then the program pro-
ceeds to step 4030, at which a bit, referred to as ENA, is set
equal to 1. As explained in greater detail below, when ENA
is set equal to 1, the analog-to-digital converter is enabled,
allowing the processor to obtain temperature, current and
voltage measurements from the A/D converter. After ENA is
set equal to 1, a routine, discussed below, is invoked at step
4032 to set various cell dependent values. After this, a bit,
STC, is set equal to 1 at step and this is done to start or to
enable a conversion of analog signals or values to digital
values.

Then, at step 4036, the processor determines, first,
whether the bit ADC_valid is set equal to 1, and secondly,
whether a bit, CALIBRATION_MODE, is set equal to 0,
indicating that the processor is not in a calibration mode. If
both of these conditions are true, then the processor proceeds
at steps 4040, 4042, 4044, and 4046 sequentially through a
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capacity calculation routine, an alarm control routine, a
charge control routine, and an LED display routine. These
four routines are discussed in detail below.

After these four routines are completed, a bit entitled
CLRHWB is set equal to 1 at step 4050, and this enables the
processor to handle, or respond to, bus requests that are
transmitted to the processor over the bus request line. After
step 4050, the processor exits the duty_cycle routine and
reenters the sleep mode at step 4052.

If, at step 4036, one, or both, of the tested conditions is not
true, then the processor skips steps 4040 to 4046 and
proceeds to step 4054, at which the bit ADC_valid is set
equal to 1. The processor then goes to step 4050, sets
CLRHWB equal to 1, and then reenters the sleep mode.

If, at step 4026, the bit ADC_valid is set equal to
1—which means that the present duty cycle is not the first
duty cycle after the initialization routine ended—then the
routine proceeds to step 4056. At this step, the processor
tests to determine whether the analog-to-digital converter is
enabled; and specifically, the processor does this by testing
to determine if the ENA bit is equal to 1. If this bit is set
equal to 1—indicating that the analog-to-digital converter is
on—the processor proceeds to step 4060, and a routine,
fetch ADC values, discussed in detail below, is performed to
transfer various values from the analog-to-digital converter
to the processor.

After this is done, the processor, at step 4062, tests to
determine whether the processor is in the calibration mode
by testing whether the CALIBRATION_MODE bit is equal
to 0. If the processor is not in the calibration mode, the
processor proceeds to step 4030 and proceeds from there. If,
however, at step 4062, the processor is in the calibration
mode, the processor proceeds to step 4064.

At step 4064, the processor tests to determine if a bit or
flag, referred to as IOFFS, is equal to 0. This bit is used to
enable or to disable a current offset measurement procedure,
discussed below. If this bit is not equal to 0, the program is
in a current offset measurement mode, and the routine goes
to step 4030 and proceeds from there as described above;
while if the IOFFS bit is equal to 0, the routine begins a
group or block of steps 4066.

The steps in block 4066 are performed for Sample Mode
Control. When the battery current, charge or discharge, is
less than a given value, then the rate at which the analog-
to-digital converter converts new analog measurements to
digital values is decreased to conserve battery power. Step
4070, and the subsequent steps in block 4066, are performed
to determine whether the analog-to-digital converter is oper-
ated at a regular frequency—at which, preferably, the
analog-to-digital conversions are performed once every 500
milliseconds—or at a lower frequency. The above-
mentioned given current value below which the analog-to-
digital converter operates at the lower frequency is repre-
sented by the variable SAMPLE,LIMIT, and in a preferred
embodiment of the invention, is 10 milliamps.

More specifically, at step 4070, the processor determines
whether the absolute value of the variable I_raw_co_curr
is less than SAMPLE_LIMIT. If I_raw_co_curr is not less

than sample_limit, then the processor operates at the regular
frequency. Specifically, two bits, i_sample and sample, are
set to 0 at step 4072, and the processor then moves to step
4030 and proceeds from there as described above.

If, however, at step 4070, the variable l_raw_co_curr is
less than SAMPLE_LIMIT, then the processor proceeds to
step 4074. At this step, the processor determines whether the
bit sample is equal to 0.

If sample is not equal to 0, then the processor is already
in the sample mode and the routine proceeds to step 4076.
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At step 4076, the processor tests to determine whether a bit,
CC, is equal to 1. As explained in greater detail below, this
bit will be set to 1 when the analog-to-digital converter
completes the conversion of one set of analog signals to
digital data; and step 4076 is repeated until the bit CC
becomes equal to 1. When this happens, the processor, first
at step 4080, sets ENA to 0, thereby disabling the analog-
to-digital converter to reduce power consumption, and sec-
ondly at step 4082, increases the variable i_sample by 1.
From step 4082, the processor moves onto step 4040 and
proceeds from there.

If, at step 4070, sample is equal to 0, the processor
proceeds to step 4084, and the processor tests to determine
whether the complement of i_sample is equal to 0. If that
complement is not equal to 0, then the processor sets
i_sample equal to 1 at step 4086, and then moves to step
4080 and proceeds from there. If the complement of
i_sample is equal to 0 at step 4084, the processor sets
sample equal to 1 at step 4086 and then goes to step 4076
and proceeds from there as described above.

If, at step 4056, the analog-to-digital converter is not
enabled—as indicated by ENA not being equal to 1—then
the processor moves to step 4090. At this step, the processor
sets a bit, new_ADC_values, equal to 0. As discussed
below, when this variable is set to 0, the processor does not
perform any current, voltage or temperature conversions. At
the next step 4092, the processor tests to determine if
i_sample is equal to N_SAMPLE. If these two values are
equal, the processor resets i_sample to 1 at step 4086, and
then proceeds to step 4030. If, in contrast, i_sample is not
equal to N_SAMPLE at step 4092, then the processor
proceeds to step 4082, wherein i sample is increased by 1,
and the processor then proceeds to step 4040 described
above.

With the above-described duty-cycle program, the
analog-to-digital converter produces digital data values for
battery current, temperature and voltage once every 500
milliseconds. However, in order to conserve battery power if
the battery current falls below the predetermined threshold
level, these conversions are made at a slower frequency,
determined by the variable N_SAMPLE. However, under
these circumstances, it should be noted that even when tie
analog-to-digital converter is maldng the current, tempera-
ture and voltage conversions at a lower frequency, tie
processor continues to perform the capacity calculations and
performs the alarm control, the charger control, and the LED
display routines at the frequency, which preferably is once
every 500 milliseconds. N_SAMPLE may be set by tie
manufacturer of the battery pack. Alternatively, the battery
operating program may be designed so that N_SAMPLE
may be set or varied by the user of the battery pack.

FIG. 41 illustrates the initialization routine. General y,
this routine is used to initialize values used in the program,
timers, states, and bit flags at selected times such as when tie
device wakes up from low voltage sleep, shelf sleep, watc -
dog time out, or power on from an off state. In addition, tie
initialization routine makes various checks, checks for RAVI
data loss, and preferably, in the case of data loss, reinitializes
values that had been provided, pr programmed, at manufac-
ture with default values.

At step 4110, the routine determines whether the comple-
ment of the value of a bit, referred to as checksum, is equal
0. If this complement is 0, the routine, at step 4112, then sets
another variable, referred to as checks, equal to the byte sum
of the three parameters used to calibrate the battery voltage
(cf_volt), current (cf_curr) and temperature (cf_ten1p).
Then, at step 4114 the routine determines whether the
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complement of checksum is equal to checks. If these two
values are equal, then the routine clears the RAM at step
4116, and at step 4118 sets default values for:
i) a nominal full battery capacity,

the number of battery cells in the battery,
a battery voltage calibration factor,

iv) a battery current calibration factor,
v) a battery temperature calibration factor,
vi) battery voltage
vii) battery current,
viii) the remaining capacity at which a remaining capacity

alarm will be generated,
ix) an estimated remaining operating time at which a

remaining time alarm will be generated,
x) a temperature at which a high temperature alarm will be

generated,
xi) a full charge capacity,
xii) a remaining capacity value,

a state of charge,
xiv) a checksum value, and
xv) the shelf sleep bit.

If, at step 4110, the complement of checksum is not equal
to 0, indicating no checksum value has been written or that
a fatal memory loss has occurred, then the processor pro-
ceeds directly to step 4116, clears the RAM memory and sets
default values for the above—listed items. Also, if, at step
4114, the complement of checksum is not equal to checks,
then the checksum test has been passed and the routine
proceeds to step 4120, the normal procedure. After step
4118, the processor sets default values for an additional
group of variables. In particular, at step 4122, the processor
sets default values for:

i) i_display,
ii) i_alarm,

i_message,
iv) i_self,
v) i_dt_T,
vi) i_dt_U,
vii) state,
viii) self,

ENA,
x) ADC_valid,
xi) flashing,
xii) LEDAN,

T_T,
xiv) dT30,
xv) Umax, and
xvi) DBOS_silent.

After step 4122,an RC_Oscillator_adjust subroutine,
discussed below, is invoked at step 4124 to calibrate the
on-chip oscillator, and then the processor proceeds to step
4128 at which the processor tests to determine if the bit
SHELF-SLEEP is equal to 0. If this bit is equal to
0—indicating that the shelf-sleep mode has not been
initiated—then the initialization routine is exited at 4130. If,
however, the shelf-sleep bit is set—indicating that the shelf-
sleep mode has been initiated—then at step 4132 the bit is
cleared, or set equal to 0, and the processor enters the
shelf-sleep mode at step 4134.

FIG. 42 generally shows the routine used to calibrate the
oscillator. As discussed above, this oscillator is physically
located on the chip, and preferably the oscillator is com-
prised of a resistor—capacitor network. Generally, in accor-
dance with this routine, the processor counts the number of
clock pulses generated by the oscillator during a given
period of time; and if the number of counted pulses exceeds
a given value, then the oscillator is adjusted to lower the
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frequency at wl1icl1 the oscillator generates these clock
pulses. Preferably, this test is repeated a number of times
until the oscillator is adjusted. In addition, the external
oscillator is used to measure the above-mentioned given
periods of time.

More specifically, at steps 4210 and 4212, two variables
RC_CTRL and CTR are set to 0. RC_CTRL is used to tune

the RC-oscillator frequency, and CTR is used to keep track
of the length of each test. Each time the processor receives
a signal from the external oscillator, CTR is increased by 1.
At step 4214, the processor tests to determine if the CTR
value indicates that more than 1 millisecond has elapsed
since CTR was last set to 0; and this step is repeated until 1
millisecond has elapsed. When this happens, at step 4216,
CTR is reset to 0, and another variable, counter, is set to 0.
This counter variable is used to count the number of clock

pulses generated by the oscillator. Each time the oscillator
generates a clock pulse, the counter is increased by 1, as
represented by step 4218, and then the processor tests at step
4220 to determine if the CTR value indicates that more than

4 milliseconds have elapsed since CTR was reset. These
steps are repeated until 4 milliseconds have elapsed; and
then the processor proceeds to step 4222 at which the
processor compares counter to a predetermined number,
represented as RC_OSC_LIMIT. If counter is less than
RC_OCS_LIMIT—which indicates that the oscillator is

generating clock signals at too slow of a frequency—then
the processor moves to step 4224 and RC_CTRL is
increased by 1, increasing the RC-oscillator frequency.

Next, RC_CTRI. is compared, at step 4226, to a given
value, such as 15. If RC_CTRL is less than or equal to this
given value, the routine returns to step 4212 and repeats the
previously explained steps. When, however, at step 4226,
RC_CTRL is greater than the given value, then from step
4226, the routine is terminated. If, during one of these test
periods, counter is equal to or greater than RC_OCS_
limit—which indicates that the oscillator is generating clock
signals at the correct frequency—then, from step 4222, the
routine terminates. Any acceptable procedure may be used
to adjust the frequency at which the oscillator generates
clock signals; and, for instance, the resistance, the
capacitance, or both the resistance and the capacitance of the
oscillator, may be varied to change that frequency.

FIG. 43 illustrates a routine to transfer data values from

the analog-to-digital converter to the processor. The flrst step
4310 in this routine is to set a flrst variable, newiADC,
values, to 1 and to set a second variable, U_Overflow to 0.
By setting new_ADC_values to 1, the processor enables
itself to make various subsequent calculations. Next, at step
4312, the processor tests to determine whether the bit flag
IOFFS is equal to 0. This bit flag is normally equal to 0, but
is set to 1 every 30 seconds when the auto offset calibration
mode is active. Then the processor in the next two steps
4314 and 4316 sets two variables, I and I_raw, both equal
to ADC_DATA, the value for battery current presently
available at the analog-to-digital converter. If, at step 4312,
IOFFS is not equal to zero, then the processor skips step
4314 and proceeds directly to step 4316.

After step 4316 the routine proceeds to step 4320, and the
processor sets two variables, referred to as Uiraw and U,
equal to ADC_DATA, which is the value for battery voltage
presently available at the analog-to-digital converter. Next,
at the step 4322, the processor tests to determine if a voltage
overflow condition exists, which is determined by whether
the battery voltage value obtained from the analog-to-digital
converter exceeds a preset level. If a voltage overflow exists,
then the processor sets U,Overflow to 1 at step 4324. At
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step 4326, the processor sets two variables, T_raw and T to
ADC,DATA, which is the battery temperature value pres-
ently available at the analog-to-digital converter. The pro-
cessor also tests to determine whether a temperature over-
flow condition exists; and if it does, Tiraw and T are both
set to preset maximum values. After step 4326, the processor
ends this fetch ADC values routine.

FIG. 44 shows the routine used by the processor to set
various cell dcpcndcnt values; that is, values that depend on
the number of cells in the battery pack. At step 4410, the
processor sets a variable LOMUX equal to the number of
cells in the battery pack minus 4. As discussed below,
LOMUX is used to determine the battery voltage level at
which the processor will wake up from the sleep mode. At
step 4312, the processor sets a variable U empty equal to the
value of U_EMPTY_1 times the number of cells in the

battery pack, and sets a variable Du_min equal to the value
of Du,MlN,1 times the number of cells in the battery
pack. As discussed below, U empty is the end of discharge
voltage, and Du_Min is the AV value used to determine end
of charging. After these values are set, the processor ends
this routine.

Thus, with the above-discussed procedure, the end of
discharge voltage and the AV threshold are set by multiply-
ing the number of cells in the battery pack by a per cell
value. Preferably, the per cell values, U_EMPTY_1 and
Du_MIN_l, are stored in ROM, and the number of cells in
the battery pack are written in RAM.

FIG. 45 shows the capacity calculation routine. This
routine monitors continuously the capacity of the recharge-
able battery, preferably in accordance with the following
equation:

cAr>,,,,:=cAr>,,,,+2eC1,,A;,—21,Az,—x1,A;,

In this equation, CAPrem, is the remaining capacity of the
battery at any given time, expressed in milliarnpere hours
(mah). This remaining battery capacity is also represented
by the symbol Itf. The terms Z'.eCICAtC, Z'.IdAtd and Z'.I5At5
which are discussed in greater detail below, represent,
respectively, the sum of the incremental increases in capac-
ity as the battery is being charged, the sum of the continuous
decreases in battery capacity during discharging due to
measurable current drain, and the sum of predicted decreases
in battery capacity due to self discharge. By knowing the
remaining battery capacity at all times, the processor is able
to provide a host device and a battery charger with important
information to help ensure safe and reliable use of the
battery and to help prolong battery life.

The first step 4510 in the capacity calculation routine at is
to invoke the IUT_calculation routine to calculate the

present battery current, voltage and temperature. This latter
routine is discussed in greater detail below. Generally,
though, this routine converts the raw data values obtained
from the analog-to-digital converter and representing battery
current, voltage and temperature to data values that can be
used in the capacity calculation routine.

Next, the processor at step 4512 invokes a routine,
referred to as the dT_dU routine. Generally, the purpose of
this routine, also discussed in detail below, is to determine
the changes in the battery temperature and the battery
voltage since the last time such changes were calculated.
After the d'l‘_dU routine is completed, the processor returns
to the capacity calculation routine. At step 4514 thereof, the
processor sets a flrst variable, state_I, to a value, repre-
sented by CD, which indicates that the battery is in a
capacity decreasing mode. Also, a second variable, self, is
set equal to 0.
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At step 4516, the processor tl1en determines whether the
absolute value of the present battery current, I, is below a
threshold value, represented as I_SELF, and that, for
example, may be 3 mAs. If the absolute value of the current
is below I_SELF, then the battery current is considered to
be zero. Under the circumstances, when the processor deter-
mines changes to the battery capacity, the processor does not
take into account battery current per se, however preferably
the processor does not take into account power that is
consumed by thc host device. This power consumption
factor is not based on battery current measurements made by
battery pack, but instead is determined using data supplied
by the host device. To elaborated, when the battery current
is between +3 mA and -3 mA, many host devices, which
frequently are computers, can indicate to the battery pack
that the battery pack is being discharged, even though the
battery pack itself cannot measure the battery current. When
a host device has determined that it has consumed a given
amount of power, such as 1 milliampere hour, the host
device may set and transmit to the battery pack processor to
decrease the present state of charge of the battery by that
given amount.

More specifically, at step 4518, the processor resets self
equal to 1, and sets the present value for current, I, to 0. If
at 4516 the absolute value of the battery current is greater
than 3 mA, then the processor proceeds to step 4520, where
the processor checks the bit sign to determine whether the
battery is charging or discharging. If sign is equal to 0, which
indicates that the battery is charging, then at step 4522 the
variable state_I is set to a value, referred to CI, to indicate
that the battery is charging. If at step 4520 sign is not equal
to 0, which indicates the battery is discharging, then at step
4524 the processor determines if the variable state is equal
to CD. If so, then at step 4526 the variable EOC_Flag_reset
is set to 1, and at step 4528, the processor determines if all
of the bits (0, 1, 2, 3) of the variable eod_off [0.3] are equal
to 1. If, however, at step 4524, state is not equal to CD, then
the processor skips step 4526 and proceeds directly to step
4528.

The program proceeds from steps 4518 and 4522 and
from step 4528 if the tested condition is true, to step 4530,
where the routine determines whether a variable, referred to
as cap_reset, is equal to one. If cap_reset is equal to one,
the processor, at step 4532, calculates a new value for Itf and
sets a number of variables to 0. In particular, the processor
calculates Itf according to the equation:

Ir§f=full_cap><pd_reset/256

Where full_cap is the present value for estimated full
battery capacity, pdireset is a variable obtained from a
look-up table and 256 is a scaling factor. Also, the variables
ItF,err,C,D, Itfierris, errioverflow and capireset are
all set or reset to 0.

The processor then proceeds to step 4534 where sum and
I_avg are recalculated according to the equation:

sum=sum—I_avg+|I|, I_avg=sum/N [mA]

where N is a predetermined number.
If, at either steps 4528 or 4530 the tested statement is

false, the processor proceeds directly to step 4534. After step
4534 is completed, the processor proceeds to step 4536 to
determine if a state change has occurred. In particular, at step
4536, the processor determines whether the con1plen1ent of
state is equal to stateil. If these two values are equal, a state
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change may have occurred. A state change will be consid-
ered to have occurred if the complement of state is equal to
state_I for a predetermined number, such as three, opera-
tions of the capacity calculation routine. If at step 4536 the
complement of state is not equal to state_I, indicating that
no state change has occurred, the program proceeds to step
4538, discussed below.

If at step 4536, the complement of state is equal to
state_I, then the processor, at step 4540, determines whether
the complement of the value of a timer, t_mc, is cqual to 0.
If this complement value is not equal to zero (that is, the
timer itself is resting or equal to 0), the processor, at step
4542, then increases the value of t_mc by 1. However, if, at
step 4540, the complement of timer t_mc is equal to 0
(indicating the timer is running), then the processor goes to
step 4544 and compares the value of this timer to a prede-
termined constant MC_CONST. If these two values are

equal (which will be the case after state is equal to state_l,
at step 4536, for the predetermined number of consecutive
operations of the routine) the processor resets t_mc to 0 at
step 4546.

The processor then determines at step 4548 if state_I is
equal to CI. If this is the case, then at step 4550 state is set
equal to CI and the status bit DISCIIARGING is cleared,
and then at step 4552 the variable i_enable_dT is set equal
to 2. At the next step 4554, the processor tests to determine
if the EOC_Flagreset variable is equal to 1. If this variable
is set equal to 1, the processor, at step 4556, sets or resets the
variables EOC_F1ag, cyc1e_flag, and EOC,_Flag_reset to
0. Then, at step 4558, the processor sets or resets I_avg,
sum, Itf_CD, I_EDV, pd, and reset_disable to 0. If, at step
2252, EOC Flag reset is not equal to one, then the pro-
gram skips step 2254 and proceeds directly to step 2256.

Also, if at step 4548, state_I is not equal to CI—which
indicates that the battery is in a discharging state—then the
program proceeds to step 4560 at which the variable state is
set equal to CD, and the status bit DISCHARGING is set.
From step 4560, the program proceeds to step 4562, where
the processor determines whether Itf is greater than full
cap. If ItF is greater than full_cap, the processor then, at step
4564, resets Itf to be equal to full_cap, and then moves to
step 4558. If, however, at step 4562, Itf is not greater than
full_cap, the processor skips step 4564 and proceeds
directly to step 4558.

After proceeding through the steps 4540-4564 described
above to determine if a state change has occurred, the
processor then proceeds through a series of steps to deter-
mine whether the present value for the self discharge current
should be updated and, if so, to update that value. More
specifically from each of steps 4538, 4542 and 4558, the
processor proceeds to step 4566, where the variable i_self
is decreased by one; and then, at step 4568, the processor
tests to determine if iiself has reached 0. If iiself has

reached 0, the self discharge routine, discussed in detail
below, is invoked at step 4572; and after this routine is
completed, i_self is reset to a predetermined number, rep-
resented by N_self. At step 4574, the processor performs an
integration routine, also discussed below. If, at step 4568,
i_self has not reached 0, then the processor skips steps 4570
and 4572 and proceeds to step 4574, where the integration
routine is invoked. Thus, with thc abovc-dcscribcd
procedure, the self discharge routine is invoked once for
every predetermined number of operations of the capacity
calculation routine, with that predetermined number being
determined by N_SELF.

After the integration routine is completed at step 4574, tl1e
processor invokes either a first routine to test for the end of
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charging conditions or a second routine to test for the end of
discharging conditions, depending on whether the battery is
charging or discharging. In particular, from step 4574, the
program goes to step 4576, which is to determine whether
the variable state equals CI. If state equals CI, which
indicates that the battery is charging, then at step 4578 the
processor invokes the routine to test for the end of charging
conditions, and if state does not equal CI, which indicates
that the battery is discharging, then at step 4580 the proces-
sor invokes the routine to test for the end of discharging
conditions. Both of these routines are discussed below, and

when the invoked routine is completed the capacity calcu-
lation routine is ended, as represented by step 4582.

FIG. 46 illustrates the routine, referred to as the IUT
calculation routine, that converts the output data values of
the analog-to-digital converter for battery current, tempera-
ture and voltage into the correct numbers for the specific
terms or units in which these parameters are preferably
expressed. For example, preferably, the battery current,
temperature and voltage are expressed in terms of milliamps,
millivolts and °C. respectively; and the routine of FIG. 46
converts the output of converter to the numbers that are
correct for these units. This routine also determines whether

the temperature alarm should be set or cleared, and whether
a terminate charge alarm should be set based upon a high
temperature condition. In addition, the routine of FIG. 46
invokes other routines, for example, to determine the num-
ber of battery cells in the battery pack, to set various values
that depend on that number of battery cells, and to check for
a low power condition.

As background, the system operates in one of three (3)
modes, (i) a run mode, (ii) a sample mode, and (iii) an off
mode. In the run mode, the analog-to-digital converter
makes a conversion every 500 milliseconds. In the sample
mode, the analog-to-digital converter makes a conversion
once every 3 minutes. However, in the sample mode, the
microprocessor still operates in a 500 millisecond cycle
using the last available analog-to-digital conversion. In the
off mode, the microprocessor is not operating.

At step 4610 the processor determines Whether a bit flag,
new_ADC_values, is set to 1, which would indicate that
the analog-to-digital converter has completed a conversion
and contains new values. This step ensures that the converter
is not reconverting values that have been already converted.
This step 4610 may be used only in the sample mode,
because in the run mode, the tested condition is always true.
At step 4612, the processor determines if the bit IOFFS is set
to 0, which is a determination as to whether the auto offset
calibration procedure should proceed or not. This procedure
occurs every 30 seconds.

When an auto offset calibration is not being performed,
which is the normal condition, the processor proceeds to step
4614 at which the analog-to-digital converter output for
current (I_raW) is converted into units of milliamps and
stored as variable I. The values co_curr and cf_curr that are

used in this calculation are preferably stored in the manu-
facturers data area. When the condition in block 4612 is

false, the processor proceeds to step 4616 at which I_raw is
not converted into units of milliamps, but the value co_curr
is updated in the manufacturer’s data area, and the auto
offsct calibration is disabled by setting IOFFS equal to 0.
The Auto Oifset Correction Procedure discussed above at

step 2316 of FIG. 23 may be used at step 4616 of FIG. 46.
From steps 4614 and 4616 the routine proceeds to step 4618,
at which the analog-to-digital converter output for voltage,
U_raw_co_volt, is converted into units of r11illivolts and
stored as the variable U. After this voltage value is
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calculated, the processor, at step 4620, determines if the bit
CALIBRATED is set to zero. If this bit is equal to zero, the
at steps 4622, 4624 and 4626 the processor invokes a first
routine to learn the number of cells in the battery pack, a
second routine to set various cells that depend on the number
of cells in the battery pack, and a third routine to determine
whether the battery power is below a threshold level. If,
however, at step 4620 CALIBRATED is not equal to zero,
then the processor skips steps 4622 and 4624 and proceeds
directly to step 4626.

After step 4626, the routine goes to step 4630. At this step,
T_raw, which is battery temperature output from the
analog-to-digital converter, is converted to a value T, which
is a voltage representation of the battery temperature. In
block 4632, values of m and t are obtained from a lookup
table TLUT to obtain interpolation factors for temperature;
and at step 4634 T is converted into units of tenths of a
degree Kelvin by using these m and t values.

In block 4636, the value of the battery temperature T is
compared with AL_HI_TEMP, the alarm limit high tem-
perature. In the event T is greater than the alarm limit high
temperature, the processor proceeds to block 4638 where the
high temperature alarm safety bit is set to 0. If, however, at
step 4636 the battery temperature is lower than the alarm
temperature limit, the processor proceeds to block 4640
where the high temperature alarm safety bit is cleared. From
step 46388, the processor proceeds to block 4642 to deter-
mine if the variable state is set to CI, which would indicate
that the battery is in a capacity increasing state. If state is
equal to CI, then the processor proceeds to block 4642 where
the bit flag TERMINATE CHARGE ALARM is set. If state
is not equal to CI, then the processor proceeds to block 4646.

Blocks 4646 and 4648 forma subroutine that determines

if the value T is greater than a variable Tmax, and if so sets
Tmax equal to T. In this way, this subroutine continuously
records the maximum temperature of the battery. The value
of the current, I, can be positive or negative, and in block
4650 I is tested to determine if it is negative. If the value of
the current, I, is negative, then in block, 4652 that value is
divided into a variable bit sign, which if 1 represents a
negative current, and an absolute value of I. Block 4654 ends
the IUT_calculation routine.

Also, in the IUT calculation routine, if at step 4610 the bit
new_ADC_values is not equal to one—which indicates
that new values for battery temperature, current and voltage
are not to be calculated in this cycle from the raw data values
in the analog-to-digital converter, and that the processor will
use the present available values for battery temperature,
current and voltage in any calculations—then the processor
skips most of the IUT calculation routine and proceeds
directly from step 4610 to step 4650.

From step 4652 or from step 4650 if the current value is
not negative, the IUT calculation routine is ended, as rep-
resented by step 4654.

FIG. 47 shows the routine used to learn the number of

cells in the battery pack. Generally, in accordance with this
routine, if the voltage of the battery pack is above a level that
would be a maximum for a battery pack having a given
number of cells, then the processor assumes that the battery
pack has at least one more than that given number of cells.
The processor continues to count up the number of cells in
the battery pack in this way until the battery voltage is
reasonable for the present given number of cells. Preferably,
the battery is at or near a full charge capacity when this
routine is used.

More specifically, at step 4710, the processor tests to
determine if the variable cells, which is the present count of
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the number of cells in the battery pack, is less than a
maximum value, MAXCELLS. If the present value of cells
is less than MAXCELLS, then, at step 4712, the processor
determines whether the battery voltage is greater than or
equal to the product of a predetermined value, identified as
U_SWITCH 1, and the cells Value. If the battery voltage is
greater than or equal to that product, then the number of cells
is increased by one at step 4714, and the routine returns to
step 4710. Steps 4710, 4712 and 4714 are continuously
repeated until either cells become equal to or greater than
MAXCELLS, or the product of cells and U_SWl'l‘CH_1
becomes greater than the battery voltage. When either of
these events occur, this routine is ended.

The routine to determine whether the processor enters the
low power, or sleep, mode is illustrated in FIG. 48.
Generally, the processor enters this mode when the battery
voltage drops below a predetermined level, such as 900
millivolts, in a no load condition. In this mode, all chip
functions are turned off, and power is only supplied to
maintain the RAM. As discussed above, recovery from the
low power sleep mode is made in hardware.

At step 4810, the processor makes two comparisons. First,
the processor compares the battery voltage to the product of
a value U_STANDBY_1 and the cells value; and second,
the processor determines whether sample is equal to 1. If the
battery voltage is less than or equal to the above—mentioned
product, and sample is equal to 1, then the processor enters
the sleep mode. To do this, at step 4812, ENA, LEDIO and
LOMOD are all set to zero, and PRLOEN is set equal to 1.
The processor then exits this routine. The processor also
exits this routine if, at step 4810, sample is not equal to 1 or
the battery voltage is greater than the product of cells and
U,STANDBY,1.

FIG. 49 shows the routine to calculate various tempera-
ture and voltage changes. A first portion or section of this
routine is used to calculate the change in battery temperature
over a given period of time. Generally, this temperature
change is calculated every 30 seconds based on the change
in battery temperature over the preceding minute.

More specifically, at step 4910, the processor determines
whether the LED display is on or off, and the processor does
this by testing whether I_DISPLAY is equal to
N_DISPLAY. If these two values are equal, the LED
display is off, and the program goes to step 4912, where the
value for I_DT_T is decreased by one. If, at step 4910,
ILDISPLAY is equal to NLDISPLAY, the LED display is
on, and the program goes to step 4914, where DT 30 is set
equal to zero. In effect, at step 4914, the processor overrides
the actual battery temperature measurement, since this might
be affected by heat from the LED, and sets DT 30 to a value
of zero.

From step 4912, the program proceeds to step 4916,
where the processor checks to determine if the timer value
I_DT_T has timed out, or become equal to zero. If this
timer has timed out—which indicates that it is time to

calculate DT/DT—then the processor determines both the
change in the battery temperature over the last 30 seconds,
and the change in the battery temperature over the last
minute. The former value is designated as DT 30, and the
latter value is designated as DT 60.

To do this, at step 4918, the processor, first, transfers the
present value for D1‘ 30 to D1‘ 60. Next, the processor
calculates a new value for DT 30 by subtracting the battery
temperature 30 seconds ago, T_T, from the present battery
temperature, T. Then, the processor determines DT 60 by
adding the DT 30 value and the Value just previously
transferred from DT 30 to DT 60.
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From steps 4914 and 4918, the processor goes to step
4920. At this step, the present value for battery temperature,
T, is transferred to T_T, thus clearing T for the next battery
temperature measurement; and I_DT_T is reset to END_
DTLT, thus resetting the timer for calculating the DT
values. After step 4920, the processor at step 4922 deter-
mines whether the autocalibrate flag is set. If this flag is
set—that is, AUTO_CAI.IBRATE equal to l—then at step
4922 IOFFS is set equal to 1.

From step 4922, the routine proceeds to step 4924. The
routine also goes to step 4924 from step 4912 if the DT timer
has not timed out, and from step 4922 if the autocalibrate
flag is not set.

Step 4924 and the immediately following steps are done
to determine if a DU value should be calculated, and if so,
to calculate that DU value.

At step 4926, the processor tests to determines whether a
number of conditions are simultaneously met. These condi-
tions are: STATE equals CI, (ii) ULOVERFLOW equals
zero, (iii) |I_AVG| is less than a given value such as 50
milliamps, and (iv) I_DISPLAY is equal to N_DISPLAY.
Generally, these tests indicate, respectively, that the
battery is charging, (ii) a current overflow condition does not
exist, (iii) a temporary current aberration does not exist, and
(iv) the LED display is off. If all of these conditions exist,
the processor decreases the DT_UTIMER by one at step
4928.

After step 4928, the processor, at step 4930 determines of
the DT_UTIMER has timed out. If this timer has timed out,
the processor, at step 4932, then compares the present
battery voltage to the maximum stored battery voltage,
UMAX. If U is greater than UMAX, the battery voltage is
increasing and UMAX is updated; while if U is not greater
than UMAX, the battery voltage is not increasing and AV is
calculated. Specifically, UMAX is updated at step 4934 by
being set equal to U; and AV is calculated at step 4936 by
being set equal to UMAX—U. After either step 4934 or step
4940, the DU TIMER is reset at step 4940, and the processor
then moves on to step 4942.

If, at step 4930, the DU timer has not timed out, the
routine proceeds directly to step 4942, skipping over steps
4932-4940. In addition, if at step 4926, one of the conditions
for which the processor tests does not exist, then the
processor, at step 4944, sets UMAX and DU to zero values,
and then the processor moves to step 4942, skipping over
steps 4926-4940.

At step 4942, the processor determines if an end of
discharge condition has been reached. Specifically, the pro-
cessor determines if the state of the battery is discharging,
and if the battery voltage is less than a predetermined
threshold level, represented as UEMPTY.

If both of these conditions exist, the battery is considered
to have reached an end of discharge. Under these conditions,
the end of discharge flag EODU is set, or set equal to 1, at
step 4946, and then the terminate discharge alarm is set at
step 4948. If, at step 4942, one of test conditions does not
exist, then the battery is considered not to be at an end of
discharge. Under these conditions, at step 4950, the end of
discharge flag is cleared, or set equal to 0, cap reset disable
is set equal to 0; and then at step 4952, the terminate
discharge alarm is cleared.

From both steps 4948 and 4952, the processor goes to step
4954 and determines if the force auto calibrate flag is set. If
this flag is not set, the routine terminates. If, however, the
force auto calibrate flag is set, then IOFFS is set equal to 1
at step 4956, and the routine then ends.

FIG. 50 outlines the routine, referred to as the self-
discharge routine, used to calculate the decrease in battery
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capacity due to self discharge. The first step 5010 in tl1is
routine is to determine a value for a variable s that represents
a nominal capacity loss. This value is determined by mul-
tiplying two other values. The first of these two other values
is obtained from a look-up table on the basis of battery state
of charge and battery temperature, FIG. 13, and represents a
nominal percentage loss of capacity; and the second of these
two other values represents the nominal capacity of the
battery, as expressed in terms or units suitable for the
processor.

After s is calculated, the processor tests at 5012 to
determine if the battery is discharging; and, specifically, the
battery tests to determine if state equals CD. If the battery is
discharging, then Itf_CD is increased by the value of s at
step 5014. From step 5014, or from step 5012 if the battery
state is not discharging, the processor goes to step 5016 to
determine if the error overflow bit, err_overflow, is clear or
equal to zero. If this bit is clear—that is, equal to 0—then at
step 2618 the S component of the error value, Itf_err_S, is
increased by s.

From step 5018, or from step 5016 if the error overflow
bit is set, the processor proceeds to step 5020, where the
capacity Itf is decreased by the sum of s and the present
value for the variable POWER_CONSUM. After step 5020,
the processor, at step 5022 determines if the BATTERY_
MODE. LEAKAGE bit is set, and if the variable self is equal
to one. If both of these conditions are true, then the capacity
value is further adjusted at step 5024, and in particular, is
decreased by the value of LEAKAGE_ CAP. Then, at step
5026 the EATTERY_MOI)E. LEAKAGE flag is cleared.
After step 5026, or after step 5022 if one of the conditions
tested thereat is false, the routine moves to step 5028. At this
latter step, the routine determines if the complement of
i_enable_aT is equal to zero. If this complement value is
equal to zero, then at step 530, i_enable_dT itself is
decreased by 1, and then the routine ends at 5032. If,
however, at step 5028, the complement of i_enable_dT is
not equal to zero, the routine skips step 5030 and proceeds
directly to the end at 5032.

The integration routine is shown in FIG. 51. Generally,
this routine is used to determine the change in the battery
capacity from the measured current discharged by or con-
ducted to the battery when the battery is, respectively,
discharging or charging. This routine also takes into account
other factors, such as the decrease in the battery capacity due
to self discharging.

This routine uses data from two look-up tables. A first
look-up table provides factors used to determine the self
discharging rates (FIG. 13b), and these factors also are
empirically determined and depend on the battery relative
state of charge and the battery temperature. A second look-
up table (FIG. 12b) gives the residual capacity of the battery,
as a fraction of full battery capacity, after the battery has
reached an end of discharge condition. This residual capac-
ity varies as a function of the battery temperature and the
battery discharging current rate.

The first step 5110 in the integration routine is to deter-
mine whether the present value for remaining battery capac-
ity is greater than 0. If the remaining battery capacity is not
greater than 0, then at step 5112 the state of charge is set to
0. If the estimated remaining battery capacity is greater than
0, then the state of charge is calculated at step 5114 as a
percentage of full capacity, on a scale such that a numeric
value of 128 is the equivalent of 100%. At the next step
5116, the present C_rate is determined, and expressed on a
scale such that a value of 64 is the equivalent of 1 C. The
Cirate is defined as the rate at which it would take the
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battery to drain in one hour and is measured in units of
reciprocal hours.

A determination is then made at step 5118 as to whether
the battery is in a capacity increasing or a capacity decreas-
ing state. If the capacity is increasing, then the battery is
being charged, and the integration routine takes into account
the efficiency with which the battery converts the charging
current to increased capacity. Then, at step 5120, an effi-
ciency factor is obtained from a look-up table, as a function
of the battery state of charge, the C rate, and the battery
temperature. Then, at step 5122, the increase in capacity for
the present time interval, represented by the variable delta_
Itf, is calculated by multiplying the battery current by the
efficiency factor, pc, and dividing that product by the appro-
priate scaling factor, which in this case is 256. This delta_Itf
is the EcIcAtc term in equation (1).

If at step 5118, it is determined that the battery capacity
is decreasing, then the processor determines at step 5124
whether the self discharge flag is set or clear. If this flag is
set—that is, equal to one—then the only capacity loss is due
to internal battery discharging, and this value is calculated at
step 5126 by setting delta_Itf equal to the absolute value for
battery current. This delta_Itf term is the IS Ats term in
equation (1).

If the self discharge flag is clear at step 5124, then the
battery is discharging current to operate the host device, and
the integration routine takes into account both the capacity
loss due to self discharging and the capacity loss due to the
current discharged to operate the host device. Steps 5128
and 5130 are performed to calculate the latter capacity loss.
In particular, at step 5128, the present value for Itf_CD is
increased by the absolute value of the battery current I, and
then at step 5130 pd is obtained from a look-11p table (FIG.
13b), as a function of the C rate and the battery temperature.

Next, at step 5132 the processor determines, first, if the C
rate is greater than a preset value, represented by the variable
HIGH_DISCHARGE, and second, if the end of discharge
flag, EOD_U, is set high. If both of these conditions are
true, then at step 5134 the reset_disable flag is set to 1, and
the routine moves to step 5126. If, at step 5132, one of the
tested conditions is not true, the routine skips step 5134 and
proceeds directly to step 5126.

After delta_Itf is determined either at step 5122 or at step
5126, the processor checks to determine if the error overflow
bit is set at step 5136. This bit is clear—that is, is set to 0—if
both the self discharge error bit and the capacity decreasing
error bit are clear. The error overflow bit is set, however—
that is, equal to one—if either of these two error bits is set.

If the error overflow bit is clear at step 5136, the
processor, at step 5140, then sets a equal to the present value
for delta_Itf. After this, the processor determines at step
5142 if the self discharge flag is clear. If this flag is clear, the
value of a is increased at step 5144 by the value of
ITF_ERR_OFFSET, and then at step 5146 the value of
Itf,err,C,D is increased by this value of a. If, however, at
step 5142, the self discharge flag is not set, the program
skips step 5144 and then proceeds directly to step 5146.

From step 5146, the processor determines, at step 5148,
whether there has been an overflow in the value for Itf_
err_C_D. If there has been an overflow, then the error_
overflow bit is set at step 5150. If there has not been an
overflow, then Itfierr is set at step 5152 to the sum of two
numbers. The first of these numbers is Itf_err_C_D,
adjusted by a factor, EPS (a constant shown in the upper
right corner of FIG. 51) and divided by a scahng factor of
256. The second of these numbers is Itf_err_S, also
adjusted by a factor, EPS_S, (a constant as shown in the
upper right corner of FIG. 51) and divided by a scaling factor
of 256.
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From steps 5150 or 5152, the program proceeds to step
5154. The program will also proceed to step 5154 from step
5136 if, at step 5136, the error overflow bit is set. At step
5154, the processor determines whether the battery current
is positive or negative, as indicated by the condition of the
sign flag. If this sign is set, or equal to one, which indicates
the battery is discharging, then at step 5156 the values for
delta_Itf and I are rewritten as their respective 2tl1 comple-
ment (a well known binary procedure). In effect, this con-
vcrts dclta_Itf and I to ncgativc valucs. Then, at stcp 5158
Itf is increased by the value of delta_ltf. If the sign flag is
clear, or equal to 0, at step 5154, then the program skips step
5156, and proceeds directly to step 5158.

After Itf is reset at step 5158, then a routine, discussed
below, is invoked at step 5160 to determine whether this
capacity value has reached upper or lower limits. When this
Itf limits routine is completed, the integration routine ends
at step 5162.

FIG. 52 shows the above—mentioned Itf limits routine.

Generally, this routine is used to determine whether the
calculated value for Itf has reached certain upper or lower
limits, and, if so, how to respond. More specifically, at step
5210, the processor determines whether ItF is greater than 0.
If ItF is greater than 0, then the processor checks the state_I
flag at step 5212 to determine if the battery state is capacity
increasing or capacity decreasing.

If the remaining battery capacity value is more than 0, and
the battery state is capacity decreasing, then there is no need
to determine whether that capacity value has reached its
upper or lower limits, and the routine terminates as repre-
sented by step 5114. If, however, the remaining battery
capacity value is more than 0, but the battery state is capacity
increasing, then the processor checks to determine if that
capacity value should be reset.

First, the processor checks the state of charge of the
battery at step 5216. If that state of charge has a value less
than 128, which corresponds to 100%, then there is no need
to reset the remaining battery capacity value, and the routine
terminates. If the state of charge is equal to or greater than
128, the processor then checks the end of charge flag at
5218.

If the end of charge flag is set, then at step 5220 the error
registers are reset to 0 and the error overflow bit is cleared,
and at step 5222 the remaining battery capacity value is reset
and the routine terminates at step 5214. If at step 5218, the
end of charge flag is not set, then the processor at step 5224
checks to determine if the variable C_rate is below a preset
value such as two. If this variable is below two, which
corresponds to an actual C rate of less than c/32, then the
remaining battery capacity value is reset at step 522 to the
nominal full battery capacity. If though, at step the value for
C_rate is not less than the preset value, then Itf is not
adjusted, and the routine ends.

The Itf limits routine may, under certain circumstances,
reset Itf to a lower limit. More specifically, if at step 5210,
the remaining battery capacity value has, for some reason,
become less than 0, then the program goes to step 5226 to
determine if the calibration flag is set. If this flag is set and
if, at step 5230, the remaining battery capacity Value is less
negative than a given negative fraction, such as 1/2, of the
nominal full capacity value as determined at stcp 5222, then
the routine, at step 5232, resets the remaining battery
capacity value equal to that given negative fraction of the
nominal full capacity value.

If the calibration flag is not set at step 5226 or if at step
5230 the remaining battery capacity value is greater than the
given negative fraction of the nominal full capacity value,
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then the remaining battery capacity value is not reset, and
the Itf limits routine ends.

FIG. 53 illustrates the routine, referred to as the end of
capacity increasing routine, to determine when the battery
has reached a condition referred to as end of charging. As
discussed above in connection with the capacity calculation
routine shown in FIG. 45, this routine is invoked at step
4578 when the battery state is capacity increasing.
Generally, the battery is considered to have reached this
condition when any onc of thrcc cvcnts occur: (1) during
charging, the battery voltage decreases by more than a given
amount, AV, from the peak battery voltage during charging,
(2) during charging, the temperature of the battery increases
at a rate that exceed a given rate, AT/At, and (3) during
charging, the state of charge of the battery rises above a
given percentage, such as 120%, of the nominal full capacity
value. The end of charging routine is also used to set and
clear various flags and bits.

With the preferred routine shown in FIG. 53, the
processor, first, at step 5310, determines whether the battery
state of charge is more than a given value, SOC_CI_HYST,
such as 20% of the battery’s nominal full charge capacity. If
the state of charge is greater than this given value, the
FULLY-DISCIIARGED status bit is cleared at step 5312.
From step 5310 or from step 5312, the routine then
determines, in order, whether the AT/At, AV or SOC end of
charge conditions have occurred.

More specifically at step 5314 the processor determines if
the enable DT bit is clear and if the DT 60 value is greater
than a preset amount, represented as DT. If one of these
conditions is not true, then the Delta T/ Delta T end of charge
condition is considered as not being met, and the program
proceeds to step 5316. At this step, the processor determines
if the DU value is greater than a preset amount, represented
as DU MIN, and the C rate value is greater than a given
amount such as 19, which corresponds to an actual C rate of
approximately 0.3 C. If one of these two conditions is not
true, then the Delta U end of charge condition is considered
as not being met, and the program moves to step 5318. At
this step, the processor determines if the battery state of
charge is more than a given value, such as 120% of nominal
full charge, and the value for C rate is within a given range
such as 2 to 32 inclusive. If one of these conditions is not

true, then the SOC end of charge condition is considered as
not being met, and the routine ends.

If the DT/DT end of charge condition is detected at step
5314, the processor, at step 5322 determines if whether the
end of charge flag is clear. If this flag is clear, the processor
proceeds through steps 5324, 5326 and 5328. At step 5324,
the end of charge flag is set, remaining to pass is that equal
to a percentage, for instance 95%, of nominal full capacity
value, and the error of variables are all set to 0. At step 5326,
the fully charged status bit is set, at step 5328 the terminally
charged alarm bit is set, and then the program ends.

If the end of charge flag is already set at step 5322, the
program proceeds to step 5330 and compares the remaining
battery capacity value to the nominal full capacity value. If
the former value is greater then or equal to the latter value,
than the program goes to step 5332. At this step, the
remaining capacity value is set equal to the nominal full
capacity value, and thc crror variablcs arc sct to 0. Thc
processor then determines at step 5334, if Delta ITF is
greater than 0. If Delta ITF is greater than 0, than at step
5336, a variable ITF is increased by Delta ITF; and then the
over-charging alarm and the terminally charged alarms are
set at steps 5338 and 5328 respectively, and the routine then
ends.
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If at step 5334, Delta ITF is not greater than 0 then the
program skips to step 5336, and proceeds are set the
over-charging alarm and the terminally charge alarm at steps
5338 and 5328. Further, if at steps 5330 the remaining
battery capacity value is less than the nominal full capacity
value, the program skips to step 5328, where the terminally
charge alarm is set and the routine ends.

If the Delta V end of charge condition is detected at 5316,
or if the state of end of charge condition is detected at 5318,
then the processor proceeds through steps 5340 and 5342,
where the end of charge flag and the fully charged status bits
are set. From step 5342, the program moves to step 5332 and
proceeds from there. Eventually, at step 5328, the terminally
charged alarm is set and the routine then terminates.

FIG. 54 shows the routine, referred to as the end of
capacity decreasing routine, used to determine when the
battery has reached a condition referred to as end of dis-
charging and that performs various functions at that time. As
discussed above in connection with the capacity calculation
routine shown in FIG. 45, this routine is invoked at step
4680 when the battery state is capacity decreasing.
Accordingly, this routine is also used to perform certain
functions appropriate when the battery is discharging.

The first step 5410 in this routine is to determine if the
battery voltage is greater than a threshold value,
U_EMPTY_HYST. If the battery voltage is greater than
this value, then the end of discharge voltage flag EOD_UH
is set equal to 1 at step 5412; while if the battery voltage is
not greater than U_EMPTY_HYST then EOD_UH is set
equal to 0 at step 5414. In either case, the routine moves to
step 5416, where the TERMINATE_CHARGE_ALARM
and the OVER CHARGEING ALARM flags are cleared.

After step 5416, the processor determines if the remaining
battery capacity value is less than the capacity uncertainty
value at step 5418. If this is the case, the FULLY_
DISCHARGED status bit is set at step 5420. From step 5418
or step 5420, the processor moves to step 5422, where the
state of charge is compared to SOC_CD_HYST. If the state
of charge is less than this value, then the FULLY
CHARGED status bit is cleared at step 5424.

After steps 5422 or 5424, the processor determines
whether the cycle count should be increased. In particular,
the processor proceeds to step 5426, where the processor
determines whether the cycle flag is clear and whether the
present value of Itf_CD (which represents an accumulated
value of incremental decreases in battery capacity) is greater
than or equal to a given percentage, such as 15%, of nominal
full capacity. If both of these conditions are true, the battery
is considered to have completed a partial charge-discharge
cycle significant enough to count as a cycle; and, at step
5428, the cycle count is increased and the cycle flag is set.

Next, the processor determines whether it is appropriate
to recalculate the full capacity value and, if it is, to recal-
culate that value. At step 5430, the processor tests to
determines whether the end of discharge voltage flag is set
and the reset disable flag is clear. If one or both of these
conditions is not true, the routine terminates. If, however,
both of these conditions are true, the processor goes to step
5434.

At this step, the processor determines whether the end of
charge flag is set and whether the capacity crror value is
below a preset limit, represented as ERROR_LlMl'l‘. If both
of these conditions are true, then at step 5436, the full
capacity value is reset and the end of charge flag is cleared.
The full capacity value is reset, or recalculated, according to
the equation:
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full_cap :=full_cap+(full_cap)(pd/256)—I{f

Thus, with this procedure, the full capacity value is reset
by adding to the present full capacity value an adjustment
value based on pd, which in turn depends on the discharge
rate and temperature of the battery, and then subtracting
from that sum the value for remaining battery capacity.

Reducing the full capacity value by the remaining capac-
ity value, Itf, takes into account the aging of the battery. To
elaborate, as the battery ages, typically the true full capacity
of the battery decreases. Thus, at the end of a discharge
cycle, the remaining capacity value will normally overstate
the true remaining capacity of the battery. To help keep the
nominal full capacity value substantially equal to the true
full capacity value of the battery, that nominal full capacity
value is decreased by the value for remaining capacity value
at the time that the nominal full capacity value of the battery
is recalculated.

After step 5436, or after step 5434 if one of the conditions
tested therein is not true, the program proceeds to step 5438.
At this step, the processor whether l,EDV is equal to 0. The
second of these determinations is whether the C_rate
value is less than the IiEDV value, and (ii) the capacity
reset disable flag is clear.

If either of these first and second conditions is satisfied,

then, at step 5440, the processor sets to the present C rate
value, (ii) sets the pd_reset value equal to the present value
for pd, (iii) sets the capacity reset disable flag and (iv) sets
the capacity reset flag. The routine then terminates. Also, if
neither of the conditions tested at step 5438 are true, then the
routine also terminates, skipping step 5449.

FIG. 55 shows a procedure for monitoring and generating
alarms relating to the remaining capacity and the remaining
operating time of the battery. Generally, the purpose of the
remaining capacity alarm routine is to advise the host device
when the battery capacity falls below a threshold value,
al_rem_cap. This notification is made by setting a remain-
ing capacity alarm bit and then transmitting that bit to the
host device. This information is useful to the host device

because, for example, that device may be able to adjust its
own operation to reduce its own power demands to help
maintain a minimum power level needed to save the oper-
ating state of the host device. Preferably, the above-
mentioned threshold value is initially set at manufacture,
and for example, this value may be 10% of the desired
capacity of the battery. Also, preferably, this threshold value
may be adjusted by the host device. This enables that host
device to more finely control when it will, for example,
switch to a standby or sleep mode.

More specifically, the remaining time alarm advises the
host device when a predicted remaining operating time of
the host device falls below a threshold value. This predicted
remaining tir11e may be calculated in a number of different
ways. In particular, this time value may be calculate based
on the present battcry discharge rate, or somc othcr dis-
charge rate, such as some averaged discharge rate. The
preferred calculation is based upon the averaged discharge
rate. Notification that this predicted operating time has fallen
below the threshold value also may be made by setting a
remaining time alarm bit and transmitting that set bit to the
host device. Also, the above-mentioned threshold value may
be, for example, 10 minutes.

For example, a predicted remaining operating time, based
on the present battery discharge rate may be determined by
the equation:
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full Cap— hf
" AT_RATE

where AT_RATE is the present battery discharge rate.
Analogously, a predicted remaining operating time, based

on some averaged battery discharge rate may be determined
by the equation:

fulLCap — hf
_ M

where AVG represents that averaged battery discharge rate.
Preferably, the predicted remaining battery time can be

calculated from either the battery current discharge rate or
the battery power discharge rate. Also, the u11certainty in the
remaining battery capacity may be accounted for by sub-
tracting that uncertainty from the numerators of the two
above equations.

The first step, indicated as step 5510, in the alarm control
routine is to verify the status of the remaining capacity.
Specifically, a determination is made as to whether the
AL_REM_CAP value is greater than 0 and that the remain-
ing capacity (less the uncertainty error) is less than the
AL_REM_CAP value. If these conditions hold true, the
REMAINING_CAPACITY_ALARM bit is set at step
5512. If one or both of these conditions is not true, however,
the REMAINING_CAPACITY_ALARM bit is cleared at

step 5514. Next, at step 5516 the C_rate is calculated based
on the one minute rolling average current, and at step 5518
the residual capacity adjustment factor, pdiavg, is assessed
from the look-up table of FIG. 12b as a function of the
battery C_rate and the battery temperature.

Then, at step 5520, a determination is made as to whether
the battery state is capacity decreasing. If the battery capac-
ity is decreasing, then a determination is made at step 5522
as to whether the AL_REM_TIME alarm threshold value is

greater than 0. If so, then the estimated remaining time at the
present discharge rate is calculated at step 5524. When at
step 5526 the calculated remaining time falls below the
AL_REM_TIME threshold value, the program sets the
REMAINING_TIME_ALARM bit as indicated at step
5528. If it is determined either that the battery state is not
capacity decreasing (step 5520), or that the AL_REM_
TIME not greater than 0 (step 5222), or that the calculated
remaining time is equal to or above the AL_REM_TIME
threshold value (step 5226), then the program clears the
REMAINING_TIME_ALARM bit as indicated at step
5530.

From steps 5528 or 5530, the program moves to step
5532, where the processor determines the conditions of the
I)BOS_OFF flag and of the off_line flag. If the former flag
is clear and the latter flag is set, then the processor moves to
step 5534, where a number of flags or values are set. In
particular, at step 5534 the capacity mode, charger mode and
off-line flags are cleared, the DBOS_silent flag is set, and
i_message is set equal to N_SILENT. From step 5534, the
processor proceeds to step 5536. The program also proceeds
to step 5536 immediately from step 5532 if the statement
therein is false.

As shown at step 5536, the upper byte of the alarm status
register is checked to determine if any of the alarm bits, such
as OVER_CHARGED_ALARM, TERMINATE,
CHARGE_ALARM, DTEMP_ALARM, OVER_
TEMP_ALARM, TERMINATE_DISCHARGE,
ALARM, REMAINING_CAPACITY_ALARM, and
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REMAINING_TIME_ALARM have been set. If so, then a
check of the alarm broadcast flag “alarming” is made at step
5538. If the upper byte of the alarm status register indicates
no alarm condition, that is no bits are set, then the process
will continue at step 5540 and the alarming broadcast flag is
cleared and the routine is then exited.

As discussed above, the alarming broadcast flag is not set
during initialization. However, as long as an alarm condition
exists, this flag will be set. If at step 5538, the alarming flag
is clear, the process continues to step 5542. At this step, the
alarming flag is set, the alarm broadcast timer is set to 0 and
the “alarm to host” flag is set, indicating that the alarm will
be sent to the external host device, and not a battery charger.
If at step 5538, the alarming flag is set, the timer i-alarm is
decremented by one in step 5544.

The process then continues at step 5546, where a deter-
mination is made as to whether the alarm broadcast timer has

timed out; that is, become equal to 0. If the timer has not
timed out, then the alarm control routine is exited. However,
if the alarm broadcast timer has timed out, then the process
will continue at step 5548. At this step, the address location
for the alarm broadcast is set to HOST, the command code
is set to BATTERY, and the data address is set to
AL_STATUS_L. This will initiate the transfer of the par-
ticular alarm to the host device.

A determination is then made at step 5550 as to whether
the alarm to host flag is cleared; that is, equal to 0. If the
alarm_to_host flag is clear, then the SlAdr, slave address,
is changed, at step 5552, from HOST to CHARGER, and the
processor determines at step 5554 whether the alarm should
be sent to the charger. If the alarm should be sent, then the
send message routine, discussed below is invoked at step
5556, and the alarm is sent.

If at step 5550, the alarm_to_host flag is set, the pro-
cessor skips steps 5552 and 5554 and proceeds to step 5556.
The SIADr value stays HOST, and at step 3152 the alarm is
sent to the host device. After the sent message routine is
completed, the processor, at step 5558, resets the alarm timer
and toggles the alarm_to_host flag—that is, if the flag was
set, it is cleared; and if it was clear, it is set. After this, the
routine is exited at 5560.

If at step 5554, the processor determines not to sent an
alarm to the charger, the routine skips step 5556 and
proceeds directly to step 5558. Also, if at step 5546, the
alarm timer has not timed o11t, the routine is immediately
exited.

With the above-described procedure, during the first
operation of the alarm control routine, the alarm timer is set
to 0 at step 5542, so that the routine proceeds through the
steps 5548-5558 to send an alarm during the first half, and
the alarm_to_host flag is set to one, so that the host receives
the first alarm. Then the alarm timer is set to its f11ll value,
such as ten seconds, at step 5558.

However, for the next and subsequent operating cycles of
the alarm control routine, because the alarming flag is now
set, the processor proceeds to step 5554 from step 55338,
rather than to step 5542, and decrements the alarm timer.
Moreover, until the timer alarm times out, each time that
timer is decremented, the routine is exited. During each time
period defined by N_ALARM, the alarm to host bit is
toggled. In this way, the alarm control routine enable alarm
signals to be transmitted alternately to the host device and to
a battery charger. In addition, in some instances it would be
inappropriate to send alarm signals to the battery charger.
This would be detected at step 5554, in which case step 5556
is skipped.

FIG. 56 entitled charger control, is a routine for sending
instructions to a battery charger. At step 5610, the routine
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determines if the DBOS battery is plugged into the system,
making an SMBus connection. If the bit flag DBOS_OFF is
set equal to 0, indicating insertion into the system, the
routine proceeds to block 5612 and decrements a 60 second
timer, i_message—1. If at step 5610 there is no SMBus
connection the program proceeds to block 5614 in which a
flag bit, off_line, is set equal to 1, indicating no broadcast,
and then the routine ends.

Proceeding from block 5612, the routine proceeds to
block 5618 in which the variable i_message is checked to
determine if it is equal to 0, indicating a time out of the 60
second timer. If the condition in block 5618 is false there is
no broadcast and the routine is ended. If the condition in

block 5618 is true, the routine proceeds to block 5620 in
which the counter is reset to 120 by setting i_message equal
to N_MESSAGE. DBOS_silent is also set equal to 0.

The routine then proceeds to block 5622 in which the state
of the CHARGER_MODE bit is checked. This is a bit

written into the battery by either the charger or host that
turns off the broadcast to the charger. If the bit is set to 1, it
disables the charger broadcast and the routine is ended. If the
condition in step 5622 is true, a charging current routine is
invoked at step 5624. After the charging current routine is
completed, the processor proceeds to step 5626 of the
charger control routine. At step 5626, the processor deter-
mines whether the complement of the value of charging
current is equal to the value of TRICKLE_CHARGE. If the
complement of the value of charging current is equal to
TRICKLE_CHARGE, then the processor, at step 5628,
determines whether state is equal to CI; and if state is not CI,
then the routine ends.

If at step 5626, the complement of charging current is
equal to TRICKLE_CHARGE, then the routine moves to
step 5630. The routine also proceeds to step 5630 from step
5628 if at this latter step, state is equal to CI. At step 5630,
all of the elements of the message on charging current that
is to be broadcast are specified. The first element is the slave
address (Sl Adr) which is specified to be CHARGER. The
second element is the command code (Com Code) which is
the information of the message, and is specified to be
charging current. The third element is the data address (Data
Adr) which contains and specifies the charger current upper
limit (chCurr_L). At step 5632 the processor invokes the
send message routine, discussed below.

After the send message routine is completed, the
processor, at step 5634 of the charger control routine, sets a
variable, Charging Voltage, equal to O><FFFF. Then, the
elements of the message on charging voltage that is to be
broadcast are specified. In particular, at step 5636, the
command code is specified to be the charging voltage
(CHAR_VOLT); and the data of the message is specified in
the data address (Data Adr) which is the charger voltage
upper limit (ChVolt,L). The slave address (S1 Adr) is
omitted since it was already specified in block 3234 to be the
CHARGER. At step 5638, the routine again invokes the
send message routine; after the send message routine is
completed, the charger control routine itself ends.

FIG. 57 shows the send message routine; and in general
this routine sets the flags in software which are necessary for
the battery pack to transmit over the SMBus. Generally, in
this routine, a message is sent by specifying the message
address in block 5716, specifying the command code
(information) in block 5728, and specifying the data address
in block 5736, and then by incrementing the data address in
block 5744 until the entire message is transmitted.

Block 5710 checks to see that the condition DBOS_silent

is equal to 0. If this bit is equal to 1, the message cannot be
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transmitted, and the routine is exited at step 5712. If the bit
in block 5710 is equal to 0, then in block 5717 the routine
checks to determine a bit BBUSY is equal to 0, indicating
the bus is not busy. This is a bit flag set in hardware which
indicates that the data bus is busy when the flag is equal to
1. If the flag is equal to 0 indicating the bus is not busy, the
routine proceeds to block 5716 and sets the I2C_DATA
word equal to the slave address (Sl Adr). In step 5718, the
routine sets the variable GETBUS equal to 1 , indicating that
the DBOS is attempting to get the bus-master. This is
accomplished by sending a signal such as by pulling the
clock line low. The routine then proceeds to step in which a
counter is set equal to 0. This counter sets a time limit by
which the charger or host must acknowledge the attempt by
DBOS to get the bus-master. This acknowledgment is
accomplished by the charger or host sending a signal, such
as by pulling the data line low.

In step 5722, the system checks that TDAK is equal to 1
which is an indication of acknowledgment that the DBOS is
the bus master. If the condition of block 5722 is false the

routine enters a timing loop, and proceeds to block 5724 in
which a bit in hardware is checked to determine if the bus

is busy, specifically that BBUSY equals 1. If the condition
of block 5724 is false the routine proceeds to block 5726 in
which an error bit (ERROR) is checked to determine if it is
set to one or whether the count of the counter is greater than
N_TIMEOUT, which indicates that the timer loop has timed
out. If the condition in block 5726 is false, the routine
returns to block 5722, and the loop is cycled through until
an acknowledgment is received that DBOS is bus master or
the timer times out, or if the condition of block 5524 or block
5526 is are true, the processor proceeds to a latter part of the
program.

If the condition of block 5522 is true, indicating that
DBOS is bus master, the routine proceeds to block 5528 in
which I2C_DATA is set equal to ComCode, thus sending
the command code. In block 5530, the counter is reset by
setting CTR equal to 0. Block 5528 is a transmission of the
command code, and in block 5534, the program looks for an
acknowledgment of that transmission, specifically checking
that TDAK equals 1. If TDAK equals 0, indicating no
acknowledgment, the routine proceeds to block 5534 in
which it checks for an error, specifically by ERROR equals
1, or the condition that the counter has timed out, indicated
by CTR greater than N_TIMEOUT. The routine continues
in this timing loop until after timeout, or the indication of an
error, or until a successful acknowledgment is received.

In the latter case, the routine proceeds to step 5736 in
which the third part of the message is transmitted, specifi-
cally by setting I2C_DATA equal to the data address of the
low byte of the message. In block 5740 a counter is reset to
0. In block 5740 the routine looks for a successful

acknowledgment, specifically that TDAK equals 1, or, if not,
cycles to block 5742, looking for either an error (ERROR=1)
or the counter timeout, greater than N_TIMEOUT. The
routine continues in this cycle until it receives a successful
acknowledgment or an error is indicated the timer times out.

If a successful acknowledgment is received in block 5740
the routine proceeds to block 5744. The data being trans-
mitted consists of two bytes, a first byte transmitted in block
5736 and a second byte transmitted in block 5744. Blocks
5746, 5748 and 5750 are set up exactly the same cycle as
blocks 5738, 5740 and 5742, and therefore their explana-
tions will not be repeated. A successful transmission ends by
a bit in hardware (STOP) being set to 1 by the host. This is
termed the stop bit, and in block 5752, the routine looks to
see if the stop-bit was set to 1, and if it was, the routine exits
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to tl1e right and to tl1e end of tl1is routine. If the stop bit is
determined to be 0 in block 5752 the routine terminates

transmission by setting SWBREAK equal to 1, which is in
effect the generation of its own stop bit, and then exits the
routine.

FIG. 58 shows a routine, entitled LED display. In step
5810 the routine tests that the LED switch has been pressed,
specifically by TAST equals 1, and that the timer of the
display is greater than a given limit, specifically that
i_display is greater than 2. If these conditions are false, the
routine proceeds to the right to block 5812 in which a
variable LEDIO (for each of bits 0 to 3) is set to 0, and the
display timer is initialized by setting i_display equal to
N_DISPLAY. By setting the word LEDIO equal to 0 the
LED display is turned off. The routine is then exited at step
5814.

If the conditions of block 3410 are true, the routine
proceeds to block 5816 in which the manufacturers data is
checked to determine the type of display. If the word in
block 5816 (kod) is equal to 1, then in block 5818, the
relative capacity (rel_cap) is determined by the numerator
indicated in block 5818 being divided by the denominator
indicated in block 5818, full_cap, which is the learned or
true capacity of the battery. If, on the other hand, the word
kod in block 5816 is equal to 1, then the routine proceeds to
block 5816 which has a similar calculation to block 5818,
but in this case the denominator of the equation is the
nominal capacity, nom_cap, which is the designed capacity
for the battery. The denominator in block 5820 is the
designed capacity of a new battery, whereas the denominator
of block 5818 is the true capacity of the battery, which takes
into account aging thereof and other factors.

From blocks 5818 and 5820, the routine proceeds to block
5822 wherein the variable accB_H is set equal to the
relative capacity, as determined by either block 5818 or
5820, which is to be indicated by the LED display. Also, in
block 5822, the word LEDS is set to 00001111. This value
of the word indicates that all of the LEDS are to be
initialized at a state in which all of the LEDS can be turned
on. The routine in blocks 5824 and 5826 is an incremental

routine in which the word accB_H is first determined in

block 5824 to be greater than 75, and if not then in block
5826 the word is incremented by +25. Incrementing this
word by +25 shifts the bits of the word LEDS to the right by
one bit, such that the word is now 0000111. This results in
only three LEDS being capable of being turned on. This
routine cycles through blocks 5824 and 5826 until the word
is greater than 75, at which time the routine proceeds from
block 5824 to block 5828. In block 5828 the word LEDIO

(which has bits from 0-3) is set equal to LEDS (which also
has bits 0-3) which turns the designated LEDS on.

At block 5830, the relative capacity is checked to be
greater than 10%. If the relative capacity is less than 10%,
the LED display is to be cycled on and on in a flashing mode.
The routine proceeds to block 5832 in which the word
flashing is tested to see if it is 1. If it is 1, the block proceeds
to block 5834 in which the word flashing is set equal to 0
resulting in a flashing of the display. If the word flashing is
equal to 0 in block 5832, then the routine proceeds to block
5836 in which the word flashing is set equal to 1, and the
word LEDIO is set equal to 0. The result of the routine
established by blocks 5832, 5834 and 5836 is a flashing of
the LED display.

After exiting from blocks 5830 (condition true), 5834, or
5836, the routine proceeds to block 5838 in which the
display timer is decremented by 1. The display timer deter-
mines how long the LED display is on. Specifically
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i_display is decremented by 1. In block 5840 the routine
tests to determine if the three second timer interval is over.

If the word i_display equals 1, the routine proceeds to block
5842 in which the bit TAST (which was determined to be set
to 1 in block 5810) is cleared, effectively clearing the button
press bit. The work LEDIO is also set equal to 0, turning the
LED display off. From blocks 5812, 5840 (condition false)
and 5842, the routine is exited at 5814.

FIG. 59, entitled handle request, is a routine in which the
battery is being requested to supply some type of value to a
host. The request is received over the bus, and in step 5910
the request is acted upon by fetching a command code from
a specified address in RAM. In block 5912, a timer is
initialized by setting the counter, specifically CTR, equal to
0. The routine then waits for the next byte of data in block
5914, specifically by checking that RDVAL (an
acknowledgment) is equal to 1. If not, the routine proceeds
to block 5916, with the blocks 5914 and 5916 setting up a
timing loop which has a 12 millisecond duration. In block
5916 the program checks that ERROR equals 1 or STOP
equals 1 or the counter CTR is greater than N_TIMEOUT.
If an error is indicated, or the stop bit is set, or the counter
times out, the routine proceeds to block 5918 in which an
error code is set by setting a bit UNKNOWN_ERROR.

If in block 5914 RDVAL is equal to 1, the routine
proceeds to block 5920 in which the command code is
decoded, the last error-code is saved, and default values are
set, set error-code OK(?) and set the Bytecount equal to 2.
At the output of block 5920, there is a hardware read of the
decoded command code. Specifically if the decoded com-
mand is not supported, the routine proceeds to block 5922 in
which the error-code is set, specifically the word
UNSUPPORTED,COMMAND.

If the command is supported at the output of 5920, the
routine proceeds to block 5924 in which a determination is
made to whether the command is a read command or a write

command, specifically whether a bit IRNW equals 1. If so,
the command is a read command, and the routine performs
a further hardware read of the command. If the read is not

allowed, such as by a request for a read from the manufac-
turers access, the routine proceeds to block 5926 in which an
error code is set, specifically the word ACCESS_DENIED.
If the command is for a value for which no calculation is

required, such as the voltage, current or temperature, which
are values which are calculated on a regular basis, the
routine bypasses block 5928. On the other hand, if the
command is for a calculation of a requested value, such as
a time remaining value, the routine proceeds to block 5928
in which the requested values are calculated. The processor
then proceeds to block 5930 which is the Read_Block
routine, as explained in detail herein, and then exits the
routine.

If block 5924 indicates that the request was a write
request, a hardware read of the request is initially made, and
if the write is one that is not allowed, the routine proceeds
to block 5932 in which the error-code is set, specifically the
word ACCESS_DENIED. If the received write request is
allowed, the routine passes to block 5934 in which the
password is checked. If the password is incorrect, the routine
proceeds to block 5934 and sets the error-code, ACCESS,
DENIED. If block 5934 indicates an approved password, the
routine proceeds to the write block routine at 5936 as
explained herein, and the routine is then exited.

From the output of blocks 5922 and 5926, the routine
proceeds to block 5938 in which the transmission is termi-
nated by setting SVVBREAK equal to 1, which is in effect a
self generation of a stop bit. Likewise from the blocks 5918
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and 5932, the routine proceeds to block 5940 wherein the
transmission is terminated by setting the work SWBREAK
equal to 1, and the routine is then exited at 3542.

FIG. 60, entitled Read Block, is initiated by a request for
a read operation received over the bus. An initial hardware
determination is made as to whether the bytecount is 2 or
greater than 2. If the bytecount of the read request is greater
than 2, the routine proceeds to block 6010 in which I2C_
DATA is set equal to the byte count, which essentially
determines the number of bytes over 2. The routine then
proceeds to block 6012 in which a timing cycle is initialized
by setting a counter equal to 0.

The routine then proceeds to block 6014 in which a
determination is made as to whether an acknowledgment of
the request has been received, and specifically whether the
word TDAK equals 1. If not, the routine proceeds to block
6016, which sets up a timing loop giving a specified time for
an acknowledgment to be received. In block 6016 the
conditions are tested for ERROR equals 1, or STOP equal 1,
or CTR greater than N_TIMEOUT. If none of those con-
ditions are true, the routine proceeds back to the beginning
of block 6014, and generally keeps proceeding through the
timing loop until one of the conditions is true or the timer
times out.

If block 6014 determines that an acknowledgment has
been received, the routine proceeds to block 6018 in which
I2C_DATA is set equal to a specified address, the byte count
is decremented by 1, and the address is incremented by 1.
Likewise, if the initial hardware read of the read request
indicated that the byte count was equal to 2, the routine
proceeds to the beginning of block 6018, and the same
commands are executed. From block 6018, the routine
proceeds to block 6020, which establishes a byte count loop
back to the beginning of block 6012 until the 1 byte count
is indicated to be 0 in block 6020.

Then, the routine proceeds to block 6022 in which the
command is terminated by setting a stop bit, LASTBYTE
equal to 1, and a counter is initialized to 0 in block 6024.
Blocks 6026 and 6028 establish a timing loop to look for
receipt of the stop bit before a timer times out. In block 6026
if STOP equals 0, indicating that the stop bit has not been
received, the routine proceeds to block 6028 in which the
conditions of an error or counter timeout are checked,
specifically ERROR equals 1 or CTR greater than
N_TIMEOUT. If neither of these conditions is true, the
routine cycles back to the beginning of block 6026 in the
timing loop until either ERROR equals 1 or the counter
times out.

If either condition occurs, the routine proceeds to block
6030 in which the error code is set, specifically the word
UNKNOWN_ERROR. The routine then proceeds to block
6032 in which the receipt of a stop bit is checked by
STOP=0. If a stop bit has been received, the processor exits
the routine at 6034. If no stop bit has been received in block
6032 the routine proceeds to block 6036 in which it gener-
ates its own stop bit by setting SWBREAK equal to 1, and
then the routine ends. Likewise, in step 3626 if it is deter-
mined that a stop bit has been received, STOP equals 1, then
the bus master has transmitted a stop bit, and the routine is
exited.

FIG. 61, cntitlcd Writc Block, is a routine to cxccutc a
write operation. A request for a write operation is initially
received at block 6110 in which the low byte thereof is saved
in memory, this being for the purpose for recovering the
write operation in the event the transmission is subsequently
broken. An initial hardware determination is made as to

whether the byte count of the write operation equals 2 bytes
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or is greater than 2 bytes. If greater than 2 bytes, the routine
proceeds to block 6112, if equal to 2 bytes, it proceeds to
block 6124.

The routine proceeds to block 6112 in which the write
command is written to I2C DATA and acknowledgment
RDAK bit is set equal to 1. The routine then proceeds to
block 6114 in which a determination is made as to whether

the count equals the byte count w. If the byte count is equal
to w, the routine proceeds to block 6116 in which a counter
is initialized to 0 to time a time period in which an
acknowledgment is received. The routine then proceeds to
block 6118 in which a determination is made as to whether

an acknowledgment has been received, specifically whether
RDVAL equals 1. If an acknowledgment has not been
received, the routine proceeds through a timing cycle estab-
lished by blocks 6120 and 6122. In block 6120, a determi-
nation is made as to whether ERROR equals 1 or the state
of the counter has timed out by CTR greater than
N_TIMEOUT. If neither of those conditions has occurred,
the routine proceeds to block 6122 in which a determination
is made as to whether STOP has been set equal to 1. If not,
the routine proceeds back to block 6118 and keeps cycling
through this routine until either the counter times out or
either the ERROR bit or the STOP bit is set equal to 1.

Returning to block 6118 if an acknowledgment has been
received, the routine proceeds to block 6124. The routine
also enters block 6124 from the end of block 6110 if a

hardware determination indicates that the byte count of the
write requests equals 2 bytes. In block 6124 an address is set
equal to l2C_I)ATA, an acknowledgment is given by
setting RDAK equal to 1, a byte count is decremented by
setting count equal to count—1, and an address is incre-
mented by setting Adr equal to Adr +1.

Following block 6124 the routine proceeds to block 6126
which determines if the byte counter has reached 0. If not the
routine cycles back to the beginning of block 6116 until the
byte counter reaches 0. When the count has reached 0 in
block 6126 the routine proceeds to block 6128, in which a
further timer (for receipt of a stop bit) is initialized by being
set to 0. The routine proceeds to block 6130 in which a
determination is made as to whether a stop bit has been
received.

If a stop bit has been received, STOP equals 1, the
transmission is correct, and the routine exits at 6132. If a
stop bit has not been received in block 6130 the routine
proceeds through a timing cycle with blocks 6134 and 6136.
In block 6134, a determination is made as to whether an
error bit has been set or the counter has timed out, specifi-
cally whether ERROR equals 1 or CTR greater than
N_TIMEOUT. If neither of these conditions has occurred,
the routine proceeds to block 6136 in which a hardware flag
RDVAL is checked to determine if it has been set equal to
1. If not, the routine cycles back to the beginning of block
6130 and continues in this routine until the timing cycle
times out or ERROR equals 1 or RDVAL equals 1. If one of
the conditions in either of blocks 6120 or 6134 is true, the
routine proceeds to block 6138 in which an error-code is set,
specifically UNKNOWN_ERROR. Likewise, if the condi-
tion in block 6114 is false or the conditions of blocks 6122

or 6136 is true, the routine proceeds to block 6140 and
crror-codc is set, spccifically BAD_SIZE.

From either of blocks 6138 or 6140 the routine proceeds
to block 6142 in which a determination is made as to

whether STOP equals 0, indicating that a Stop bit has not be
received. If that is so, the routine proceeds to block 6144 in
which it generates its own stop bit by setting SWBREAK
equal to 1 (send no acknowledgment). From block 6144 and
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block 6142 (condition false), the routine proceeds to block
6146 in which the low byte initially saved in step 6110 is
recovered (the transmission has failed), and the routine is
exited at 6132.

FIG. 62 shows the charging current routine, which is used
to calculate or to identify the charging current. This routine,
is designed to identify the charging current as either a trickle
charge or a regular charge, ar1d this identification is made
based on various conditions of the battery.

At step 6210, the processor determines whether the bat-
tery temperature is above a given level, 'l‘_LOW, and
whether the fully charged bit is clear. If one or both of these
conditions is not true, then the charging current is identified
as a trickle charge, as represented by step 6212. If both of the
conditions tested at step 6210 are true, though, the routine
goes to step 6214, where the processor tests two more
conditions. Specifically, at step 6214, the processor deter-
mines if the value of state is Cl and if the battery temperature
is below a second given level, T_HIGH_CI. If both of these
conditions are true, the charging current is identified as a
regular charging current, as represented by step 6216. If the
battery state is CI and the battery is above T_HIGH_CI,
then the chagrining current is identified as a trickle charge.
If the battery state is not CI and the temperature is below
T_HIGH CI, then the routine proceeds to step 6218. At this
step, the processor determines whether state is CD and
whether the battery temperature is above a third given level,
T_HIGH_CD. If either one, or both, of these conditions is
not true, the charging current is identified as a trickle charge;
while if both of these conditions are true, the charging
current is identified as a regular charging current.

I claim:

1. A method for monitoring remaining capacity of a
battery pack used to provide power to a host device, the
battery pack including a battery and a processor, the method
comprising:

establishing a remaining capacity value;

during first defined periods, using a first procedure to
update periodically the remaining capacity value,
including the steps of
i) using the battery pack to monitor a battery parameter

and to generate data value representing the battery
parameter,

ii) using the processor to process the data values
generated by the battery pack to update periodically
the remaining capacity value;

during second defined periods, using a second procedure
to update periodically the remaining capacity value,
including the steps of
i) transmitting data values from the host, device to the

processor, and
ii) using the processor to process the data values

transmitted to the processor from the host device to
update periodically the remaining capacity value;
and

switching between the first procedure and the second
procedure under defined conditions.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein:

the step of transmitting data values from the host device
includes the step of transmitting from the host device to
the processor power consumed data values representing
the amount of power consumed by the host device; and
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the step of using the processor to process the data values
transmitted to the processor includes the step of reduc-
ing the remaining capacity value by said power con-
sumed data values.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein:

the first defined periods are when the monitored parameter
is above a threshold value, and

the second defined periods are when the monitored
parameter is below the threshold value.

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein the monitored
battery parameter is the battery current.

5. A battery pack comprising:

terminal means for connecting the battery pack to a
battery powered device;

a battery including at least on rechargeable battery cell
connected to the terminal means, said battery having
i) a discharging state for supplying electrical power to

the battery powered device, and
ii) a charging state for receiving electrical power form

the terminal means;

a processor for monitoring remaining capacity of the
battery, an including
i) means to establish a remaining capacity value,
ii) means to use a first procedure during the first periods

to update periodically the remaining capacity value,
wherein the first procedure includes monitoring a
battery parameter, generating data values represent-
ing the battery parameter, and using the data values
generated by the battery pack to update periodically
the reminding capacity value,

iii) means to use a second procedure during the second
periods to update periodically the remaining capacity
value, wherein the second procedure includes receiv-
ing data values transmitted to the processor from the
battery powered device, and using the data values
received from the battery powered device to update
periodically the remaining capacity value, and

iv) means to switch the processor between the first
procedure and the second procedure under defined
conditions.

6. Abattery pack according to claim 5, wherein the means
to use the second procedure includes me ans to receive power
consumed data values from the battery powered device
representing the amount of power consumed by the battery
powered device, and to reduce the remaining capacity value
by said power consumed data values.

7. A battery pack according to claim 6, wherein:

the means to identify first and second defined periods
includes

i) means to monitor a parameter of the battery, and
ii) means to determine whether the monitored param-

eter is below a threshold value;

the first defined periods are when the monitored parameter
is above the threshold value; and

the second defined periods are when the monitored
parameter is below the threshold value.

8. A battery pack according to claim 7, wherein the
monitored battery parameter is the battery current.

* * * * *
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